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DATA-PHONE service can tie your organization 

together with a low-cost communications system 

that's thousands of times faster than the mail

and 16 times faster than people can talk. 

It makes possible business machine "talk" 

over reg u lar telephone lines-at reg u lar telephone 

rates. You can transmit anything that can be 
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punched on cards or tape at speeds up to two 

million words in 24 hours. 

Your people can have all of the information 

they need-when they need it. No costly delays. 

No postponed decisions; 

Just call your Communications Consu Itant at 

your Bell Telephone Business Office. 
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Now: who's got news for everyone with an IBM computer system? AMPEX 

The news is inside an eight page booklet. It 
tells the what, the why and the how of Ampex 
computer tape -the tape that provides superior 
performance in I BM computer systems. If you 
think you might find the booklet helpful, just 
write and ask for it. Also, we'li put your name 
on our mailing list and regularly send you our 
informative periodical, "Tape Trends." Ifs a 
good way to keep abreast of the fast changing 
tape techhology. In it, the latest tape develop
ments are clearly explained by Ampex tape 

experts-the same experts who application
engineer Ampex tape to your system. This is just 
one of the many ways we assist you in obtaining 
maximum system efficiency. I n addition to en
gineering the tape to your system, Ampex digi
tally checks each reel from end to end, and 
guarantees its performance. Write for free 
booklet, "Ampex Tape for IBM Computers," 
and your copies of "Tape Trends." Ampex 
Corporation, Redwood City, California. Sales 
and service engineers throughout the world. 
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The frollt cover shows 

a three-dimensional drawing 

produced by a very-high-speed 

data recorder. More on 

this subject on page 27. 
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Computers, Automation, 

"The changes coming will be so drastic and exten
sive that everyone will have to be informed. Thousands 
of white and blue-collar workers whose jobs are affected 
by technological change will have to think about learning 
a new skill. Communities will have to think about and 
act upon the need for setting up retraining and reemploy
ment centers. Employers will have to think about the 
steps they should take to re-train some of their own labor 
force to take over the new jobs the machines and compu
ters create while displacing other workers. Educators 
will have to think about revising vocational education in 
the light of the fast moving changes coming through auto
mation and other technological developments in this new 
phase of the 20th century. " 

- William R. Baker, Jr., Chairman of 
the Board, Advertising Council, New 
York, N. Y. 

"By 1970 the labor force will total some 84 million 
workers. If the trends that affect employment continue 
the same as in the 1950s, the jobs available by 1970 will 
be on the order of 75 million. The upshot will be unem
ployment of 9 million, an unemployment rate of 11 %. " 

- "Business Week" (Sept. 23, 1963) re
porting A. J. Jaffe, Director of 
Manpower and Population Research, 
Bureau of Applied Social Research, 
Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 

The United States has a serious and enlarging 
problem in unemployment, in an era of more and more 
computers and automation. 

It is of COllrse good to inform people, as Mr. 
Baker advocates; and it is of course necessary to retrain 
and reeducate people, and to help them learn new skills. 
A rapidly changing society requires adaptable members. 

But there is a seriolls arithmetical fallacy in Mr. 
Baker's proposals: 

NO AMOUNT OF RETRAINING WILL 
CHANGE 75 MILLION JOBS INTO 
84 MILLION 

The main effect of retraining will simply be on the selec
tion of the persons who will have the jobs. In the game of 
musical chairs" if 84 persons try to sit on 75 chairs, 9 of 
them will have no chairs. 

6 

and Employment 

c&a 
EDITORIAL 

Most of you who will read this editorial discussion 
during the next month have good work to do and receive 
a good income. You and I both have had some education 
in the computer field; trained computer people are in 
short supply. 

So hardly any of us know from personal experience 
what it is like, month after month, to have no work to do, 
and to have almost no money to live on but the dole (1950 
language: relief check). 

We do not know what it is like while unemployed 
to see around us obvious economic wealth and obvious 
capacity to produce - even the ability to find billions of 
dollars in order to put a man on the moon - while over 
50 million Americans are "poor". 

We do not know at first hand what it is like to be 
condemned to economic death - like the 40, 000 locomo
tive firemen on American railroads who will be fired 
from their useless jobs when the change in the railroad 
work rules becomes effective. 

Nine million people - nine thousand thousand 
human beings - unemployed - in one of the richest 
countries on the earth! (And already, in 1963, the U. S. 
has six million unemployed!) 

Suppose we as computer people and scientists 
were to report to the American people: 

"We foresee a huge disaster - a great plague 
- a vast disease - which will make 9 million 
Americans null and VOid, as if they had never 
been." 

Then immediately the great sympathies and energies 
of the American people would be aroused; they would 
organize to prevent any "natural" disaster. Government, 
business, labor, all the segments of our society would 
organize eagerly together to save alive 9 million people 
in the face of death. 

But unemployment, which exists in some countries 
and is man-made, is not treated in our society as a dis
aster, a plague, a disease - real though it is, destructive 
though it is, wasteful though it is. Why are the people of 
the United States almost inactive about this? Why is there 
so little happening in Congress or anywhere else of a mag
nitude that fits the problem of retraining, education, and 
the ACTUAL MAKING of jobs? Why does hardly anyone in 
this country say "Itis our social responsibility to guaran
tee that everyone is employed in SOCially useful and 
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ABC-ACRONYM BOUNCERS CONGREGATE 
Membership in C&A's LSOAOFL (Let's Stamp Out Acro

nyms Over Five Letters) Club, started by a notice in our 
August issue, has been mounting steadily over the last 
several weeks. Frankly, we were both surprised and pleased 
to leani. that there is a growing band of people who abhor 
with us the use of outlandish or unpronounceable acro
nyms to label projects and activities. We welcome addi
tional members to our club, and we hope to be able to 
start a new letter to members shortly. 

One of our new members pointed out how logically 
satisfying, LSOAOFL, the name of our club, is. For when 
and if we achieve our purpose, our club should go out of 
existence, and must, of course, to achieve its purpose. An
other new member told us of his existing efforts to hone 
down the ArmY's acronyms to six letters. He writes: 

To the Editor: 

Add my name to your LSOAOFL Club. 

I am the founder of a similar club, LSOAOSL, here 
at USAEPG (Army Electronic Proving Grounds) whose 
reluctant members are on Project CCIS-70 (Command
Control Information System by 1970). We found that if 
the field army is to be automated, they must limit their 
code words to six letters in human-intelligible formats 
made up for conversion to FIELDA T A binary word 
lengths in their computers. 

At the AHFEC-63 (Army Human Factors Engineering 
Conference, 1963) in Washington, D. C. (District of Co
lumbia) next month, I will be giving a paper on 
the guide-lines we developed for this "brevity coding." 
Should your "club" have relevant data, I would appre
ciate it .... 

DR. ROD E. PACKER 

Star Route 
Hereford, Arizona 

rewarding work"? Some cOlUltries guarantee employment 
to every person able and willing to work. How do they 
manage it? Why shouldn't the United States do so? 

There are probably several reasons. First, per
haps, i~ the reason that most people in the United States 
have not awakened to the truly terrifying magnitude of 
the Second Industrial Revolution - call it what you choose, 
computers and automation, the snowballing of technologi
cal change, the bouncing upward of productivity, etc. 
People have not realized the enormous powers for good 
and evil now implied in our new avalanche of scientific 
technology. 

COMPUTERS and AUTOMATION for November, 1963 

c&a 
READERS' & EDITOR'S FORUM 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES' 
COMMITTEE REPORT 

I. From Representative Arnold Olsen 
House of Representatives 

Washington; D. C. 

The Subcommitte,e on Census and Government Statistics 
of the House Post Office and Civil Service Committee has 
recently concluded a series of hearings on the use of elec
tronic data processing (EDP) equipment in the Federal 
Government. A report summarizing the Subcommittee's 
findings is now in preparation and will be released soon. 

In connection with the testimony presented by the 
Comptroller General of the United States (see enclosed 
copy of Part 5 of the hearings, p. 550), the excellent article 
titled "A Survey and Study of the Computer Field," which 
appeared in the Jalluary 19G3 issue of Computers and 
Automation, was introduced into the, hearings record by 
the General Accountillg Office spokesman. We find this' 
article by the Illdustrial Securities Committee of the In
vestlllellt Ballkers Association of America to be one of the 
best statelllents we have seen anywhere on the computer 
field. 

The purpose of this le,tter is to request your permission 
to reproduce the above article in our Committee report. 
Appropriate credits will, of course, be given to Computers 
and Automation Magazine. 

Our Subcommittee, will appreciate your cooperation in 
this matter. 

ll. From the Editor 
We are glad to give you permission to reprint "A Survey 

and Study of the Computer Field" in your Committee 
report. I am glad that something we published has bee,n 
of use to you. 

But a second and mueh bigger rea~()n IS LUe ::mcreu 
cows. Every society ha~ its sacred cows, To the Hindus 
a cow is actually sacred. call1lol be killed 1'01' any reason 
whatever, must bl~ feci. III lhe tllliled Slate:; a number of 
similar stifling ideas arC' :;:Il~l·t'd cow:;, call1lot be ques
tioned without ~eVCl'e plIlli:;hnwllt of lhe qlleHtioner, must 
be puuliely :lgl'('cd with: 1lI'Jvate lH'Ollerty, free enterprise,. 
t.he ",\Il1l'rican way oj' J it'l~", etc. 

yet the lIlIiled Slates is full of compromises about 
private pl'operty, free enterprise, and the "American way 
of life" - and we need in a big way more compromises. 
The Port Authority of New York, a creation of the New 
YOl'k and New ,Jersey legislatures, is a most interesting 

(Plcllse turn to Page 9) 
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"We use Computer Audiotape 
in all phases of 

our computer operation" 
... -tr*"'" 

$&" . 0.,.'2 

says Mr. louis L Hodge, Director of Data Processing Operat.ions for i ~ ~ ... .. 
Government Employees Insurance Company, Chevy Chase, Maryland "'''<''''''0' . ~",,'l 

y£t~ ,,, 

/- /: GEICO is one of the leading auto insurers in the United States. As a, result, 
I, 

'·" •• f our large computer section is used to keep the individual files on almost a 
million policyholders constantly up to date, as well as to process thousands of claims 
weekly. Computer Audiotape is active in all phases of these operations. We have purchased 
close to 1,000 reels in less than a year. We prefer Computer Audiotape for a number of 
reasons. First-and most important-its quality has been very good. Second, 
the price is right. And third, the service we get is most satisfactory. 

GEICO is Just one of the many prominent companies that consist
ently specify Computer Audiotape. They know that each reel is 
manufactured with extreme care. They know that each reel is 100% 
checked to insure that every "bit" reproduces properly. Try Com
puter Audiotape in your own operation. It's available in a variety 

of lengths, in bit densities of 200, 556 and 800, in standard and 
heavy duty types. And consider Audio's new Extra Length Com
puter Audiotape which offers 50% more tape on the same size reel. 
Write for complete information to Audio Devices, Dept. CA. 

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Avenue. New York 22. New York 

8 Circle No. 7 on Readers Service Card 
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COMPlJfERS ON THE RIQIT 
Up to the present, the role of the computer 

in politics has mainly been confined to acting 
as a kind of electronic Greek chorus during net
work television coverage of voting returns on 
election night. True, the Democratic party did 
admit to using computers in 1959 to simulate the 
reaction of the electorate to tentative party 
policy positions on sensitive issues ••. although 
the party leadership uisclaimed the effort as 
on ly a matter of incidental curiosity. 

However, 1964 may be the year in which the 
computer uons its first major political role. 
Already one aspiring presidential candiuate, 
Senator Barry Goluwater, has admitted to having 
lined up EDP resources on his side. According 
to the Senator's campaign manager, a microfilm 
library is being prepared which will contain a 
complete record of Goldwater's statements on pub
lic issues, from his two books, over 700 news
paper columns, hunureus of speeches, and innumer
able statements. The library will then be in
dexed on puncheu cards so that the Senator, at 
the push of a button, can have flashed on a 
screen before him a complete history of what he 
has said on a subj ect, where, and to whom. This 
automatic opinion retrieval system is costing the 
Goldwater organization $10,000. 

In a further step towaru computerizing the 
Goluwater can~aign, his associates are planning 
to put on magnetic tape the names and addresses 
of everyone who ever wrote to the Senator. This 
tape file is envisioned as being a prime asset 
in organizing local action groups for Goluwater 
should he be a presidential canuidate in '64. 

(Can tinued from Page 7) 

example of a compromise. So is the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, and also the New York State Comission on 
Discrimination, and others. These authorities exercise 
public control in the interests of all of society. 

It would be good to see a Federal Automation 
Authority, which would exercise public control over com
puterization, automation, and technological change, in 
the interests of all of society. It must be charged with 
guaranteeing- employment to every person able and willing 
to work. It mllst also be charged with making Sllre that 
the social and technical advances of automation arc made 
as benefieial as possible to all members of society. '1110 
technical know-how and produeUve capaeity of the United 
States could so easily do this if it were enlisted fully. And 
there are thousands of ways to beg-in - just as the Port of 
New York Authority provides bl'icl~es and tunnels that 
otherwise wuuld only be dream~, and collects tolls from 
motorists who elect to use the dream bridges instead of 
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COMPUTERS O~ TilE STREET 

E-DITOR'S 

SCRATCHPAD 

Computers have been r.laking an increasing im
pact on Wall Street ••. both on the ticker tape 
anu in the brokerage office. 

On the tape, Control Data, IBM, and RCA 
have been very active issues on the New York Ex
change in recent months, each registering impres
sive auvances. This activity has been supported 
in part by a growing awareness among investors 
that computer applications are likely to be the 
greatest growth area in the industrial electron
ics field. 

In the larger brokerage offices, computers 
are frequently found doing general account up
dating, transaction processing, billing, payroll, 
etc. However at least two New York groups are 
doing a real-time analysis of price movements on 
the maj or exchanges in order to make judicious 
investment moves. Their successes or failures 
are currently tightly held se~rets. Several 
other organizations are selling computerized in
vestment advisory services on a subscription basis. 

A celebrated case of computer-aided invest
ment decisions involves the small bond firm of 
William ~1orris. Using a $150,000 analog computer, 
analysts at the Morris firm were able to outbid 
a syndicate of financial giants such as the Bank 
of America and Bankers Trust Company for two 
$100 million State of California bond issues. 

With the estimated $1,700,000 the Morris 
firm made with the aid of their small analog com
puter, Presiucnt ~1orris announced that his firm 
was purchasing a large, new, faster computer in 
anticipation of increasing reliance on computer
baseu financial strategy. 

the old fe~ries. There is only one essential requirement: 
that we Americans highly resolve to wipe out forever the 
scourge of unemployment - just as a hundred years ago 
Americans highly resolved to wipe out the scourge of 
slavery. 

The Congress of the United States needs to take 
responsibility in this area - so that the people of the 
United States may be guar:U1teeci to have retraining, re
education, and jobs, :U1d so that the United States shull 
have full employment by ID70, or sooner. West Germany 
and 010 Soviet Union have full employment now - why 
shouldn't the United States have it too? 

() 



Using their new computer. the Morris firm 
outbid three national financial syndicates to win 
the $122 mi 11 ion bond issue for the lianford pro
ject of the State of Washington's Supply Systems 
Service. Shortly thereafter. the price level on 
the municipal bond market took an unexpected dip. 
and the Morris group suffered substantial losses 
on the Hanford issue. And very shortly thereafter 
the "FOH SALE" was hung on the firm's computer. 
one of the first heads to roll. Said President 
~forris. unsentimentally. "Why shouldn't we sell 
our computer? We made handsome profits by using 
it. but right now we are in need of handsome pro
fi ts by other methods." 

COMPlITEH OFFERS INSTANT INTERVIEW SERVICE 
. "Computer engineers! Programmers! Looking 
for a new position or better opportunities? Come 
datatize yourself in our computer!" 

The above siren call. although fictional at 
present. is suggestive of the services being of
fered by a number of new recruiting agencies 
handling technical specialists. 

One such group is Dyna-Search Control. Inc •• 
a Minneapolis-based firm, which is using a CDC 
160A and the Be 11 Systems ~fodel 35 teletypewriter 
to compile, analyze. and rapidly supply head
hunting companies with data on available special
ists in t~chn~cal areas. The company currently 
has the resumes of over 2000 people on magnetic 
tape, and hopes to add many more. without cost to 
the job hunter, in the near future. To search for 
a desired set of applicant skills, the computer 
compares the job requirements with a numerically 
coded set of "knowledge patterns" derived from 
encoded resumes. A fee is paid by an inquiring 
company if it has employed an applicant contacted 
through Dyna-Search' s computer se lections. 

According to C. B. ~Ijolsness, president of 
the firm, business potential for the service is 
brisk. lie points out that "at any given moment, 
there are over 25,000 technical people either 
contemplating or in the process of changing po
sitions." ~\ith such a reservoir of relocatable 
talent, and with the firm's communications and 
computer faci li ties, Mr. Hj olsness predicts that 
job requirements can be received from companies 
anywhere in the U.S., available personnel ana
lyzeu, and results returned "within 30 minutes." 
Although this personnel-searching technique is 
in use within many companies, the auvent of com
~uter ~echniques among professional recruiters, 
I.e., Instant job service, is an event worth 
careful notice • 

10 

• An interesting variat ion on the above theme 
is in operation by the First Christian Church of 
Portland, Ore. The church has storeu on punched 
cards ~le age, education, abilities, and inter
ests of the members of the congregation. When a 
ne\.,. Sunday School teacher, a bOy Scout leader, a 
volun~eer typist, or such is needed, the minister 
has hIS computer ruffle through the pertinent 
charac~eristics of the faithful, and come up with 
some lIkely prospects. Accoruing to an official 
of the church, "the computer system enables us 
to give more responsibility anu a more active 

part in the church to people who might otherwise 
be overlooked." So you see, brother, there is, 
indeed, no place to hide! 

• Aduitional expansion of private enterprise 
from the use of computers in personnel work is 
reflected by the arrest some months ago of a 
clerk in the N.Y. City Dept. of Personnel on 
charges of secretly punching new holes in the 
data processing record cards of his friends who 
had taken the city's competitive examinations 
for job promotion. Through the clerk's carefully 
placed card punches, his frienus zoomed to the 
top of the priority list for new positions ••• 
which reminds us, in an uncomfortable wav of 
the tale of a mail clerk who within thre~'weeks 
of joining a maj or corporation was appointed as 
its new vice-president. ~'ihen reporters investi
gated the makings of this Horatio Alger-like ex
ploit, they uncovered the fact that the month 
before the data processing manager had acciden
tally stepped on the clerk's punched card quali
fication record whi Ie wearing golf shoes, and ••• 

~10HE ABOUT DISC FI LES 
Your scratchpad editor stubbeu his toe last 

month in reporting the number of uisc file in
stallations of Data Products Corp. as being less 
than twenty. DPC reports that as of the end of 
September, 83 of their disc file units were in
stalleu; General Electric, Control Data, and 
System Dev. Corp. are among their principal cus
tomers. This 83 represents total value in disc 
files anu associated electronics from DPC of ap
proximately $7 million, making DPC a leauing 
factor among independent suppliers of disc file 
systems. 

WE NOTED \~ ITH INTEREST ••• 
a frank expreSSIon from a government agency that 
documentation of computer programs and data sys
tems has not been all that it shoulu be. The re
mark occurred in a recent news release from the 
Internal Revenue Service reporting that a library 
of computer tapes containing income data compiled 
from tax returns is now available for use by 
business researchers, analysts, legislators, and 
government officials. In setting the guidelines 
for the use of the tape reels in the income 
record library, the I RS warns that data retrieval 
from history tapes assembled in previous years 
meets with "increasing difficulties, arISIng out 
of systems changes, as knowleuge and memory of 
former systems become dimmer." 

\vE :-.JOTEn \\ITII NOSTALGIA ••. 
that after 12-1/2 years of faithful computing, 
UNIVAC I, Serial No.1, deferred to its transis
torizeu, thin-film sibling, the UNIVAC 1107, and 
retired from its job of calculating statistics 
at the U.S. Bureau of the Census. As the first 
commercial model of a data processing computer, 
UNIVAC I will join other uistinguished, pioneer
ing hardware at the Smithsonian Institute. R.I.P. 

Conducteu by Leichtlicht Schreibfeuer 

Circle No. 8 on Readers Service Card --. 
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• 
MANAGEMENT & PERSONNEL 

CONSULTANTS 

EXECUTIVE & TECHNICAL 
PLACEMENT 

We are a firm of management and personnel consultants, and are continu
ally requested by our clients, many of whom arc the top industrial com
panies throughout the country, to assist them in filling their key executive 
and technical positions, at no cost to the candidate. 

Our firm has been retained by well known companies, located in New 
England, concerned with the development and application of digital 
computers and the technology for commercial, industrial and military uses. 

We are searching for qualified candidates to fill three key positions in a 
new group concerning advanced development of solid state, core memory, 
fast, digital, general purpose computers. 

COMPUTER DESIGNER APPLIED MATHEMATICIAN 
This position requires a concept man. He will be re

sponsible for design of the company's new line of real 
time, general purpose computers. Candidate will take 
over an existing group and will also be required to do 
logic and systems design as necessary. 

Provide basic mathematical analysis and programming 
know-how in our Systems Department, both on specific 
in-house contracts and in the proposal area. He will deal 
directly with customers or potential customers in areas of 
programming and/or mathematical analysis. He will be 
operating as the sole representative of his specialty in 
the department / B.S. or B.A. - Applied Math. A BS or MS in EE or Physics, is required with a 

proven record of accomplishment in design of similar 
computers and systems with other major manufacturers, 
showing a definite marketing approach to his conceptual 
design. A knowledge of all types of peripheral equip
ment and technology in design of hybrid systems is re
quired. 

Minimum of four years experience in the digital com
puter field with emphasis on numerical analysis and 
programming of scientific problems. Should be familiar 
with the various common language programs, compiler, 
assembler, utility and diagnostic routines. Should be 
knowledgeable about capabilities and limitations of the 
leading computers on the market. 
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SENIOR SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
Candidate will operate on a project level to build up a group concerned with the systems 

design of a general purpose computer. He will suggest and evaluate the applications of the 
principal analytical techniques applied in determining the proposed configuration of the system 
and will provide the specifications for hybrid units and system direction for the design and 
development of specialized peripheral equipment. 

In addition to a BS or MS in EE or Physics, this individual should have functioned in a 
senior liaison or a technical managerial capacity with a major computer manufacturer, prime 
contractor or major subcontractor in establishing, reviewing and maintaining systems speci
fications for a major system including or in addition to having responsibility for the installa
tion and operational testing of major system equipment units. The candidate should be 
familiar in detail with the current capabilities of major systems components, should be abreast 
of current and long range governmental and commercial planning and objectives. 

In addition to these and an urgent need for computer salesmen to work 
in maior cities throughout the nation, we have a requirement for: COM
MERCIAL PROGRAMMERS . • • SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS . • . SYSTEMS 
ANALYSTS • • • SYSTEMS DESIGNERS • . • NUMERICAL ANALYSTS • • • 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYSTS • . • RESEARCH PROGRAMMERS . • • 
LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS • • • COMPUTER RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
ENGINEERS. 

If you are interested in being considered for any of these positions or other client opportunities 
in the technical or non-technical fields, please forward a complete resume of your education 
and experience, geographic preference and salary requirements, or, if you prefer to talk with us 
personally please phone us at LI 2-5033 for a day or evening appointment. 

SUITE 1132 • PARK SQUARE BUILDING • BOSTON 16, MASS. 11 



THE TIME SHARING 
OF COMPUTERS 

Time sharing may be described as the simultaneous use 
or sharing of a computer by a number of users. 

In a typical time-sharing system, the users may com
municate with a central computer by means of a number 
of individual consoles (usually consisting of typewriters or 
teletypewriters). They may prepare and put in programs 
just as on an ordinary computer. For example, in one type 
of time-sharing system, the central computer will run each 
user's program, in turn, for a specified "quantum" of time 
(e.g., 20 milliseconds). At the end of that time the com
puter stores the user's program in a readily accessible pe-
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Typical input/output station for 
an individual user under a time 
sharing syste:rp. 

Edward Fredkin 

Information International} Inc. 

Maynard} Mass. 

i-ipheral memory device, such as a disc file. It reads in the 
next user's program from peripheral storage" processes it 
for 20 milliseconds, re-stores it, proceeds to the next user, 
and so on until, in round-robin fashion, it has returned to 
the first user. The first user's program will then receive 
a second "quantum" of processing, and the cycle will con
tinue as beJore. Many other time-sharing methods besides 
this one are, however, now in use. 

To understand time sharing and its promises for the 
future, let us first pay some attention to its history. 

A Short History o·f Time Sharing 
In the Fifties it was cle,ar to many computer people that 

(1) computers would eventually think., 
(2) the main problems would lie in knowing what to 

do and how to do it, 
(3) computers would help us to do it, 
(4) that doing what we decided to do would be, a 

programming task, 
(5) that computers would help us do the program

ming tasks, and 
(6) that we needed systems and languages that al

lowed us to use the capabilities of computers to 
the extent of our needs. 

Our first main problem was an economic one. We could 
see that rese.archers would benefit from continuous access 
to the most capable (and most expensive) machines. Yet 
no one was about to give a new IBM. 704 to each person 
interested in contributing to science, although there were 
impressive arguments to the effect that it would be worth 
doing this for at least some people\ 

Strangely enough, however, all the, needs of one indi
vidual could be met by only a small part of a big machine's 
capahilities provided these capabilities were distributed 
(or shared) properly in time. This problem had been at
tacked and solved in the area of allowing input-output 
devices to share the time of the central processor-Wesley 
Clark of Lincoln Laboratory of Mass. Inst. of Technology 
not only de,signed a most impressive input-output interrupt 
system into the TX-2 computer, but he clearly specified 
in 1954, in a memo entitled "The Multi-Sequence Program 
Concept," exactly how to write a subroutine capable of 
simultaneous execution by many different callers. This 
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"Vortices" and writing shown in a scope display 
produced by the computer interacting with a user. 

technique, called a pure procedure by J. C. R. Licklider,5 
is an essential ingredient of planned time-sharing systems. 
Basically, it is a subroutine which never modifies itself; 
all necessary memory modification takes place in the area 
specified by the calling. sequence" 

Various papers published (such as Strachey's7) and the 
machines implemented (TX-2; Gamma 608) contained ker
nels of techniques that were to prove important to time 
sharing. However, I feel that Professor John McCarthy's 
early conception of essentially all of the basic requirements 
in the machine hardware, and in systems programming, 
plus his long efforts to bring such a system into existence, 
deserve great recognition. Professor McCarthy, then at 
M.I.T, has pione.ered in almost every area that will 
eventually make possible the creation of artificial intelli
gence, when "computers would eventually think." 

While we, are now making great progress in the imple
mentation of time sharing, we do not today have any 
better ideas than those clearly enunciated by McCarthy 
five years ago. These ideas are today guiding our eHorts. 

The development of the SAGE system by M.I.T.'s 
Lincoln Laboratory, the U. S. Air Force, and numerous 
contractors, illustrated many of the needs of time sharing, 
and solved many of the relevant problems. These problems 
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included: display consoles, light pens, digital data com
munications via phone link, the interaction of many "users" 
with one, computer, reliability, non-stop operation, com
puter-to-computer communications, computer-generated 
wall-size projected displays, the need for large memory, and 
most important of all, the problems of writing very large 
monolithic program systems. (What computer program 
other than SAGE has required more than 6,000 man years 
of programming effort?) 

The I nitial Time-Sharing Experiments 
When the group of computer people of which I was part 

realized the importance of time sharing. w.e felt that the 
first step was to conduct an experilllent in lillie sharing. 
There was no (plCstioll in our minds whatsol',ver ahout the 
electronics or mechanical capability of accomplishing time 
sharing; however, we felt that there was much to be gained 
by some early experience with a time-sharing system. All 
of the systems proposed fell into two class.es: (1) systems 
designed specifically for time sharing from the ground up; 
and (2) modifications to existing computers. The main 
distinction was that systems de,signed in total always in
cluded very large core memories., while modifications to 
computers sometimes expanded memories but due to desi,gn 
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Time sharing should make feasible the use of a 
computer as a programmed teaching machine. 
Above are two sample frames as appearing on 
the scope of a PDP-I. If 2000 users shared a 
computer renting for $1 million a year and each 
station was used for 2000 hours a year, the 
hourly cost for each user would be 25 cents. 

limitations the computers were unable to achieve a desir
able memory size. At M.LT. John McCarthy and Prof. 
Marvin Minsky were pushing for modification to the then 
IBM 704 computer to do time sharing for program test
ing. Various committees considered the question; work 
progressed in a variety of directions that today includes 
the present Compatible Time-Sharing System3, developed 
under the leadership of Professor Fernando CorbatD, and 
now in operation at M.LT. 

With the 709 and 7090 computer, many problems were 
present, since the computer was not designed in any way 
whatever for interaction with people. Early experimenta
tion was made possible however by the development of a 
flexowriter control subchannel on the 709 by Professor 
Herbert Teager at M.LT. I 

~reanwhilc sewral of lIS had the notion that if we took 
a computer that was ideally suited for human interaction, 
and made just those minimum modifications necessary for 
time sharing, we could achieve a running system at an 
early date. \J\Te managed to think of a trick that allowed 
the PDP-I computer to be time shared by up to approxi
mately 20 users. The trick was the "memory swap." This 
was a very fast way to copy the entire core memory onto 
a drum field and replace the contents of core memory 
with information from another drum field. The total 
elapsed time to accomplish such a memory swap in the 
system design was always exactly one drum revolution 
regardless of the starting time; and the word rate was two 
word transfers per memory cycle. This meant that users 
could be shuttled in and out so fast that lllany users could 
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operate essentially simultaneously. We viewed the memory 
swap as a substitute for the desired large core. memory 
with high input-output rates. The PDP-I was so modi
fied, and a time-sharing system was written'! 

The early success of the PDP-I time sharing project, 
which took place at Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., is 
mainly a credit to the design of the PDP-l computer. 
This computer was designed by Benjamin Gurley at Digi
tal Equipment Corporation and was already an outstand
ing machine for man-computer interaction. It is very 
fast and very inexpensive. Most important is the fact 
that the design of the machine very greatly facilitated the 
necessary modifica tions to accomplish time sharing. The 
initial operation of the BBN time-sharing system was suc
ccssful. It emphasized the necessity for absolute hardware 
protection and the reliable operation of executive routine 
in order to prevent damaging interaction among users. 
Since the demand for computer time at Bolt, Beranek and 
Newman could be met by a normally operating PDP-I, 
and since the PDP-I was already an inexpensive computer 
to operate, time sharing did not establish itself there as 
a normal mode of operation. 

Modifying the IBM 7090 for Time Sharing 
Meanwhile at M.LT., the 709 computer was replaced 

by a 7090 and modifications continued. The basic mode 
of operation was very similar to the BBN system; an extra 
core bank in both computers held the executive, routines, 
and users were swapped in and out of the other core bank. 
The 7090 system was and is greatly handicapped by the 
fact that no very-high-speed In-Out transfer system is avail
able for that computer. The task of creating the Com
patible Time-Sharing System for the 7090 was much greater 
in magnitude than the BBN time-sharing system due to 
the fact that a goal was to retain compatibility with exist
ing 7090 systems and to provide very complete editing, 
filing, and debugging facilities for the users. Information 
International have used the M.LT. compatible time-shar
ing system and with two exceptions we find it excellent. 
The exceptions are (i) delay due to the lack of high-speed 
transfer capability and (ii) the general problem of not 
enough core memory. 

Other Time-Sharing Developments 
In various places around the country computer people 

began to realize the importance of this new adventure, 
and various approaches and attacks on the problem were 
started. Again at ·M.LT. under the general direction of 
Professor Jack Dennis, a PDP-I was being modified in a 
way somewhat similar to the BBN system for a time-shared 
use. A major distinction however was that it was antici
pated that time sharing would be. a very common mode 
of operation in order to supply sufficient computational 
capabilities and interaction capabilities to the many stu
dents clamoring for time on the PD.P-I. 

At the Carnegie Institute of Technology under the, gen
eral direction of Professor Alan Perl is, a system is being 
implemented on the CDC G-20 which would allow time
shared operation. In particular, what is being emphasized 
at Carnegie Tech is the development of languages and 
programming systems that allow programmers to interact 
with the computer in a high-level language such as ALGOL 
but one which includes also all levels of languages down 
to machine code for that computer. Two very important 
aspects are (i) the ability of the system to accept and modify 
programs written in the algebraic language and (ii) ability 
to most efficiently convert these to machine code. One 
cannot overemphasize the importance of this in time 
sharing, for any time-sharing user who interacts with the 
computer would like to continually modify his programs 
in symbolic form and then recompile and try again; per-. 
haps once every few minutes. With such a system it is 
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extremely important to minimize the time for recompiling. 
At Carnegie Tech techniques have been developed that 
in essence allow the compiler to recompile only the parts 
of the program that change as a consequence of the modi
fication, leaving the rest of it alone. That part which 
it does compile is done quite efficiently. The net result 
is very fast turn-around. In addition the notion of using 
a single language for all aspects of communicating with 
the computer is good; communications with the control 
system, communications with a text editor, communica
tions with a debugging system, and programming, are 
all accomplished in the same language and handled by 
the same compiler. 

Professor McCarthy who is now at Stanford University 
is implementing a system involving a time-shared PDP-l 
which will be closely tied to an IBM 7090 computer. He 
has already demonstrated the operation of a LISp2 system 
that ties the excellent man-machine interaction capabili
ties of the PDP-l to the computational power of the 7090. 

System Development Corp.'s Q-32 
Time-Shared Computer 

By far the most ambitious hardware program yet initi
ated in the area of time sharing is taking place at the 
System Development Corporation in Santa Monica, Cali
fornia. There a very large, very fast computer known as 
the AN /FSQ-32V is being modified for time-shared opera
tion. Modifications include the necessary protection, the 
addition of a peripheral PDP-I computer to facilitate 
user inter;{ction, the acquisition of additional memory, and 
installation of many in-out teletypewriters and consoles. 
The Q-32 computer, is in our opinion more ideally suited 
to the task of time sharing than any other operating com
puter. The reasons are (i) it is very fast, essentially '100,000 
instructions per second, (ii) it sustains very high ill-ollt 
transfer rates at approximately ·too,OOO ·IS-hit words per 
second simultan~ous with execution at the previously men
tioned rate, (iii)\ it has a large core memory which can and 
will be expanded, (iv) it has a very-high-speed drum s),stcm 
which, can effect block transfers to and from core memory 
at high speed, and (v) the design of the computer should 
eventually allow very reliable operation. A project under 
the direction of Jules Schwartz is rapidly approaching the 
goal of an operational time-sharing system. While much 
of the programmed systems are operational, hardware 
modifications are at present being made. The capabili
ties of the SDC system will be so great during its span of 
useful life (until it is superseded), that computer people 
must think of it as a valuable national asset. 

Project MAC at M.I.T. 
Perhaps the most recent significant event in the develop

ment of time sharing is the initiation of Project MAC 
(Machine-Aided Cognition) at M.I.T. This program, under 
the direction of Professor Robert Fano, is sponsored by 
the Advanced Research Projects Agency. The project 
name, MAC, is an acronym derived from two titles: Ma
chine-Aided Cognition, expressing the chief project ob
jective, and Multiple Access Computer, describing its major 
tool. One of Project MAC's major tasks is the development 
of a large time-shared computer system at M.LT. MAC's 
initial operating system will be a duplicate of the M.LT 
Compatiblc Time-Sharing System.3 The CTSS includes 
executive, scheduling, debugging, assembler-compiler and 
input-output devices. The programming languages now 
or soon to be available in CTSS are FORTRAN, FAP, 
MAD, COM IT, and LISP. Others are planned for future 
inclusion. Project l\f AC has lecently sponsored a six
we.ek· summer study program, at which invited partici
pants discussed various aspects of time-sharing systems and 
experimented with the M.LT. time-sharing system and 
the PDP-l computer. 
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\Vithin Project J\I.\C. Profcssor 1\larvin ~lillsky's group 
is working to asscmb!c a powcrful ";\Iathematical Labora
tory" system.!) The goal is to ill\'okl' computer assistance 
for mani pula tion of symbolic ma thema tical expressions. 
They hope that the Systclll will makc it as convenient to 
apply complicated transformations to complicated expres
sions as it is to manipulate simple entities with pencil 
and paper. The system is to be able to handle the full 
range of ordinary informal mathematical notation; it is 
felt that compromise here would alienate mathematicians. 
It uses scope, keyboard, and console with light pens and 
switches. 
, Symbolic and numerical calculation will be done by the 
time-shared IBl\I 7094 computer, while the display, editing, 
and filing and retrieval systems will be managed by a 
PDP-I computer (DEC). The more complex mathema
tical operations will use the list-processing system called 
LISP; the picture-language compilations will also use 
LISP. The system will have full facilities for use of nu
merical and graphical methods (when analysis fails), and 
these will be mediated by machine-language programs 
assembled by a LISP-controlled compiler. 

A number of parts of the system exist now in tentative 
version, including a working hand-writing input system 
(ARGUS, written for the system by W. Te.itelman), a 
PDP-l mathematical-expression-picture compiler (written 
by P. Samson). and a system for visual examination of 
direction fields and singularities (written by Minsky), as 
well as a number of LISP functions for mathematical op
erations. Close cooperation is planned with McCarthy's 
group in Stanford. 

The Significant Features of Time-Sharing Systems 
Time-sharing systems have many features common to 

other types of real-time. on-line computer systems .. ~or 
example, prograll\ intcITupts are necessary to permIt 111-

divid·ual users to gaill access to the central computer; an 
"executive" or "mollitor" program is required to super
vise the ovcr-all opcration of the system; and so on. The 
major difl'crcnce is that. ill a true time-sharing system, 
the user is not limited to the use of a central program 
or programs. He is, instead, free to run and debug his 
own program just as he would if he had direct access to 
his own computer. 

Time sharing offers a great benefit where programs 
requiring a large degree of user in teraction with the 
computer are involved. This is true. for example, in: 
debugging computer programs (perhaps the most com
mon example); using computer teaching machines; heuris
tic computer applications such as game-playing programs; 
and other similar applications. Such programs are nor
mally highly inefficient in terms of computer processing 
time. since the computer is continually being required to 
wait for the extremely slow reactions of the human user 
before continuing with its processing. In fact, in most 
cases, the computer would have ample time while it is 
waiting for a single user, to attend to the needs of several 
other users. Time sharing offers a technique or system by 
means of which this may, in fact, bc done. 

A major advantage thcrefore of time sharing in such 
situatiolls is the emllolll), illvolved. \Vhile it is Ilormally 
highly ('xpt'lIsiVt' to utili/(, th(' full tillle of a Iioll-time
sharcd Wm)HIlCr for a Il'i~lII'el)' dehuggillg ~('SSiOlI. it he
comcs much mol'l' feasihle ullder a time-sharillg ~ystem. 

There are. of course. many spcdal hardware alld soft
ware requirements for time sharing. Wc will attempt to 
describe some of the more important of these briefly. 

I nput-Output Equipment 
While there may be a central set of conventional input

output equipment, such as high-speed line printers. readers 



and punches, tape units, and a maintenance console, users 
will normally gain access to a time-sharing system by means 
of individual-user consoles. These may consist of simply 
a typewriter or teletypewriter; they may be located in 
large numbers in individual offices. They may in some 
cases also include display scopes, light pens, and other 
similar facilities. 

A user console should meet three important criteria: 
First, it should bc relatively cheap both in purchase and 
installation cost. Second, it should be simple to use,. 
Third, it must be possible to connect consoles to the 
computer in large numbers, if desired, without unduly 
restricting the computer's capabilities. 

Special Memory Requirements 
It is important that the, central computer core memory 

be relatively large if many of the most important benefits 
of time sharing are to be realized. It may be desirable, 
for example, to include a major portion of the, program 
library in core memory as a means of reducing input
output time requirements. At a minimum, an executive, 
·a compiler, and some associated control programs should 
be in core. In addition, common subroutines which may 
be running for several users at the same time may also 
be included. 

Fortunately, time sharing itself will tend to make large 
memories economically feasible. Since many users will, 
in effect, be sharing the cost of the computer, a larger 
capital investment will be justified than in the case of 
a conventional computer facility. 

I n a time-sharing system, it may be both feasible and 
desirable for the. computer itself to serve as a place for 
storing data. For this purpose fast-access peripheral mem
ories (such as disc memories) might replace punched cards 
and paper or magnetic tape currently used for this pur
pose. Use of peripheral memories for this purpose may 
be feasible since the cost of using the computer in a time
sharing system may well be cheaper than the cost of re
cording data on cards or tape. In addition, storing data 
in a computer will undoubtedly be more convenient than 
on cards or tape, not only because of the faster access 
time, but also because various editing, checking, and re
trieval services may be available in a time-sharing system 
to assist the user. For these and related functions, the 
installation in the time-sharing computer system of an 
extremely large, fast-access disc memory may be highly 
desirable. This type of memory would be very useful, 
for example, for holding "bulky" programs and data 
which pass in and out of core fairly often. 

Special Processor Requirements 
The usc of a very fast single central processor which 

shared its time among the various users would have as 
its main advantage a high-spccd single-sequence capa
bility. Ilowc\"cr. in a tillle·sharing system, it would be 
necessary for thc ccntral processor to alternate rapidly 
between the programs of the difrcrent users. Each time 
it switched from one user's program to another's, it would 
have to deposit in memory all the contents of the "active" 
registers-such as the accumulator-and subsequently re
store them to their original positions. The loss of time 
resulting from this disadvantage should be measured 
against the advantage of a high single-sequence speed. 

The problem of frequently storing and restoring infor
mation for time-sharing purposes might be lessened by 
the use of several central processors rather than one. 
Furthermore, a system consisting of several processors 
would have a higher collective information processing 
rate than would a single processor.4 Such a system would, 
however, be somewhat more complex than a system based 
on the use of a single processor. 
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In some cases, a special processor may be desirable to 
process input and output alone. In the S.D..C. time-sharing 
system a PDP-I computer wiII be used as a peripheral 
input-output processor for the Q-32. This is expected, 
among other things, to facilitate the complex job of ac
commodating the system to the demands of a large, number 
of users. 

Time-Sharing Languages and Programs 
While time sharing can be accomplished without any 

modifications to compiler programs, this does not permit 
the very great potential efficiency. which may result from 
the modification of a compiler for specific time-sharing 
purposes. For example, many important characteristics 
of a time-sharing compiler are realized in the system be
ing implemented by the Carnegie Tech group (Alan Perlis 
and others) for the CDC G-20 computer. Their system in
cludes such features as rapid compilation, disc file storage, 
and partial recompilation. 

In addition, however, for maximum efficiency in a 
time-sharing system a compiler should be a "pure pro
cedure," and should be capable of compiling programs 
as pure procedures. For example, a compiler such as 
JOVIAL could be modified to compile programs as pure 
procedures. 

In addition to a language used to write procedures or 
programs, it is necessary to have a language with which 
users may communicate with the time-sharing system it
self. This is variously called an executive, monitor, or 
control language. By means of the control language the 
user may gain access to his own programs and data stored 
in the computer as well as to special services which he 
desires to use. The control language would, in addition, 
serve a function similar to that of some monitor systems 
which are available on larger computers. These allow 
the user to specify that he wants his program compiled, 
run, dumped, etc. The monitor performs all specified 
operations in sequence, moving rapidly from one task to 
the next, under the control of a previously prepared pro
gram. Similarly, the control system used in time sharing 
must be able to bring specific requested programs in and 
out of memory and perform such operations on them. 
In addition, if a requested program is already in memory, 
the control program must ascertain this fact and not 
bring it in again. When a user no longer needs a pro
gram, it must check. to see if any other user needs that 
program and, if not, remove it from memory. 

Time-Sharing Services 
A major argument for time sharing is that it repre

sents a way by which a digital computer can provide use
ful services to many people. In particular, we have in 
mind the services that a computer can provide to re
searchers, scientists, engineers and programmers. How
ever, these or similar services would also be applicable 
to the general scientific and engineering community. 

Desk-Calculator Services 
As a first step those services that are presently available 

in different types of computers could be consolidated 
and made available to the users of a time-sharing system. 
For example, on several small computers, such as the 
LGP-30, there exist fairly elaborate "desk-calculator" pro
grams. These are programs that cause the computer to 
simulate a very sophisticated desk calculator. Very often 
these desk-calculator programs perform variable length 
arithmetic, floating point or fixed-point, and perform many 
other types of computation. These computations include 
not only standard arithmetic operations (addition, sub
traction, multiplication, division) but also standard trig
onometric functions such as sine, cosine, and arctangent, 
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as well as the logarithmic and exponential functions. In 
such systems, numbers may be designated as integcrs, 
decimal fractions, or floating point numbers. In fact, 
in some systcms even the exponent part of floating point 
numbers may be designated in any of these ways. As far 
as the human users can detect, most computation is per
formed instantaneously. 

Scope Displays and Light Pens 
With the availability of consoles that have scope dis

plays and light pens, we can do much mor.e pO\~erful 
things. In general, the whole area of grap~llcal dIsplay 
and the construction of pictures or drawmgs can be 
mechanized. A scientist can draw on "electronic graph 
paper" a function of two or mO.re variables. The. "elec
tronic graph paper" would be, m fact, a scope dIsplay, 
and the drawing made with a light pen. Examples of such 
systems are the CDC Digigraphic System, which i~ a set 
of elaborate programs residing in a comput:r, wInch has 
a scope, light pen, and bulk storage deViCe; and the 
sketchpad program written by Ivan Sutherland when at 
M.I.T., which is programmed on the TX-2 computer. 
In addition there. is a program for constructing drawings 
("Expensive Draftsman"), written by Alan Kotok and 
Peter Samson at M.LT. for the PDP-l. There is also an 
annotation program written by vVcldon Clark of Bolt 
Beranek and Newman. All of these programs allow users 
to construct drawings by putting together lines in a fairly 
flexible manner. They allow the user to specify precisely 
what he wants; often in great detail. This information 
may then be acted on in many different ways. For e;x
ample, the data can be put into the computer in tabular 
form. It may be approximated by various functions. In 
using this service, an electrical engineer might draw the 
bandpass characteristics of a filter, type in other param
eters, and ask the computer to type out the poles and 
zeroeS of such a filter. 

Text Editing Programs 
In addition, there are available several text editing 

programs which aid in the writing of computer programs 
themselves. They allow the insertion, dele.tion, addition 
and replacement of text material. Of these general text 
editors, some. make use of a visual scope display. They 
allow the display of a portion of text on the scope so that 
one can quickly verify that the text has been changed 
correctly, or as an aid to the rapid location of areas of 
interest. 

Intercommunication 
One of the. benefits of a time-sharing system may be to 

allow a highly useful intercommunication among the 
users of the system. For example, it could provide general 
message routing and distribution. l\Jessages would be 
distributed from one user to another by name, distribu
tion list, specific user category, or other more complicated 
criteria. An additional advantage of a time-sharing sys
tem may lie in its ability to provide person-to-person com
munication on an "information retrieval" basis. For 
example, the system could have available information 
that answers questions such as "Who should I contact to 
find out this information?" It could accept a question 
and transmit it to the person mentioned. It could delay 
transmission until the person is present. It could accept 
a reply which is delayed until the. receiver is present. It 
could, in other words, serve as a programmable delayed 
intercolllmunication net. 

Memory Protection 
A time-sharing computlT must he able to protect areas 

of memory from inadvertent changl:s causl:d by users. This 
may be done, for example, by establishing two boundary 
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registers changeable only by an executive routine. These 
would control the portion of. the memory which could be 
changed by the operating program. All operations might 
be allowed into the general memory except for store op
erations, which change the contents of memory registers. 
If a store operation were attempted outside its estab
lished boundaries, an "interrupt" would be initiated which 
would not allow the operation to be. completed. 

Memory Relocation 
Sillcl' lIlallY prograllls will Ill' cOlllillg in and out of 

core lIlellu)ry at various tillll',~. probahly from discs or 
drullls, and sillcc thl' SUIIl of all prograllls will not fit 
into core at once, it lIlay he lIecessary for the computer 
to relocate programs ill lIlemory frolll t illu' to time. T.his 
lllay be accomplished by the use of a lIu'llIory relocatIOn 
register. For example, each progralll IlIigh.t be wr~tten 
with the addresses of its instructiolls rdatlve to eIther 
their original location or the location of the first i.nstruc
tion in the program. This would allow the program to 
be conveniently loaded into, and operated from, any part 
of memory. Memory relocation may also be accomplished 
by the use of the program counter as an index register, 
or by means of relative addressing. 

Priorities 
Since there are many users who can tie up machines 

of essentially indefinitely great capacity, it is clear that an 
equitable system for distribution of time among vari.ous 
users is needed. A simple solution is to share the tIme 
evenly among users on a round-robin basis. In operation 
the time-sharing system will transfer control from one 
user to the next, allotting a certain number of milliseconds 
to each for operation and input and output if necessary. 
However, any user's program that determines that it does 
not need to run its allotted time. will dismiss itself sooner, 
allowing faster circulation among the rest. In any case, 
programs will be put on the list on the basis of interrupts 
that signal the users' requests for service. The only real 
or important criterion as to whether the system acts fast 
enough is the length of time that users have to wait. 

Tolerable Delays 
The system should be able to respond to users without 

excessive or objectionable delays. Delays may result from 
one or lllore of the following causes: 

(i) Delays resulti1lg from inability to (lccejJt injJUt data. 
Such delays may result, for example, when a maxi
mum number of users saturate the system; in such 
cases, one or more users must terminate their use 
of the machine before the machine can become 
available to additional users. It should be noted 
in this connection that systems can be designed 
which can accept input data from an essentially un
limited number of users. However, this capability 
does not alleviate an inability to process data for 
all users in a reasonable time. 

(ii) Delays in reaction time. Assuming it is possible for 
for the machine to accept illput data, thelC lIlay he 
a delay involved in the tilllc required for the lIIa
chine to COllllllence procl'ssillg the data. 

(iii) ]klfl)'s ill cOIII/JIllfllioll lillll'. :\S~lIll1illg the lIla
chine has cOllllllen(Td proct'ssillg' the data, there 
lIIay be a delay involved in the processing time 
itself. Since there will always be problems that 
take many hours of computer time to solve, we will 
be most concerned with delays encountered during 
the use of such services as editors, compilers, de
bugging routines, etc. 

(iv) Delays for services which must be scheduled in 
advance. It will probably be necessary for some 
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services, such as requirements for the use of full 
machine memory capability, maximum computer 
speed, or usc of special equipment, to be scheduled 
in advance. Delays in obtaining such services. 
should not be excessive. 

Reliability 
It is extremely important that the system possess a degree 

of reliability sufficient to ensure adequate service to the 
users. Specifically, the system should possess the following 
characteristics: 

(i) A non-volatile memory. All reasonable precautions 
shall be taken to insure against the inadvertent loss 
of the contents of the memory. In addition to en
suring an inherent built-in reliability of the com· 
puter in this respect, an additional safeguard might 
be instituted by estahlishing a daily dump, onto 
magnetic tape, of all computer memory (including 
disc files). This would ensure that the information 
entrusted to the time-sharing system by users would 
be available in a relatively up-to-date form in case 
of a catastrophic loss of computer memory. 

(ii) A minimum of computer down-time. Availability 
of the computer for users of the system should be 
maximized by minimizing the amount of down
time resulting from scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance. 

Some Final Remarks 
The. quest for knowledge leads our intellect in various 

directions. The realization that numerical computation 
was analogous to various mechanical and electrical inter
actions allowed the development of ever more pow,erful 
aids to computation, culminating in the mode.rn electronic 
digital computer. 

Strangely enough, today's computers are often usefully 
employed in applications where they do little computa
tion. Where are we going and why? 

Today, compute.rs as presently programmed have a set 
of capabilities that intersect those of people. People are 
better than computers at most things; however, computers, 
airplanes, refrigerators, and super-novae are better than 
people at such tasks as generating random numbers, fly
ing, keeping cool, and blowing up. What is unusual about 
computers is that the scope of their capability is steadily 
encompassing more and more of an area previously lim
ited to human intelectual activity. 

The Big Picture of the Far Future 
If we assume that the development of artificial intelli

gence will take place, how can we f:orm a coherent picture 
of our place and its place in the great scheme of things? 

It seems reasonable to consider that artificial intelli
gence, is a next step in the evolutionary process. Once 
there was a prototype land creature that crawled out of 
some primeval ocean; most primitive in comparison with 
a more advanced creature such as a sabre-tooth tiger
and once the.re was a prototype intellectual creature 
(that's us), and we will seem most primitive in compari
son with what is to come! However, instead of partici
pating in evolution by merely serving as a runner in a 
genetic message re1ay race, we can choose the great dis
tinction of directly employing our primitive yet unique 
intellectual talent to the task of evolution. 

We have conceivably arrived at the, notion of the 
"next step in evolution" by trying to fit the future de
velopment of Artificial Intelligence into the over-all scheme 
of things. Joshua Lederberg, a Nobel prize-winning 
geneticist at Stanford University, gave some atte,ntion to 
the problem of guessing the characteristics of that species 
that will evolve from mankind. He arrived at the con
clusion that it would be Artificial Inte.lligence. 
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How do we proceed with this great task? J. C. R. Lick
lider's position in 1959 was that we should concentrate 
on the development of Man-Computer Symbiosis,6 a sys
tem in which men and machines would form a close-knit 
in tellectual team, each com pIe men ting the capabilities of 
the other. Then, when so equipped, we could much more 
effectively tackle Artificial Intelligence. 

After the ascendency of A.I., it seems that mankind's 
in tellectual skills will no longer be very useful in the 
solution of problems. Today, man is hardly using the 
intellectual capability he has. How ironic it would be 
to pass through our span as the doininant spe,cies in 
Earth's evolutionary tree, without ever realizing our true 
potential for intellectual creativity! 

By means of a symbiotic relation with the capabilities 
that we now know how to implement in computers, we 
can not only proceed with the task of creating A.I., but 
we can reach for and achieve human creativity at a pace 
and level never before attained. We could advance all 
areas of science and art as partners in intellectual systems 
that complement and reinforce our correctable weaknesses 
and that make use of all our inherent creativity. 

With computable wings we could soar to meet the 
Phoenix. 

NOTES 

1 "A Time·Sharing Debugging System for a Small Computer." S. 
Boilen, E. Fredkin, J. McCarthy, and J. C. R. Licklider, Proceedings 
of the Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1963. 

2 "LISP" (a programming system for computing recursive functions 
of symbolic expressions), 1- McCarthy, et ai., the MIT Press, Cambridge, 
1962. 

3 "The Compatible Time-Sharing System, A Programmer's Guide," 
Fernando Corbat6, et ai., The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1963. 

4 This assumes, of course, that each of the processors would be deal
ing separately with its own program or group of programs-as would 
normally be the case in a multiple· user time·sharing system. It should 
be noted, however, that if only one large program were involved the 
collective processing rate might be either slower or faster than that of 
a single very fast processor. 

5 By "pure procedure," we mean a program in which all data applic· 
able only to specific users has been segregated from the program itself. 
The "pure" program is available to all users; specific data is supplied 
by the user's program and is located in the user's own allocated memory 
areas. All parameters, variable, and modifications take place in the 
users' own memory area. Thus a pure procedure remains unchanged 
by specific users even during the course of operation. 

6 "Man·Computer Symbiosis," by 1- C. R. Licklider, in IRE Transac
tions on Human Factors in Electronics, March, 1960. 

7 "Time Sharing in Large, Fast Computers," C. Strachey, Proceed
ings of the International Conference on Information Processing, 
UNESCO, Paris, 15-20 June, 1959. 

8 "Sur certains aspects de la conception logique du Gamma 60," by 
J. Bosset, ibid. 
• 9 Marvin Minsky and the author, one evening in 1961 in Pasadena, 
California, called on Richard Feynman, physicist at California In
stitute of Technology. We had a far-ranging discussion that evening
settling on how computers could be better than pencil and paper in 
aiding mathematicians in symbolic manipulation. We all felt that this 
was a good idea, and in the course of the evening (and early morning) 
developed in some detail the concept of the Mathematical Laboratory. 
Since that time, the three of us have actively pursued this goal. Feyn· 
man has worked with Glenn Culler, of the University of California at 
Santa Barbara, in areas associated with numerical and graphical tech
niques. And our organization, Information International, has de· 
veloped a wide range of techniques in the field of number theory. 
See "Computer Aids to Number Theory," by Malcolm Pivar (to be 
published in the Fall 1963 Proceedings of the DECUS users group). 

(Note: This article is based in part on research in time sharing done 
at Information International, Inc., and supported by the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency of the U. S. Department of Defense.) 
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you can get an NCR 315 Computer 
System for only $3800 per month? 

YES ... five magnetic tape handlers, a punched 
paper tape reader, a high-speed printer, a console, 
and a processor containing a 10-thousand character 
memory for only $3800 per month. 

With this NCR 315 computer system more busi
nesses than ever before can enjoy the benefits of 
electronic data processing. It is a system that is ex
pansible - up to 16 NCR CRAM (Card Random 

Access Memory) files, up to four magnetic character 
sorters, up to three more magnetic tape files, and a 
punched card input/output unit can be added as 
future requirements dictate. 

There's more we could say about this system ... 
space does not permit. Give your local NCR Repre
sentative a call ... he has all the facts. 

NCR PROVIDES TOTAL SYSTEMS - FROM ORIGINAL ENTRY TO FINAL REPORT- INlclRI THROUGH ACCOUNTING MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS OR ADDING MACHINES. AND DATA PROCESSING 

The National Cash Register Co .• 1,133 offices in 120 countries· 79 years of helping business save money 

Circle No. 11 on Readers Service Card 
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CONSIDERATIONS IN COMPUTER DESIGN 
- Leading up to a Computer 

Performing over 3,000,000 Instructions a Second 

virus : elephant = abacus ? 

NO APOLOGY INTENDED 

Someone has said that the elephant can grow no 
larger because of the ratio of its volume to the 
surface area of its digestive system. On the theory 
that simplest reasons are best, this certainly ranks 
high on the list. I don't suppose that this explana
tion of an elephant's size is entirely accurate. How
ever, it illustrates the idea of an ultimate limit. 

Perhaps the steps can be traced in the evolution 
of the elephant which most affected its final lim i
tation. I can imagine some steps aiding and some 
reducing the eventual size. Since the evolutionary 
model states that natural selection controls each 
step, the short-term corrections predominate. I 
have no idea what caused the elephant's tusks, 
for example. The first rudimentary tusks must have 
satisfied some early need. They evidently helped 
and were useful; therefore, they were selected. 
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The tusks have no obvious connection with the 
elephant's maximum size, at least by the above 
theory. However, they may have been evolved in 
favor of another set of molars which could improve 
digestion. Or perhaps the roots of the tusks further 
limit the intake of food and internally displace the 
digestive tract, with a net reduction of the eventual 
size. This little fantasy follows the lines of the 
natural selection model, by which we attempt to 
explain what is going on. It may be that this model, 
invented by man, is most accurate when applied 
to man's machines, in which a similar situation is 
developing. I'm not really interested in larger 
elephants, but rather in faster computers. 

The quick fix 
The factors influencing the evolution of the com
puter are economic (what isn't), logistic, comfort, 
convenience, and any number of other conflicting 
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preferences. Designers have moved through a 
series of "safe" improvements without seriously 
tampering with the original idea. The significance 
of each innovation is largely masked by the mystery 
and confusion surrounding complex machinery. 
Actually, a great deal can be accomplished by tak
ing each obstacle and applying a short term cor
rection to circumvent it. Really startling improve
ments in speed have come from the most innocent 
and deceptively simple corrections. Ingenuity of 
computer designers has made the "quick fix" the 
rule of the industry. The ability to do so much 
with the simple computer circuits leaves little ex
cuse for attempting almost any new combination. 
The net effect is computers with superficially simi
lar outward appearance (speed specification, spe-

. cial features, standard features) but fundamentally 
different internal methods. 

There can be no argument with the desire for 
faster operation or more effective operation. Our 
principle of natural selection serves to weed out 
the weak ideas. A strong feature is easily accepted, 
copied, and re-copied without much change. Prob
ably a good rule of thumb for measuring success 
is the number of suggested changes - the fewer 
the better. On the other hand, following this rule 
obviously leads to including every desirable fea
ture ever nlentioned. Lacking economic or elec
tronic reasons for rejecting a new addition, there 
may be another kind of reason. It has to do with 
the ultinlate limits (something like the elephant) 
and leads to a wholly different approach to com
puter design. 

From the beginning, there was something clean 
and straightforward about the digital computer 
idea. One could visualize enormous potentialities 
of such machines. The extension of our brainpower 
was a clear possibility; indeed, very shortly a 
clear reality. It was easy to think of machines 
doing every routine computational job, large or 
small. The very principle of using numbers, with 
their almost unlimited resources, as the funda
mental internal controls further opened the pos
sibilities. However, it was psychologically a little 
too much to take at once. The temptation to plunge 
off without careful deliberation was countered 
with the reaction to do nothing really different. 
It was a choice of being a fool or a coward. Under 
the circumstances, the "safe" improvements looked 
rather good. We were encouraged to go on. 

Elementary, my dear 
The numerical instructions - the programs - were 
originally intended to provide desirable deviations 
in the computation quickly and easily. The com-
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puter designer could then concentrate on making 
the most of the fundamental computer parts with
out fear of these deviations. The original thought 
was to ... "make the machine elementary. The 
program will provide for the complex needs." The 
history of the computing machine has. recorded 
some failure in this direction. The first special re
lief granted to a group who suffered from this 
elementary phase began a series of evolutionary 
phases. 

It is basic to the computer idea that a problem 
planner conceive the solution in terms of a se
quence of elementary operations. He orders these 
elementary operations in the amount, sequence, 
and combination necessary to the solution. A major 
portion of the utility of the computer is the use 
of repeatable sets of these instructions, the repeti
tions or iterations of these sets themselves com
putable. The successful programmer seeks these 
iterative loops for a maximum amount of the solu
tion, knowing this to be faster, less wasteful, or 
otherwise moi-e effective. Now, it is precisely in 
this area of maximum utility of the computer that 
the superficial likenesses between machines belie 
the internal differences to the detriment of the re
sults. A particular repetition on one machine fits 
its internal methods more exactly (and therefore 
lllore effectively) than the same repetition on an
other machine. The second would prefer a varia
tion in the sequence or combination of the elemen
tary operations making up the iteration. Plainly, 
the program should correct for this problem, leav
ing the designer freedom to devise the most 
effective machine possible. Again, the industry 
history has recorded some failure in this approach. 

The most important area of failure in chOOSing 
between what is to be elementary (or wired) and 
what is to be programmed lies in machine com
patibility. If there were only one machine and 
one set of elementary operations, and if the de
signer merely reproduced the machine, making 
it faster each time, there would be very little 
compatibility problem. The original program devi
ations and the original optimum iterations would 
hold. This overlooks, of course, the whole (limen
sion of improvement availahle at the elementary 
level. Even if one wanted this simplicity, the 
psychological atmosphere is against it. Programs 
must be made compatible by whatever means 
available. Here the idea of developing common 
language was most successful. The program was 
split into two levels, the original with sequences 
and combinations, and a second one with common 
language compatibility. Methods devised to trans-
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pose between the two levels could be adjusted to 
optin1ize for the specific internal needs of each 
machine. This was the original idea in an evolved 
form. This should have released the elementary 
operations for a more effective result. However, a 
movement to upgrade the machine to fit the new 
languages bids fair to neutralize this method. 

This sort of discussion of elen1entary versus "special 
~ffect" operations runs the risk of being lost in 
specific arglll11ent. Almost any kind of operation 
can attract support for a time. Only history can 
select the good from the bad in the absence of 
specific economic, logistic, or other argument for 
or against. Therefore, it is not with any specific 
operation that argument can be successful. What 
remains to be done now is to clear away some of 
the growth and debris, leaving only those opera
tions which are truly fundamental or for which 
considerable potential can be demonstrated. The 
dependence on several levels of language should 
aid in this effort rather than trigger a series of 
new corrections to fit. In short, the original idea 
was so good and so simple that we ought to start 
again with our experience as a guide. The time is 
fast approaching when a really serious upper liI11it 
will be reached, a direct result of the speed of 
light limit of electrical signals on wires. 

What can be gained by simplicity? I know, of 
course, there remains the lingering doubt that 
simplicity is the answer. The computer must be 
effective, not merely fast. Without attempting to 
remove that doubt, let me discuss some effects 
of simplicity. The elementary level (wired-in oper
ation) that I will consider fundamental includes 
floating point arithmetic as well as the logical and 
fixed point manipulative operations. Something 
over one hundred distinct operations can be edited 
down to about half that number for the machine's 
elementary set of operations. From this set, it must 
be possihle to construct the most complicated op
eration. It is ohvious that some, if not the majority, 
of such complicated operations can be made faster 
by wiring them in. I propose to show how they 
cause other delays which may result in a net loss. 

A significant portion of the time of most elementary 
operations is absorbed in obtaining and identify
ing what to do. For two reasons, the simple in
struction set is desirable. The fewer instructions 
require a smaller instruction word, allowing more 
to be obtained at once from memory (a normally 
slow operation). The simplicity of all instructions 
allows quick and simple evaluation of status to 
begin execution. Both reasons add up to faster 
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instruction acquisition. Notice that this applies to 
all instructions. Adding complication to a special 
operation, therefore, degrades all the others. Par
ticularly in the newest computers with a high 
degree of parallel operation, this instruction fetch 
and interpret til11e becomes a very significant 
percentage. 

Concurrently sequential 

Looking further into parallel operation, it is rea
sonable that more and 1110re of the sequential 
operations will give way to parallel. As a conse
quence, 1110re and n10re circuits are included in 
the computer. Full utilization of the extra hard
ware dema.nds that instructions be issued quickly 
and efficiently to the free areas for execution. In 
order to get several areas in operation concurrent
ly, the time for issuing must be substantially faster 
than the time for executing. This is precisely the 
area of fetch and interpret time. 

MEMORY 

For the repetitive iterations, n1entioned earlier, 
which make up a large part of the computer's 
utility, this high speed issuing of instructions can 
be augmented by a high speed supply of instruc
tions. Since the very simple instructions can also 
be made efficient of instruction bits, more can 
be held at once. Holding complete iterations with
out need to reference memory offers a significant 
speed advantage, distinctly improved by simplicity 
in the instruction set. 

It is part of the theory of use of special wired 
instructions that many normally sequential oper
ations need not operate in sequence. The special 
instructions remove all but the essential sequential 
operations from the time sequence. The extras are 
performed in separate hardware not influencing 
the total time. This valuable technique can be ap
plied to whole sets of instructions if separate 
arithmetic and functional units are included in the 
cOlnputer. Assume about ten functional units,. such 
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as those in the central processor of the Control 
DataJS, 6600. Next, assume that these units contain 
completely independent controls. Further, assun1e 
an over-all control system which can issue instruc
tions to these units, n1aintaining the necessary 
sequence but allowing the "extra" operations to· 
go forward without influencing the total time. It 
is feasible with such a system to construct a more 
complex special instruction by programming its 
parts without sacrificing the special ability of the 
wired-in special instructions. To the degree that this 
technique is available in all program sequences, not 
just the special combinations, the entire program is 
speeded up. Let me continue to point out that the 
special instructions are first given up in order to 
obtain this very desirable effect. The extra hard
ware is merely distributed in a more general way. 

I mentioned the difference in internal methods 
from computer to computer. These n1ethods, of 
course, are of little interest to the user except as 
they influence the final effectiveness of each pro
gram. In view of impending limits to speed, it may 
be fruitful to discuss some of the detailed methods. 
First, a look at the speed of light limit is in order. 
Among the several ways to interconnect the com
puter logic circuits, none exceeds about three
quarters of the speed of light. This translates to 
about 9 inches per nanosecond. A typical present
day computer wastes over ten per cent of its time 
traversing these interconnecting wires. Assuming 
factors of circuit improvement, in the future, of 
two to four times the present rates, one can see 
the dominating influence of these wires. This is 
a kind of reverse situation from our friend ele
phant. In order to reduce the wire length, the total 
volume must come down at a much higher rate. 
Some reduction is possible, but the volume-to-area
to-linear dimensions are almost self-defeating. It 
should be very clear that no really startling speed 
improvements can be made on these wire trans
missions. Furthermore, each such improvement 
shortens the time when wire speed is a really 
difficult 'limit. 

Psychological barriers 

Computer circuits employ an intricate variety of 
methods. Such mechanisms as synchronism, se
quences of steps, static combinations, storage, etc., 
depend, at least partly, on the accuracy of the 
clock. To the waste of time on wires mentioned 
above can be added the tolerance of the clock, 
the ratio of longest untimed paths to the shortest, 
and a host of unnecessary periods of circuits wait
ing for completion in other circuits. Ingenuity and 
brute force can occasionally improve on these 
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wastes. Separating these into circuit wastes and 
logic organization waste, some guides can be 
drawn. Circuit waste can be classified in electrical 
terms and, in turn, in telTIlS of available compo
nents and techniques. Circuit waste can be mini
n1ized by careful test and good design judgment. 
However, logic and organization waste is a some
what different thing. The designer crosses a kind 
of psychological barrier between the circuits and 
their logic. The logic carries with it no intrinsic 
waste. The questions of design begin with eco
nomics and markets; they end with the engineer's 
ingenuity. The pressure to reduce wastes due to 
the logic is compromised by the availability of 
outstanding circuit performance. New computers 
have been begun almost exclusively on the pros
pect of circuits of greater perfOlTIlance. As a result, 
the waste due to logical organization has not re
ceived equal attention. Consider what is in pros
pect when the circuit perfonnance well runs dry 
and the kind of relativistic friction of the wiring 
can no longer be ignored. What is needed is a plan 
for removing the logical waste. 

Remember 

The subject of computer memories jogs my own 
memory a bit. The usefulness of memory has 
evolved frOln a secondary role in the earliest com
puters to a present primary role. This early role 
was probably undeserved and unwanted. The fact 
is, there wasn't much to work with at first. Memory 
circuits then (and now) were more cantankerous 
and frustrating than any other. Practical engineers 
chose those which offered some degree of quick 
success. Delay lines provided basically serial mem
ory - that is, information was put away, and re
covered, one digit at a tiIne. Around this delay line 
Inemory grew a serial arithmetic system together 
with serial control sequences. Logical complexity 
of these machines was confined to the sequences, 
and otherwise thne-oriented steps, performed on 
the data flowing to and from men10ry. Many in 
those days said that with a rather unlimited fast 
memory (say several thousand words) a huge im
provement could be had. The obvious advantage 
of parallel memories (all hits of the word at once) 
hroke down any ecoll o III ic ohstaeles. 

The feeling that unlimited high speed memory 
would give advantages has persisted even with 
enormous increases in size. The idea of primary 
and secondary memories, a kind of conscious and 
sub-conscious, allowed for magnetic drums and 
tapes. However, it remained for the magnetic fer
rite cores to provide a really satisfactory parallel 
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primary memory. The key advantage was parallel 
operation with no penalty for referencing in odd 
order (random access). The ferrite memories have 
become most successful and reliable and provide 
high-speed memory measured in hundreds, of 
thousands of words. It is nonetheless interesting 
that the problems to be solved by computers con
tinue to far out-strip this explosive growth. 

The matter of primary and secondary memories, 
of course, offers a variety itself. They take the fonn 
of temporary and fixed stores, index stores, in-out 
buffers, and so on. They range nowadays from 
transistor registers, small temporary stores of film 
and ferrite, modular ferrite memories of large size, 
magnetic drums, magnetic disks, magnetic tapes, 
magnetic cards, optical stores - an endless array. 
The continuing success of ferrite memories has led 
to some intrinsically different methods of use, of 
which the coincident-current and word-organized 
memories are the leaders. 

With the logic circuit performance keeping just 
one jump ahead, the memories continued to repre
sent a large _paxL-of- the time spent in operations. 
An admittedly brute force improvement in large 
memories was the separation into several banks of 
memory, with overlapping of cycles. Truly parallel 
banks of memory evolved to give an added dimen
sion to the term parallel computer. Through all 
this, the original concept of primary and secondary 
holds with its one major problem: the somewhat 
untidy shuffling back and forth of data between 
the two. The very necessary data are naturally 
kept in primary memory, and the little used files 
in secondary. It is the in-between ground which 
seems to defy any order. 

Some attempts have been made to make sense of 
this problem. There are schemes of addressing all 
data, primary and secondary, with somewhat auto
n1atic transferring when necessary. Other schemes 
use direct block transferring at very high speed. 
It would seem that more parallel trunks for these 
transfers would help. One trunk could load and 
another empty large chunks of primary memory 
not presently in· use. In fact, several sets of these 
might be worthwhile. A fundamental assumption 
is made, however. If the trunks are to be usable, 
they must be separate; and there must be a com
parable ability to compute on other primary mem
ory at the same time. In fact, in the worst case 
a meshing of all these operations must be possible 
by parallel trunks, time-sharing, random ordering 
under an over-all control. To obtain this final effect, 
much more than the memory must be considered. 
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What is described above could be called another 
step of parallelism, i.e., parallel-by-function, to be 
added to the bit parallel, word parallel, and mem
ory bank parallel schemes. It is simply the idea 
of more things being done at the same time. 

Illogical Waste 
The computing is done on the data at a point in 
its trip from memory and back to memory. Most 
computers contain at least one place outside of 
memory for holding intermediate or partial results, 
us'ually an accumulator. Data to be carried over 
from one operation to the next can be placed in 
this accumulator and recovered from it. In fact, 
it forms a one word high-speed memory attached 
to the aritllmetic and must have a path to the main 
memory as well. 

A good many sequences of operations contain sev
eral cases of cumulative results. More than one 
carry-over register would be attractive for these 
cases, especially if a net speed improvement were 
possible. On the premise that transistor register 
storage is substantially faster than magnetic mem
ory (say ten to one), a number of registers would 
allow good isolation from memory. These registers 
would require refilling from memory for incoming 
data and emptying to memory for final results. 
Otherwise, the partial results would arise from 
the computing activity. Thus, it can he seen that 
memory access is a secondary process as far as 
time is concerned and is mostly masked by com
puting time (more on this later). 

Typical computer instructions contain memory 
addresses for the incoming data and the results. 
By removing lllemory to a secondary role, most of 
the computing instructions can refer to the tran
sient registers. A considerable instruction. ,:word 

(Please turn to Page ;9) 
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ACROSS THE EDITOR'S DESK 

AT THE LAST MINUTE----

OUTPUT AT 220, 000 
POINTS PER SECOND 

The front cover of "Computers 
and Automation" for the November 
issue shows a three-dimensional 
drawing produced by a very-high
speed data recorder. The machine 
will print tabular characters at 
110,000 characters per second; it 
will draw vectors at a rate per 
second ranging from 170,000 short 
vectors to 30,000 long vectors; 
and it will plot points at a speed 
of 220,000 points per second. 

The machine, called the dd80, 
is developed and produced by Data 
Display, Inc., St. Paul, Minn. It 
is able to produce output at a 
speed that fits with the internal 
computing capabilities of modern 
large-scale computing systems. 

The dd80 records information 
photographically onto 35mm film 
from a 5-inch cathode ray tube .. 
The film is positioned under com
puter control. Each character or 
vector end point may be positioned 
to a resolution of anyone of 1024 
positions in each of the X and Y 
axes on the "page" of 35mm film 
(about 5/1000 of an inch). The 
characters are then traced on the 
CRT, much as a character is drawn 
with a pencil. This method of 
character generation results in a 
combination of high character 
brightness and definition together 
with high writing rates. The dd80 
has a repertoire of 123 characters, 
typically including the Greek alpha
bet, mathematical symbols, and any 
other special symbols that may be 
useful or desired. 

Figure 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

The vectors are drawn as 
straight lines between any pair of 
the 1024 X and 1024 Y positions. 
Vectors are specified by the com
puter by a sequence of X-Y position 
pairs. 

The front cover and the accom
panying figures illustrate the 
variety of outputs obtainable from 
the machine. Figure 1 shows mathe
matical symbols and four symbol 
sizes; it is a section of mathema
tical text printed on the dd80 via 
computer control. This figure con
tains a small graph illustrating 
the freedom of format. Figurc'2 
illustrates the vector drawing 
capabil i ti es of the machi ne when 
it is used to generate a pattern. 
Althou!Jh this is a vector testing 
pu ttern, it migh t well be un en try 
for "Computers and Automation's" 
Computer Art contest. Figure 3 
shows a combination of blue print 
drawing and text. 

The machine also has a con
ventionul 16-inch cathode ray tube 
in parullel with the 5-inch one. 
The lo-inch tube provides a view 
for the human operator, and is 
useful for interacting presenta
tions to humun operators and pro
grammers; in tid s way a human 
being may judge a proposed display 
and then releuse it for photograph
ing. 

To date the ddOO has been 
associated with IUM 7094, 7074 and 
CDC 3600 computers for on-line 
operation, and with IBM 729 II, IV 
and VI tape units for off-line 
operation. 
(For more information, circle 76 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

COMPUTER MEETING (DEeUS) 
LIVERMORE, CALIF., 
NOVEMBER 18-20, 1963 

The annual meeting of the 
users group (DECUS) of Digital 
Equipment Corp. (Maynard, Mass.) 
computers, which includes the 
PDP-I, will take place at the Com
putation Center, Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory, Livermore, California, 
Monday and Tuesday, November 17 and 
18, 1963. 

The program contains 15 papers 
and reports including: 

- Stanford Time-Sharing System, by 
Dr. J. McCarthy, Stanford Univ. 

- Report on SDC Time-Sharing Sys
tem, by Jules Schwartz, System 
Development Corp. 

-An Integrated Display System, by 
J. Gilmore, Adams Associates 

-On-Line Input of Graphical Data, 
by W. Fletcher, Bolt, Beranek & 
Newman, Inc. 

-New Developments in On-Line De
bugging, by Prof. M. Minsky, 
M.I.T. 

-Computer Aids to Number Theory, 
by M. Pivar, Information Inter
national, Inc.' 

- The Hybrid Computation Facili ty 
at United Aircraft. Research 
Lahoratori(~s, hy H. Belluardo 
and ot.lwrs, [lAC 

- St(~PS Towards Cornputer Stimula
tion of Srnall Group Behavior, 
hy T. Hoby {; H. Nickerson, Air 
Force Systems Command 

For more information, contact 
Mrs. Elsa Newman, Digital Equip
ment Corp. 

(More "Across the Editorfs Desk" starts on Page 43) 
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THE CASE FOR DATA PROCESSING STANDARDS 

Introduction 
The use of computers to solve business or engineering 

problems is now almost commonplace. Largely because of 
the spectacular growth of this field, the data processing in
dustry has reached economic maturity without developing 
proper working methods, procedures, and disciplines. Seri
ous operating problems have arisen as a result, character
ized by a loss of management control over the data proc
essing function. 

The data processing profession now has the responsi
bility for restoring this control function to management 
where it rightfully belongs. To accomplish this restoration 
of control, each computer installation must adopt an in
ternal set of rules and procedures-management control 
standards-for the data processing function. 

Lack of Standardization 
Lack of standardization can make data processing a hap

hazard and costly business. Certainly, no architect would 
set a crew of carpenters to work building an apartment 
house without blueprints. No football coach would operate 
a team without a full repertoire of well-practiced plays. 
Yet, nearly every data processing installation approaches 
the issue of planned analysis and programming on a catch
as-catch-can basis_ 

From the time a contract is signed for a computing sys
tem, the implementation is regularly underestimated and 
underbudgeted in terms of dollars, time and people. This 
is particularly true in programming. Management gives 
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only passing attention to the long-term desirability of in
sisting upon standards for systems analysis, operation, and 
programming. Measures necessary to correct damage after 
it is done can be very expensive; the inevitable shortcom
ings on crash installation projects are all too painfully 
apparent. 

In many computer acquisitions, as work progresses on 
the implementation, the schedule fails to be met. So the 
schedule is adjusted. Since the completion date is "firmly" 
established in advance, the adjustment generally involves 
dele~ing items scheduled nearest the completion date. Test
ing and documentation often are left to be completed after 
the computer has been delivered. Once the machine has 
been installed, however, pressure from management to 
justify the cost forces the data processing department into 
a crash program to complete testing. Documentation is 
not done. 

As a result of peior scheduling, most computer installa
tions miss their target dates and cost much more than their 
projected budgets. The programmers who developed the 
keystone programs without documentation become indis
pensable. They are the only ones who can change the 
programs they wrote. Many installations never overcome 
these handicaps. 

Standards for an Installation 
These problems can be avoided through the development 

and use of a set of standards for the installation. Two types 
of standards are necessary: methods standards and perform
lance standards. Methods standards call for the establish-I 
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Computers and Automation is pleased to begin an 
important series of articles on the subject of user 
standards for automatic data processing. This series 
is being written by Dick H. Brandon, Director, Data 
Processing Services, and Frederick Kirch of The Die
bold Group, Inc. 

The Diebold Group, Inc., an international man
agement consulting firm specializing in automation 
and automatic data processing, has pioneered in the 
development of data processing standards. The 
Group has presented numerous courses in this field, 
and has established standards for many prominent 
client organizations. Out of this work came the book 
Management Standards for Data Processing by Dick 
H. Brandon*, parts of which have been abstracted 
for this series . 

ment of uniform practices or common techniques; they are 
applicable to systems analysis, programming, and opera
tions. Performance standards provide yardsticks for mea
suring data processing performance; they make it possible to 
review personnel and equipment performance. The value 
of a methods standard becomes very evident when a pro
grammer is observed trying to change a program that he 
did not write. The absence of language uniformity, proper 
documentation and limited program organization make the 
program impenetrable to investigation. 

The importance of performance standards is illustrated 
daily by those installations whose system development 
budgets and production schedules continually exceed 
original estimates. 

Costs 
Because of the imbalance in data processing personnel 

supply and demand, salaries in the field have risen dra
matically. The average annual salary of programmers has 
increased 50% since 1958. The turnover rate in the field 
has increased correspondingly, presenting a continuing per
sonnel problem to management. 

Permission to reproduce illustrations and material 
has been given by Dick H. Brandon, The Diebold 
Group, Inc., and D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. 

The series consists of six articles. 
The first, "The Case for Data Processing Stan

dards," follows. 
The others, "Systems Analysis Standards," "Pro

gramming Standards" (in two parts), "Computer 
Operation Standards," and "ADP Performance Stan
danIs" will appear in forthcoming issues of Com
puters and Automation. 

,. Management Standards for Data Processing, Dick H. 
Brandon. 1963. D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, 
New Jersey. 

Early computer installations often were made on an ex
perimental basis with costs charged to research and develop
ment. More recently, the computer has been expected to 
pay its own way. However, over-all installation costs have 
increased twenty to twenty-five per cent with the cost of 
personnel as the single largest cost. 

This increase and the equivalent increase in installation 
operating costs have made management more and more 
aware of computer costs. Accordingly, management de
mands a return for its investment that can only be realized 
through complete control of the data processing function. 
Computer costs have been taken out of research and placed 
under operations. The costs therefore must be subjected 
to the same management control used in other operations. 

The major requirement for this management control is 
a system of appropriate standards. The first standard of 
course, is a definition of data processing and its tasks. 

Implementation Tasks 
Installation of a computer requires a precise definition of 

implementation tasks. Unfortunately, too many computers 

CHART 1 

. Required Action 

Systems Planning 
Equipment Selection 
Personnel Selection 
Training: 

Management 
Systems Analysts 
Programmers 
User Departments 
Operators 
Support Personnel 

Application Analysis 
Conversion Planning 
Program Analysis 
Coding 
Testing 
Documentation 
Sito Preparation 
Conversion 
Support Planning * 
Systems and Program Heviow 
Operation and Hovision 

o 

Elapsed Timo (POl" Cent) 

10 20 30 40 50 GO 70 

* Pro~ram Library, Tapo Library, EAM, Quality Control, Supply, and Production Control 
® 1%3, 'lhe Diebold Group, Inc. 
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are installed with only a limited understanding of objec
tives and without a definition of the tasks to be performed 
to accomplish installation. The first step in establishing a 
set of standards or in planning an installation t~erefore 
must be to define the steps required in implementation. 
The list below indicates the tasks to be performed: 

Definition of Objectives 
Preliminary Study 
Feasibility Analysis 
Equipment Selection 
Section of Personnel 
Personnel Training 
Establishment of Standards 
Scheduling 
Systems Planning and Design 
Program Logic Design 
Coding 
Testing 
Documentation 
Conversion 
Parallel Operation 
Audit of the Installation 
General Organization of the ADP Department 
Physical Organization of the ADP Department 
Site Preparation 

Chart 1 correlates the tasks of planning and design with 
the over-all installation schedule. It shows the relationships 
of tasks and emphasizes the importance of scheduling their 
performance according to their relationships. 

Methods Standards 
Methods standards require programmers to create pro

grams in a uniform manner, understandable to others and 
with a basic amount of documentation produced during 
the programming effort, not afterwards. 

If the methods are allowed to vary from programmer to 
programmer, output cannot be compared. The program
mer who does not make block diagrams will complete more 
pages of coding in a given period of time than the program
mer who first creates a detailed logical diagram as docu
mentation, prior to coding. The fact that the quality of 
the latter program will be better and that testing is 
simplified will not affect measurements if they are made 
based simply on the number of coded pages. 

Reasons for the development of methods standards are: 

• To enable program review by another programmer. 
It has been demonstrated that the time required 
for a detailed review can be reduced by more than 
half if programming methods are standardized. 

• The effect of programmer turnover will be reduced. 
Programs written using standard methodology can 
be taken over quickly by another programmer 
trained to use this methodology. 

• Conversion of systems to the computer can be 
planned adequately. 

• Performance standards for measuring data processing 
performance can be established when methods are 
standardized. 

• To allow program segmentation without problems 
of communication between programmers. Uniform 
methods make it possible to divide work among a 
group of programmers without concern about dupli
cation of labels or memory use. 

Reasons for Standards 
There are a number of other compelling reasons for the 

use of methods standards: 

• To allow segmentation of programs. 
• To enable review of programs. 
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• To reduct the effects of personnel turnover. 

• To allow adequate planning for conversion. 
• To allow for functional specialization. 
• To allow the development and use of performance 

standards. 

The reasons for performance standards are equally as 
compelling: 

• To allow the development of realistic schedules. 
• To allow the development of realistic budgets. 
• To allow for equitable review of personnel and the 

development of standards for hiring. 
An experienced data processing manager will readily 

testify to the difficulties encountered and the costs incurred 
in taking over inherited programs after the resignation of 
a programmer. The language used may be highly individ
ualized, using non-standard symbology and abbreviations 
and incomprehensible mnemonics. Such was the case of the 
programmer who wrote all of his comments and mne
monics in French! Many programs have been 'completely 
redone when the original author has left the company. 

Performance Sta.ndards 
By using performance standards, the following can be 

achieved: 

• Management Control-It becomes possible for man
agement to estimate development time and costs, 
the costs to change a system, and costs to establish 
controls. Management will be able to evaluate pro
gramming performance, program performance, and 
department performance against a standard of pro
ductivity. 

• Scheduling of the Development Program-Without 
performance standards it is almost impossible to 
accurately estimate time and manpower required to 
develop a system. 

• Costing the Development Program-Management 
must be able to determine well in advance costs for 
the development program and costs for making 
changes to existing systems. If management is aware 
of costs of systems changes, it may be possible to 
avoid causes which force expensive changes. 

• Personnel Evaluation-It is necessary to make 
periodic equitable adjustments to salaries of operat
ing and programming personnel. The data process
ing market is sufficiently competitive to force man
agement to consider salary adjustment carefully. 
The loss of an experienced programmer can repre
sent the loss of a large investment and a heavy 
program takeover cost. 

• Compensation-It is good business to compensate 
each staff member in accordance with his contribu
tion. The difficulty has been that it is hard to rec
ognize the exact relationships between the outputs 
of different programmers. 

• Hiring-Performance Standards are also necessary 
for hiring experienced personnel and training in
experienced personnel. In the former case, it is 
necessary to evaluate the extent of experience and 
the level of productivity which can be expected for 
this experience. 

• Long-Range Planning and Economic Analysis of 
Systems-Conversion costs can be calculated more 
easily and more accurately. 

• Functional Specialization-By reviewing perform
ance by tasks, it is possible to assign different tasks 
to individuals with specific abilities. 

• Budgeting-:-Accurate costs lead to accurate budgets. 
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Sources of Standards 
It is difficult to develop standards for data processing 

without recognizing the many differences which have grown 
up among machine manufacturers and industries. Within 
machine types for example, distinctions are made (among 
others), between scientific and business computers, analog 
and digital computers, large and small computers, and tape 
and card systems. 

Major differences exist: 

• Across machine lines 
• Across manufacturer lines 

• Across industry lines 
• Across user lines 
• Across departmental lines for a given user. 

Other influences affect standards. A specific template 
may be established as official symbology for block diagram
ming. Templates have undergone changes over the years. 
The use of an aged template has become a status symbol 
which identified the programmer as one of the old-timers. 
Similarly, the hiring of experienced programmers from 
outside the organization introduces a new set of experi
ences, practices and rules into the organization. An in
stallation exists, for example, where among the twenty 
programmers there are three different methods of writing 
the alphabetic character O. 

Standards sources therefore vary. They include: 

• The U. S. Government 
• American Standards Association 
• Business Equipment Manufacturers Association 

• Computer Manufacturers 

• Consultants 

The Manual of Standards 
A compilation of methods standards and rules necessary 

to establish meaningful performance standards is required 
for each installation. This compilation should be made and 
enforced in each installation by the use of a Manual of 
Standards. The Manual of Standards should include the 
following: 

• Systems Analysis Standards 

• Programming Standards 

• Operating Standards. 
• Performance Standards 

The function of the manual is to: 

• serve as a compilation of rules and procedures gov-
erning data processing department operation 

• serve as a policy manual for all employees 

• serve as a training manual for new employees 
• settle disputes concerning standards 

The Manual of Standards must include all of the proce
dures to be followed and methods to be used. It should 
enforce rules and regulations and at the same time ensure 
uniformity of output. 

Conclusion 
Good standards enforce themselves. Once the program

mer, analyst or operator recognizes that his performance 
has iIll proved through methods standards he becomes a 
proponent of standards. When he suddenly recognizes that 
he is capable of understanding a program written by somc
one elsc, he is convinced forever. 

Future articles in this series will di.\'(.'/I.1'.I' 1I11:lllOd.l' standards 
for systems analysis, j)rogrfl1l11l1illg, j)rogralll doclllllentation 
and comjmier jJraciices. The filial article in the series will 
discuss standards for performance measurement. 
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June 17, 1815 •.. Rain delays the Battle of Waterloo 
••. 24 hours later Napoleon engages Wellington, 
gambling on victory before the arrival of Allied Rein
forcements. He almost carries the day and then 
Blucher's Army appears. The French are routed. The 
Empire collapses. But supposing Napoleon had known 
more about weather, delay and their effects on battle
field conditions . . ; would he have won? 

___ BATTLE 01' WATERLOO 

For several years TECH/OPS programming scientists and 
analysts have been creating Synthetic History to answer a 
myriad of questions about military operations through 
the use of manually-played and computer-played war 
games. OMEGA (Operations Model Evaluation Group, 
Air Force), est;:1blished by TECH/OPS for Headquarters 
Air Force in 1957, has as a task the simulation of large
scale air war battles. The simulation is the most ambi
tious game undertaken by TECH/OPS, and probably by 
anyone else. 

The models simulate full scale nuclear war; however, 
they are built in sufficient detail to consider use of their 
parts for study of problems of lesser scope. The simula
tions are constructed modularly so that they can be 
responsively changed to keep pace with evolving weapon 
systems and doctrines. Synthetic Histories produced with 
these simulations have a direct influence on senior Air 
Force planners and decision makers. 

TECH/OPS work on OMEGA is typical of the 
Company's work in the System Sciences ••• CORG, 

COMSAT, 473L, TRAG ••• to name a few other 
programs. If you would like to work in an environment 
where your individual contributions count, we would like 
to hear from you. Positions are available at TECH/OPS 
in the Washington, D. C. area for expericnced Opera
tions Analysts and Computer Programmcrs. 

TECHNICAL ( 
OPERATIONS C!!ChZOPV 
Research 3600 M Street, N. w., 'waShington 7, D.C. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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"Our problem was to find a 'satellite' computer that could handle FORTRAN efficiently." 'f 
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really searched, but nothing could touch General Electric's Compatibles."He liked 
the idea of a manufacturer designing a FORTRAN compiler from the ground up. No warmed 
over competitor's program this .• GE-FORTRAN incorporates the very latest compiler techniques, 
and that's why it is far and away the fastest available for any medium price computer. For exam
ple, it has a monitor that performs both control and chaining functions. Only the very largest . . 

systems provide such a comprehensive FORTRAN listing with diagnostics. • The GE-FORTRAN 
compiler enables any of The Compatibles to accept most FORTRAN II programs, with little or 
no changes. And GE-FORTRAN programs can be compiled as is' on most large-scale scientific 
computers .• There is also a one-pass FORTRAN that requires only an 8192-word central proc
essor, card reader and punch .• Sound good? Write for "FORTRAN Capabilities of the Com
patibles." General Electric Computer Department, Section P-l1, Phoenix, Arizona. 

'R-ogres$/s Ovr Most Imporl417f ~vcf 

GENERAL" ELECTRIC 
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Circle No. 15 on Readers Service Card 

Mechanical simplicity ... which yields a degree of reliability unattainable 
by any other paper tape reader! Simplicity made possible through the 
utilization of the revolutionary PMI printed motor direct drive servo. 
Movement of the tape through the read head is achieved by merely start
ing and stopping a printed motor. The brakes, clutches and pinch rollers 
that cause big trouble and down time in conventional tape transports 
are completely eliminated. 

Line by line cycle: movement of tape (A) over read head (B) is controlled by 
drive capstan (C)-attached directly to shaft of P"NIIprinted motor* (D); spring
loaded rollers (E) hold tape gently against capstan, keeping tape movement in 
exact accord with capstan rotation; advance command pulse accelerates motor, 
capstan, and tape; as read head detects next sprocket hole, a reverse pulse to 
motor halts capstan and tape with next character perfectly aligned in read 
head. * U.S. Patents of Prin ted j\f ot01'S~ Inc. Pending. 

PHONE, WIRE OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

CORPORATION 
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here it is! 

tru ~mill ~ ~ tf1J~mill ~ uu '~~u ~ [g@ ~TJ1l [OJ ~~'~® ~ '~~ ~ ~ mJ c ~ (ill~ / ~[tD'~, 
A new comprehensive edition of the WHO'S WHO IN THE COMPUTER FIELD is available. This is the first editKln in 
over five years. All entries are complete and accurate as of January, 1963. This' handsome, clothbound book is 
the standard biographical reference on over 5000 leaders In computer applications/ design/ education/ logic/ 
mathematics/ marketing/ programming/ systems analysis 
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This is the answer book for such questions as: 
Where did he get his degree? 
How do you spell his name 1 
What is his home address? 
Where is he working? 
What is his job title? 
What" are his interests in the computer field? 
What papers has he given? 
What books has he written or edited? 
To 'what societies does he belong? 
In what year was he born? 

Regular price: $24.95. Price to subscribers to Computers and Automation: 
$18.75. Full refund within ten days if not completely satisfied with the 
usefulness of this volume. To order your copy, send a check' or purchase 
order to: 

Who's Who in the Computer Field, Attn: Order Section 
815 Washington Street, Newtonville 60, Mass. 



A SURVEY OF NEW WEST-EUROPEAN 
DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

(Part 3 - Conclusion) 

(Continued from the October Issue of 
Computers and Automation, Page 29) 

Store: magnetic cores. Capacity: 1,024 
words. Access time: 0.5 microsec. Auxili
ary store: magnetic cores. Capacity: up 
to 8 units of 8,192 words (maximum 
capacity: 65,536 words). Access time 2 
microsec. External store: Elliott magnetic 
film or Decca 4000 magnetic tape units. 
Specifications not yet published. 

Input/output: punched tape readers 
(Elliott: 1,000 char. per sec.), tape 
punches (Teletype: 100 char. per sec.), 
direct connection to all forms of measur
ing and transmission equipment. 

Operation speeds (access time in
cluded): 2.5 microsec for addition and 
subtraction, 18 microsec for multiplica
tion and division. 

Components: all-transistorized. Price: 
according to system. Rent: by negotia
tion. 

ELLIOTT 503 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: parallel. Number base: binary. 
Alphanumeric representation: 7 bits per 
character. Word length: 39 bits (plus 
parity and tag bit). Point working: fixed 
and floating. Floating point representa
tion: 30 bit mantissa + 9 bit exponent. 
Instructions: 1 address type (Y2 word). 
Number of operations: 64 (including 
double precision). Index registers: each 
store cell. .' 

S~ore: magnetic cores. Capacity: 8,192 
words. Cycle (ime: :1.:' microsec. Auxili
ary store: magnetic cores. Capacity: up 
to 131,072 words. Access time: 15 micro
sec. External store: up to 4 Elliott mag
netic film units per controller. Film 
width: 35 mm. Film length: 1,000 feet. 
Capacity: 262,144 words per film. Read/ 
write speed: 833 words per sec. Block 
length: 64 words. Up to 8 Ampex TM4 
magnetic tape units per controller may 
be used (compatible with IBM systems). 
Simultaneous read/write speed: 15,000 or 
41,000 characters per sec. Block length: 
variable. 

Input/output: electric typewriter (Flex
owriter: 10 char. per sec.), punched tape 
readers (Elliott: 1,000 char. per sec.), tape 
punches (Teletype: 100 char. per sec.), 
punched card readers (Elliott: 400 cards 
per min.), card reader/punches (Bull: 
300 cards per min.), and line printers 

(Anelex: 1,000 lines per min.). Any'num
ber of input and output devices, may be 
used. 

Fixed point operation speeds: 7 mi
crosec for addition and subtraction, 38 to 
55 microsec for multiplication, and 81 
microsec for division;· Floating point 
operation speeds: 20 microsec' for addi
tion and subtraction, 38 to 51 microsec 
for multiplication, and 71 microsec for 
,division. Access time included. 

Power consumption: 5 kVA and up. 
Components: all-transistorized. Price: 
about $168,000 and up (UK). Not leased. 

NCR 315 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: serial parallel. Number base: bi
nary decimal. Code: slabs of 12 bits + 
parity bit (3 decimal digits or 2 alpha
Ilumeric characters). Word length: vari
able (up to 8 slabs). Point working: fixed. 
Instructions: 1 or 2 address type (2 or 4 
slabs). Number of operations: about 150. 
Number of index registers: 32 (plus 32 
jump registers). 

Store: magnetic cores. Capacity: from 
2,000 to 40,000 slabs. Cycle time: 6 mi
crosec. Auxiliary store: up to 16 Card 
Random Access Memory units (remov
able cartridges of 256 plastic cards per 
unit). Capacity: 2,777,600 slabs per 
CRAM. Access time: up to 200 ms (reac
cess time: 23ms). External store: up to 
8 magnetic tape units. Tape width: Y2 
inch. Tape length: 3,600 feet. Capacity: 
4.280, 7.088 or 10.060 million slabs per 
reel. Read/write speed: 12,000, 20,000 
or 30,000 slabs per sec. 

Input/output: punched tape readers 
(1,000 char. per sec.), tape punches (110 
char. per sec.), punched card readers (400 
or 2,000 cards per min.), card punches 
(100 or 250 cards per min.), line printers 
(680 alphanumeric or 900 lines of 120 
char. per min.), E-13B document sorters 
(1620 documents per min.), and optical 
readers (520 char. per sec.). Up to 128 
keyboard inquiry stations may be con
nected. Polysynchronous operation with 
demand interrupt permits simultaneous 
operation of a number of peripherical 
units. 

Operation speeds: 36 to 84 microsec for 
addition and subtraction, 900 microsec 
for multiplication (average), and 1,020 
microsec for division (minimum). 

Power consumption: 27 kVA (varying 
with different installations). Pulse rate 
frequency: 166.7 kc/s. Components: all
transistorized. Price: about $225,000 and 
up. 

Joseph L. F. De Kerf 
Research Laboratories 
Gevaert Photo-Producten N. V. 
Mortsel, Belgium 

VERDAN 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: serial. Number base: binary. 
Word length: 26 bits (including sign, 
spare and synchronizing bit). Point work
ing: fixed. Instructions: one plus one 
half address type (1 word). 

Store: magnetic disc. Speed:. 6,000 rpm. 
Capacity: 13 channels of 128 words (1,644 
words). Eight channels (1,024 words) are 
used to store instructions and data. Mini
mum word access time: 160 microsec. The 
remaining five channels (640 words) are 
utilized by the incremental section to 
form 128 incremental elements: integra
tors, servos or decision elemen ts. 

input: keyboard, punohed tape rea~er 
(800 char. per sec.), up to 16 voltage 111-

puts (processed 100 times/sec.), 3 ternary 
and 3 binary coded resolvers, up to 48 
binary shaft to digital encoders (~ampled 
100 times/sec.). Output: electnc type
writer or tape punch, up to 15 voltage 
outputs (100 times/sec.), up to 16 shaft 
output devices, 4 ternary and 4 binary 
coded incremental outputs, words from 
the store at the computer dock rate. 

Operation speeds (access tim~. not in
cluded): 160 microsec for .ad.dltl~n and 
subtraction, 2 ms for multIplIcatIOn and 
divi:;ion. The 128 incremental elements 
are processed at 100 iterations per sec. 

Power consumption: about 320 VA. 
Pulse rate frequency: 332.8 kc/s. C~m
ponents: transistor circuits and pac~agmg 
techniques. Price: not made avaIlable. 
Not leased. 

Forty DEUCE complJ.ters have been 
installed by the Data Processing and 
Control Systems Division of THE 
ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Limited. Last deliveries were per
formed in 1960 but a transistorized 
medium to large high-speed commer
cial data processing system, named 
KDP 10 and based on the RCA 501, 
was introduced the same year (de
scription: d. Compo & Aut., Vol. 9, 
No. 12, p. 41). Five KDP-lO systems 
were installed during 1962. A low
cost general-purpose computer for 
small scale work in commerce, in
dustry and research, was marketed by 
the ENGLISH ELECTRIC in the 
meantime. Two computers of this 
type, called KDN 2, have been in-
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RMS ASSOCIATES,.INC~Serie:S":~(com:put~r,'C~ntro'I~;d'>.D,i~plays iprovide ~'." 
link for man-c,om p uteI' "com mu.nicatjo~s.:$inl.ulation' ..••• '.' computerm()ni~o'r
ing and trouble-shooting. 7.machine-aideddesign ••. are only ,a few of. the 
applications for these versatile Cathode; Ray, Tube Display systems.'Attrac
lively styled, the, RMS COI11PuterControlied Displays blend with any modern 
'computerii1staliation.fEATURES;.~.Largescreen (21" rectangular), bright, 
high resolution displaY~D Easy~to·read,pres~ntations 0 Solid-state circuits 
for reliable, trouble~freeoperation ,0 Options include, theCUR"ILI~~~ 
character generator, vector generator, light pen, keyboard, and display buf:O:', 
fer 0 Customized equipment with prompt deliveryDlnte~acesavaila~le 
for most computers 0 More.than2300rarid~m points or formatted char
acterscanbe plotted at a flicker-free rate on' high spe'ed" display. ' 
ECONOMICAL ••• typical standard-speed, point-plotting Computer Con
trolled Display costs $12,050 ..•. typical high-speed, poin.~~plotting, char
acter writing Computer Controlled Display costs $22,700. Lease plans 
available. WRITE OR CALL FOR QUOTATION ON COMPUTER CONTROLLED 
DISPLAY TO MEET YOUR PARTICULAR REQUIREMENT. 

RMS Associates, Inc .• 102 E. Sandford Blvd .• Mt. Vernon, N.Y .• (914) OW 9-5515 
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stalled; another 5 were on order in 
October, 1962. An extremely fast, 
versatile, and expansible system de
signed for general purpose computing 
and data processing work, known as 
the KDF 9, was announced in 1962. 
Thirteen KDF 9 systems are on order 
and 'the first deliveries are expected in 
the course of 1963. A small-scale busi
ness computer, specifically designed to 
use magnetic tape storage, has been 
announced by ENGLISH ELECTRIC 
recently as the KDF 6. The descrip
tion given below must be considered 
as provisional. 

KDN 2 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: serial. ;\lumber base: binary. Alpha· 
numeric representation: 6 bits per charac· 
ter. \Vord length: 18 bits, Point working: 
fixed. Instructions: 1 address type (1 
word). Number of operations: 64. Num
ber of index registers: 3. 

Store: magnetic cores. 'Capacity: up to 
8 units of 512 words (maximum capacity: 
4,096 words). Cycle time: 15 microsec. 
External store: up to 4 English Electric 
magnetic tape units. Tape width: % 
inch. Tape length: 2,400 feet. Density: 
3331/3 char. per inch. Capacity: up to 8.64 
million char. per reel. Read/write speed: 
33,333 char. per sec. Block length: vari
able. Dual recording. 

Input/output (basic computer): electric 
typewriter (IB~l: 10 char. per sec.), 
punched tape reader (20 char. per sec.), 
and tape punch (20 char. per sec.). Faster 
punched tape equipment or alternative 
input and output devices may be used 
(including keyboards, punched card equip
ment, line printers, analog-to-digital and 
digital-to-analog converters). 
, Operation speeds: 175 microsec for addi
tion and subtraction, 2.75 ms (average) 
for multiplication, and 5 ms (average) 
for division. Access time included. 

Power consumption: 1.6 kVA. Pulse rate 
frequency: 140 kc/s. Components: diodes 
and transistors (+ 252 Datapac plug-in 
packages). Price (basic machine): about 
:S70,000. ~Iay be leased. 

KDF 9 
Control: stored program (optional auto

matic time-sharing: up to four programs 
concurrently). Operation mode: parallel. 
;\lumber base: binary. Alphanumeric rep
resentation: six bits per character. 'Vord 
length: 48 bits. Point working: fixed and 
floating. Floating point representation: 
40 bit mantissa + 8 bit exponent. In
structiuns: 0 and I addrcss type (2 to 6 
instructions pCI' word). ;\lumbcr of opera
tions: ovcr ~()() (including half-word and 
douhlc-wonl operations). :\'umber of in
dex registers: I:'. 

Storc: magnetic cores. Capacity: up to 
H units of '1,09G words (maximum capac
ity: 1\~,76H words). Cyclc timc: 6 microscc. 
Extcrnal store: any number of English 
Elcctric magnetic tape units. Tape width: 
% inch. Tape length: 2,400 feet. Density: 
3331/3 char. per inch. Capacity: up to 8.64 
million char. per reel. Read / writc speed: 
33,333 char. per sec. Block length: vari
able. Dual recording. 

Input/output: punched tape readers 
(English Electric: 1,000 char. per sec.), 
tape punchcs (Tcletype/Creed: 110/300 
char. per SCc.), punched card readers 
(English Electric: 400 cards per min.), 
card punches (English Electric: 150 cards 
per min.), on-line prillters (English Elec
tric: GOO lines of 120 char. per min.), 
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off-line printers (English Electric: 600 to 
900 lines of 120 char. per min.), off-line 
xerographic printers (Rank: 3,000 lines 
per min.). Maximum number of units: 
any Ilumber subject to maximum theo
retical instan taneous transfer rate of 1.33 
million char. per sec. 

Operation speeds: 1 microsec (fixed 
point) or (i to 10 microsec (floating point) 
for addition and subtraction, 14 to 18 
microsec (fixed and floating) for multipli
cation, 30 to 35 microsec (fixed and float
ing) for division. Access time excluded. 

Pulse rate frequency: 2,000 kc/s. Com
ponents: diodes and transistors (+ mag
netic core circuits). Price: about $350,000 
and up. May be leased. 

KDF 6 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: serial. Number base: alphanumeric 
(6 bits per character). Word let,lgth: I. 
triad of 3 characters (grouped m data 
areas). Pain t working: fixed. Instruc
tions: 1 address type (1 word). Number 
of operations: 64. Number of registers: 4 
(3 of them may be used as index registers). 

Store: magnetic cores. Capacity: 24,-
576 characters (8,192 individually address
able triads or groups of 3 characters). 
.-\ccess time: 7 microsec. External store: 
up to 4 English Electric magnetic tape 
units. Tape width: % inch. Tape length: 
2,400 feet. Density: 3331h char. per inch. 
Capacity: up to 8.64 million char. per 
reel. Read/write speed: 33,333 char. per 
sec. Block length: variable. Dual re
cording. 

Input/output: 1 monitor typewriter 
(10 char. per sec.), 1 punched tape reader 
(English Electric: 1,000 char. per sec.), 
and 1 tape punch (Teletype: 110 char. 
per sec.). Optional: I line, printer (Eng
lish Electric: 600 to 900 lines of 120 char. 
per min.). Other peripherical devices, 
such as punched card equipment, may 
be added if required by the user. 
, Operation speeds: 175 microsec for ad
dition and subtraction, 2.75 ms (average) 
for multiplication, and 5 ms (average) 
for division. Access time included. 

Power consumption (basic installa
tion): 3 kVA. Pulse rate frequency: 140 
kc/s. Components: diodes and transistors 
(no tubes). Price (central processor, con
trol console, monitor typewriter, punched 
tape reader and tape punch): about 
SI26.000. ~lay be leased. 

The Computer Department of FER
RANTI Limited has installed 85 com
puters, while 24 were on order in 
June, 1962. In addition to these, a 
large number of computers have been 
ordered for military applications. 
ORION, a time-shared transistorized 
computing system for business or sci
entific uses, and ATLAS, a high-speed 
transistorized scientific computer, have 
been described in this journal (d. 
Compo & Aut., Vol. 9, No. 12, pp. 41 
& 42). As more details about ATLAS 
are available now, its description is 
given again. A transistorized process 
control computer, called ARGUS, has 
been installed by FERRANTI at the 
Fleetwood Chemical Industries Ltd. 
in 1961, where it will take over the 
functions of about 100 conventional 
control devices. Two ARGUS are on 
order. The first will be used by Bab
cock & Wilcox Ltd. to control the 
start-up and shut-down of a large 
~oiler-turbine set which they are build-

ing for the Central Electricity Gener
ating Board. The second will be used 
by the C.E.G.B. in grid system con
trol experiments. The process control 
computer is marketed as the ARG US 
200, while a slower but less expensive 
version is known as the ARGUS 100. 
The first ARGUS 100 has now been 
ordered to control a new radio-tele
scope at Jodrell Bank. The installa
tion of APOLLO, a special purpose 
computer for air-traffic control data 
processing, in the Scottish Air Traffic 
Control Centre at Prestwick, was an
nounced by FERRANTI in the course 
of 1961. It is used there by the Min
istry of Aviation for experiments in 
automatic processing of data for air
traffic control on the North Atlantic 
routes. The results of the trans~oceanic 
experiments are expected to prove 
valuable for use in other areas. PO
SEIDON, a high-speed real time con
trol computer, designed in close col
laboration with the Admiralty Surface 
Weapons Establishment, has been an
nounced by FERRANTI recently. The 
fixed program store consists of open 
or closed patterns of copper rings on 
in terchangea ble cards (developed by 
Mullard Ltd.). These cards are clamped 
into magnetic sensing heads which de
tect by magnetic induction which 
rings are open and which are closed. 
The system has been designed to ac
commod~te multi-computer operation 
with data being transferred between 
machines at 6 microsecond intervals. 
A system of priority routines has been 
designed into the computer to provide 
any required lower speed of transfer. 
The first POSEIDON was installed 
at the A.S.W.E. in January, 1962. 
FERRANTI Limited is represented in 
the USA by Ferranti Electric Inc. (In
dustrial Park No.1, Plainview, L. 1., 
New York) and in Canada by the Fer
ranti-Packard Electric Ltd. (Industry 
Street, Toronto 15, Ontario). 

ATLAS 
Control: stored program (time-sharing: 

concurrent operation of any number of 
programs). Operation mode: parallel. 
Number base: binary. Alphanumeric 
representation: 6 bits per character. 
Word length: 48 bits (sign bit included). 
Point working: fixed and floating. Float
ing point representation: 39 bit mantissa 
+ 7 bit exponent (both with sign). In
structions: 1 main address + 2 index 
addresses (1 word). Number of opera
tions: 300 (including subroutine instruc
tions). Index registers: 128 half words 
(access time: 0.35 microsec). 

~Iain store: magnetic cores. Capacity: 
16,384 words upwards. Access time: 2 
microsec. A fixed store, constructed of 
ferrite rods, is lIsed for holding suh
routines. Capacity: 8,192 words. Access 
time: 0.3 microsec. A further hlock of 
1,024 words core store is used as wording 
store for the routines. Auxiliary store: 
4 or more magnetic drums. Capacity: 
24,576 words per drum. Block length: 
512 words. Read/write tillle: ~ illS per 
block. Revolution lime: 12 ms. External 
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store (standard provision): up to 32 
Ampcx TM2 magnetic tape units. Tape 
width: I inch. Tape length: 3,600 feet. 
Dcnsity: 375 char. per inch. Capacity: 20 
million char. per reel. Read/write speed: 
90,000 char. per sec. Block length: 512 
words. IBM half inch magnetic tape 
units can be supplied for input and out
put (not as part of the main tape system). 

Input/output (standard provision): 
I clock, up to 16 Flexowriters and Tele
printers (10 char. per sec.), up to 12 
punched tape readers (Fcrranti TR5: 
300 char. per sec.), up to 4 high-speed 
punched tape rcaders (Ferranti TR7: 
1,000 char. per sec.), up to 12 tape 
punches (Teletype: 110 char. per sec.), 
up to 4 fast tape punches (Creed 3000: 
300 char. per sec.), up to 4 punched card 
readers (ICT: 600 cards pcr min.), 1 or 2 
card punches (ICT: 100 cards per min.), 
1 or 2 line printers (ICT: 600 lines of 
120 char. per min.), and I or 2 xero
graphic printers (Rank: 3,000 lines per 
min.). Additional equipment may be in
corporated but requires additional hard
ware. 

A verage operation speeds (fixed and 
floating): 1.1 microsec for addition and 
subtraction, 3.5 microsec for multiplica
tion, and 6 microsec for division. Access 
time to the main store induded. 

Power consumption (typical installa
tion): about 200 kVA. Pulse rate 
frequency: 10,000 kc/s. Components: 
all-transistorized. Price (average): ap
proximately $5,600,000. May be leased. 

ARCUS 
Control: by pegboards. Operation 

mode: serial parallel. Number base: 
binary. Word length: 12 bits (parity 
checking, double precision). Point work
ing: fixed. Instructions: I address type 
(2 words). Number of operations: 54. 
N umber of index registers: 7 (2 of which 
are double length). 

Fixed program store: pegboards (up 
to 64 trays). Capacity: up to 4 units of 
1,024 instructions or 2,048 twelve bit 
constants. \Vorking store: magnetic 
cores. Capacity: up to 8 units of 1,024 
words (maximum capacity: 8,192 words). 
Access time: 6 microsec. Auxiliary store 
(optional): magnetic drum. Capacity: 
[>0,000 words. Access time: 12 ms. Ex
ternal store (optional): magnetic tapc 
units. 

Input/output: electric typewriter, digi
tal inputs and outputs, up to several 
hundred analog units (including analog
to-digital and digital-to-analog converters 
if required). Optional equipment: tele
printers, punched tape readers, tape 
punches, and line printers. No standard 
devices: system to meet each application. 

Single precision operation speeds: 20 
microscc for addition and subtraction, 
100 microsec for multiplication, and 200 
microscc for division. Double precision 
operation speeds: 40 microsec for addi
tion and subtraction, 200 microsec for 
multiplication, and 400 microsec for di
vision. Access time incl uded. 

Power consumption (basic computer): 
0.6 kVA. Pulse rate frequency: 500 kc/s. 
Components: about 20,000 diodes and 
4,000 transistors (15 typcs of printed 
circuit platcs). Price: about $112,000 for 
a slllall to $,120,000 for a large system. 
May he leased. 

APOLLO 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: parallel. Number base: binary. 
Word length: 2·1 bits. Point working: 
fixed. Instructions: I address type (1 
word). Number of operations: 96. Num
ber of index registers: 3. 

C ;M--P"U ;"'EIIIiIR"'U I 
PROFESSIONALS: 

One call will process your 

professional data to a 

national network of maior 

computer employers 

Now, for the first time and with a single inquiry, you can reg
ister for interviews and survey professional advancement oppor
tunities with the nation's leading computer employers. 

Your qualifications will be automatically registered with tech-
i 

nical representatives of participating employers, interviewing\ for 
key openings in their departments. 

You need do nothing further. Career Center will arrange re
quested interviews in your own home town with employers, or in 
Las Vegas during the FJCC. 

As part of your participation in the Career Center, you will 
receive a free 80-page directory of employers' opportunities. 

Not an employment agency, Career Centers are employer
sponsored. No fees or charges of any kind. Your identity is re
vealed only to those employers you select. 

To register for this important 
National Critical Skills Search: 

During FJCC in Las Vegas: Call Now: RE 5-0821. 

Ask for Mr. Brown 

November 12-15 at THE DESERT INN 

If not attending the FJCC, send your resume 
immediately to Career Center Headquarters, 

770 Lexington Ave., New York 21. 

~ ~f.'i ~... - ~ 

I.::
~ Equal opportunity employers. ~~ 

-NATIONAL CRITICAL SKILLS SEARCH 
~ ~1. ~ ........ ~~ 
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Store: magnetic cores. Capacity: up to 
8 units of 4,096 words (maximum capac
ity: 32,768 words). Access time: 6 micro
sec. Auxiliary store: magnetic drum 
(optional). External store: magnetic tape 
units (optional). 

Input/ output: electric typewriters (Creed: 
7 or 10 char. per sec.), punched tape 
readers (Ferranti TR5: 300 char. per 
sec.), tape punches (Creed: 25 char. per 
sec.), and cathode-ray tube displays. 
Multi-channel input and output using 
interrupt technique. 

Operation speeds (access time in
cluded): 6 microsec for addition and 
subtraction, 60 microsec for multiplica
tion and division. 

Power consumption: 0.5 kVA. Pulse 
rate frequency: 500 kc/s. Components: 
about 18,000 diodes and 5,000 transistors. 
Price (minimum installation): approxi
mately $210,000. May be leased. 

POSEIDON 
Control: fixed and variable program 

store (multi-computer working with 
priority routing). Operation mode: 
parallel. Number base: binary. Word 
.length: 24 bits. Point working: fixed. 
Instructions: 3 address type (1 word). 
Number of operations: 512 (plus 256 
subroutine entry instructions). Number 
of index registers: 5. 

Fixed program store: Mullard cards. 
Capacity: 4,096 words and up (maximum 
capacity: 16,384 words). Access time: 2 
microsec. Optional program store: mag
netic cores. Capacity: 4,096 words. Ac
cess time: 6 microsec. Data store: mag
netic cores. Capacity: two units of 4,096 
words. Access time: 6 microsec. Work
ing store: transistor-circuit registers. Ca
pacity: 12 words. Access: immediate. The 
larger access to the data store does not 
limit the computing speed: the instruc
tions are overlapped in time to some 
extent. 

Input/output: punched tape reader 
(Ferranti TR5: 300 char. per sec.), tape 
punch (Creed 25: 33 char. per sec.), and 
maanetic tape (1,000 char. per sec.). 

Operation speeds: 2 microsec for addi
tion and subtraction, 28 microsec for 
multiplication, and 58 microsec for di
vision. 

Power consumption: 1.2 kVA. Pulse 
rate frequency: 500 kc/s. Components: 
about 30,000 diodes and 7,000 transistors. 
Price (minimum installation): approxi
mately $280,000. May be leased. 

INTERNATIONAL COMPUTERS 
AND TABULATORS Ltd., the larg
est manufacturer and distributor of 
punched card and electronic data 
processing equipment in the United 
Kingdom, has more than 15 subsidiary 
and associated companies. The com
pany employs over 22,000 people and 
operates in more than 50 countries. 
lCT had about 100 computers of the 
type 1201 and 1202 delivered or on 
order in August, 1962. A new medium
size computer, known as the 1301 data 
processing system, was introduced by 
ICT in the course of 1960. The ICT 
130 I was designed and developed by 
Computer Developments Ltd., a com
pany formed and owned jointly since 
November, 1956 by ICT and The 
General Electric Company of England. 
The first lCT 1301 was installed in 
March, 1961 at the ICT Computing 
Centre (Putney Bridge House, Lon-
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don SW6). Four leT 1301's have been 
delivered. In 1961 ICT concluded an 
agreement with the Radio Corporation 
of America for the exchange of techni
cal information and patents in the field 
of data processing. lCT arranged to 
purchase fifty RCA 301 computers, 
which are marketed in Europe as the 
1500 da ta processing system. The com
puters may be equipped with ICT 
punched card input and output units. 
An ICT 1500 has been in operation 
since January, 1962 at the ICT Com
puting Centre of London. Another 
was installed in June, 1962 at the 
ICT Computer Centre of Dusseldorf. 
So far, five ICT 1500's have been de
livered. ICT expects to receive de
livery of all fifty systems by the end 
of 1963. ICT and Electric & Musical 
Industries Ltd., announced that agree
ment had been reached whereby, as 
from July, 1962, the data processing 
activities of EMI Electronics Ltd. are 
merged with the lCT Ltd. organiza
tion. A 4096-word one microsecond 
magnetic film store and a magnetic 
tape tester were shown by ICT at the 
INTERDA T A Exhibition of the IFIP 
Congress 62. The Tapetester Type 
536 is a de~ign of DR! (Data Record
ing Instrument Co. Ltd., 33 Wood
thorpe "Road, Ashford, Middlesex). In 
the meantime, DRI became a sub
sidiary of ICT Ltd. 

ICT 1301 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: serial parallel. Number base: 
binary decimal (1-2-4-8 code). Alpha
numeric representation: 2 digits per char
acter. Word length: 12 decimal digits 
(including sign). Point working: fixed. 
Instructions: 1 address (Y2 word). Num
ber of operations: 51. Automatic sterling 
processing. 

Store: magnetic cores. Capacity: up to 
5 units of 400 words (maximum capacity: 
2,000 words). Access time: 4 microsec. 
Auxiliary store: up to 8 magnetic drums. 
Capacity: 12,000 words per drum (60 
channels of 200 words). "Speed: 5,240 
rpm. Average access time: 5.7 ms. Aver
age access time for full. channel transfer~: 
0.28 ms. External store: 'up to 8 magneuc 
tape units (Ampex TM 2 or FR 400). 
Tape width: 1 or Y2 inch. Tape length: 
3,600 feet. Density: 600 or 300 decimal 
digits per inch. Read/write speed: 90,000 
or 22,500 decimal digits per sec. Automa
tic correction of single bit errors, detec
tion of double bit errors. Checking: two 
parity bits per word on core store and 
one check digit per word length on drum 
store. 

Input/output: one punched card reader 
(ICT 590/0: 600 cards per min.), one 
card punch (ICT 600/0: 100 cards per 
min.), and one line printer (ICT 660/0: 
600 lines of 120 char. per min.). 

Operation speeds: (access time in
cluded) 21 or 25 micr?sec for additio!l 
and subtraction, 175 mlcrosec per mulu
plier digit for multiplication (division 
by subroutine). 

Power consumption: from 7 to 28 kVA. 
Technical data: 1,000 kc/s prf, printed 
circuit boards, all~transistorized, wrapped 
connections. Price: from $182,000 to 
$840,000. Rent: from $3,920 to $19,600 per 
month. 

ICT 1500 
Control: stored program (simultaneous 

input/output and processing). Operation 
mode: serial parallel. Number base: 
alphanumeric (7 bits per characte~, 
parity bit included). Word length: van
able. Point working: fixed (floating 
point can be specified). Instruction type: 
2 address. Instruction length: 10 charac
ters. Number of operations: 48. Indirect 
addressing. 

Store: magnetic cores. Capacity: 10,000, 
20,000 or 40,000 characters. Access time: 
7 microsec. Auxiliary store I: 1 or 2 Data 
Disc Files. Capacity: more than 88 mil
lion characters per unit (supplied in 
modules of about 22 million characters 
on six discs). Speed: 1,200 rpm. Average 
access time: 0.1 sec. Transfer rate: 32,000 
char. per sec. Auxiliary store II: up to 
6 Data Record Files (128 interchangeable 
records per unit). Capacity: about 4.6 
million. characters per unit (maximum 
capacity: more than 27 million charac
ters). Average access time: 4.25 sec. 
Transfer rate: 2,500 char. per sec. Ex
ternal store I: 1 or 2 groups of 6 magnetic 
tape units. Tape width: Y2 inch. Tape 
length: 1 ,200 fe~t. Density: 333173 .c~ar. 
per inch. CapaCIty: more than 3 mIllIon 
characters per reel. Read/write speed: 
10,000 char. per sec. External store II/ 
III: uP. to 14 high-speed magnetic tape 
units. Tape width: % inch. Tape length: 
2,400 feet. Density: 3331f3 or 66621.3 char. 
per inch. Capacity: about 8.5 or 14 mil
ITon characters per reel. Read/write 
speed: 33,333 or 66,666 char. per sec. Any 
combination of the three types of mag
netic tape units may be included in the 
same system, provided the total number 
of decks does not exceed 14. 

Input/output: 1 console typewriter 
(10 char. per sec.), 1 inquiry station (10 
char. per sec.), 1 punched tape reader 
(1,000 char. per sec.), 1 tape punch (100 
char. per sec.), 1 punched card reader (600 
cards per min.), I card punch (100 cards 
per min.), 1 or 2 line printers (Anelex: 
1,000 lines of 120 or 160 char. per min.). 

Operation speeds: 189 microsec for ad
dition and subtraction (5 digit terms), 
8.8 ms for multiplication (10 digit fac
tors), and 15 ms for division (10 digit 
dividend and divider). Mode of opera
tion' of the arithmetic unit: table look
up system. Multiplication and division 
by subroutines. 

Power consumption: 19 kVA. Pulse 
rate frequency: 200 kc/s. Components: 
transistorized. Price: about $200,000 and 
up. May be leased. 

Eleven LEO II's have been installed 
by LEO Computers Limited. This 

. mode! is no longer manufactured but 
a transistorized and improved version 
with automatic time-sharing, called 
LEO III, was announced by the com
pany during 1960. Two have been in
stalled, one at the LEO Service Bu
reaus of London and one at the LEO 
Service Bureaus of Johannesburg. 
More than 10 LEO III computers arc 
on order (September, 1962). 

LEO III 
Control: stored program (automatic 

time-sharing, interruption facility to 
permit concurrent running of 2 or more 
programs). Operation mode: serial paral
lel. Number base: binary decimal. 
Alphanumeric representation: 2 digits 
per character. Word length: 5 (short) 
or 10 (long) digits, plus sign and parity 
bit. Point working: fixed and floating. 
Floating poin t reprcsen ta tion: -10 hi t 
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mantissa + 20 bit exponent. Instruc
tions: I address type (I short word). 
Numher of operations: 110. Number C?f 
index registers: up to 12. AutomatIC 
sterling processing. . 

Store: magnetic cores. CapacIty: I to 3 
units of 1,02·t long words and/or up to 
8 units of ·t,09G long words (subject to 
maximum capacity of 32,7G8 long words). 
:\ccess time: G microsec. External store: 
Ampex magnetic tape units (linked to 
the computer through assemblers, with 
a capacity of up to 8 desks each). Tape 
width: Y2 or I inch. Tape length: 3,600 
feet. Density: 375 or 750 char. per inch. 
Capacity: more than 10 or 20 million 
char. per reel. Peak speed: 22,500, 45,000 
or 90,000 char. per sec. Effective speed: 
17,500, 30,000 or 45,000 char. per sec. 
(with blocks of 1,000 characters). Block 
length: variable, maximum 5,000 char
acters. 

Input/output: electric typewriters (10 
char. per sec.), punched tape readers 
(Elliott: 1,000 char. per sec.), tape 
punches (Teletype: 1 IO char. per sec.), 
punched card readers (ITC: 600 cards 
per min./Elliott: 400 cards per min.), 
card punches (ICT: 100 cards per min.), 
and line printers (Anelex: up to 1,000 
of 120 or 160 char. per min.). Five types 
of assemblers may be used. Up to 8 
assemblers, magnetic tape assemblers in
cluded, may be connected. . . 

--Fixed point operation speeds: 31 mi
crosec for addition and subtraction (48 
mi"crosec if modified), 251 to 501 microsec 
for multiplication (170 to 347 microsec 
if repeated with the same multiplier), 
1,200 microsec for division. Floating 
point operation speeds: 180 to 330 mi
crosec for addition and subtraction, 560 
t~) 738 micwsec for multiplication (divi
sinn not yet fixed, special microplane 
under construction). 

Power consumption: 10 kVA for com
puter and 20 kV.-\. for ancillary equip· 
ment. Technical data: asynchronous, 
printed circuits, all-transistorized. Price: 
ahout S3G5.000 and up. Not leased. 

The Integrated Electronic Systems 
Division of STANDARD TELE
PHONES & CABLES Limited has in
stalled ;~9 STANTEC ZEBRA compu
ters. One of them was used as central 
unit of an aircraft weight and baggage 
control system, delivered by Standard 
Elektrik Lorenz AG to the Scandina
vian Airlines Systems in the course of 
1961 (SEL-KA 21). A contract was 
placed the same year by the British 
Overseas Airways Corporation with 
STC for the supply of an Electronic 
Seat Reservation System (SEL-DB 
40). I t provides ticket-selling offices 
throughout the United Kingdom and 
Europe with up-to-minute informa
tioll on the availability of airlines 
seats on all flights operated by BOAC. 
The system will also give information 
Oil the flights of other airlines asso
ciated with BOAC. In the meantime 
STC introduced the STANTEC COM
PUTI NG SYSTEM, the central proc
essor of which is a fully transistorized 
and illlproved version of the STAN
TEC ZEBRA. Seven STANTEC 
C01\1 PlJTING SYSTE1\l's had heell 
installed by Septelllber, I!Hi:!. No data 
were thcll availahle ahollt the Ilumber 
Oil order. 

For computers, data 
processing, and other 
readout applications, 
DIAlCO offers 
The complete line of 

DATALITES® 
Ultra-miniature DATALITES are available in several 
basic styles: CARTRIDGE HOLDERS that accommodate 
DIALCO'S own replaceable Neon or Incandescent 
LAMP CARTRIDGES. Unit mounts in ~/8" clearance 
hole ... For multi-indication, LAMP CARTRIDGES are 
mounted on a DATA STRIP or DATA MATRIX in any 
required configuration ... DATALITES with permanent 
(not replaceable) Neon Lamps may be had with or without built-in resistors ... The 
"DATA CAP" series features a rotatable read-out lens cap; accommodates a clear 
(colorless) cartridge. LEGENDS may be hot-stamped on cylindrica~ lenses ... Styles 
shown here are only typical. Send for information on the complete hne. 

Write lor B-page Data/ite Brochure L-160C. 
~-------------- Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot lights 

DIJlI.IGH'I 
CORPORATION 

60 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37,. N. Y .• Area Code 212, HYacinth 7-7600 
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STANTEC COMPUTING SYSTEM 

Control: stored program. Operation 
mode~ serial. Number base: binary. 
Alphanumeric representation: 6 bits per 
character. Word· length: 33 bits (sign 
bit included). Point working: fixed. In
structions: I + 1 address and 2 address 
type (I word). Operat.ions: externally 
microprogrammed (multIple word opera
tions). Number of index registers: 12 
(i.e. fast access registers can be IIsed as 
index register). . 

Main store: magnetic drum. CapaCIty: 
8,192 words (with parity check~ng). 
Speed: 6,000 rpm. Average access tIme: 
5 ms. Additional quick access store: mag
netic cores. Capacity: up to 8 units of 
1,024 words (maximum capacity: 8,192 
words). Access time: 312 microsec. Ex
ternal store: magnetic tape units (sup
plied to customer req uire?Ien ts). 

Input/output: I telepnnter (Creed: 
IO char. per sec.), I or 2 punched tape 
readers (Elliott: 300 or 800 char. per sec.), 
I or 2 tape punches (Teletype: 100 char. 
per sec./Creed: 300 char. per .sec.). 

Operation speeds: 3.12 mIcrosec for 
addition and subtractIOn, II ms for 
multiplication, and 35 ms for division. 
The multiplication time ~Ilay he redllce~1 
to 624 microsec hy all optlOllal fast IIIUItI' 

plier. 
Power conSlllllptioll: !!.:> kV:\ (hasic. 

machille). Pllls.t' ralt' frel(.uell~y: I!!H )k~(s: 
CompOlIl'lItS: flllly transIstonzed. 1 nce. 
frolll SH:i,O(JO to S!!!iO,OOO. May be leased. 
CO~IPlJTER ENGINEERING Lim

ited (:,",2 Wilhury Way, Hitchin, Hert
fonlshire) is a Ilewcomer in the field. 
A slllall gelleral-purpose digital com
puter, known as the CE 1 02, was in
troduced. by this company at the Olym-

pia Electronic Computer Exhibition 
(London, October, 1961). According 
to the manufacturer, the CEI02 has 
been specially designed with the needs 
of the teacher in mind and its modest 
price places it within the budget of 
the Technical College or small indus
trial (lrm. ,\s a solid-state computer, 
its I'()\ver cOllsumption is low and 
running costs very small. Cooling re
quirements are reduced to a bare 
lIlinimulll. No data are availahle 
about the number installed or on 
order. 

CE 102 
Control: stored program. Operation 

mode: serial. Number base: binary. 
Word length: 32 bits. Point working: 
fixed. Instructions: 1 address type (1 
word). Number of operations: 13. Every 
address can be B-modified. 

Store: magnetic drum. Capacity: 4,096 
words (128 tracks of 32 words). Speed: 
5,000 rplll. AV('I'age access time: I!! IllS. 

Olle track is IIset! for fixed illstrllctions 
alit! COllstallts. 

lllplll: IJllllcllt't! lapt' I't'at!t'r (:!O dlar. 
per StT.). Outpllt: t'\t'dric typt'wrilt'r or 
teftoprilll!'r with tape pllllch (10 char. 
per s(·c). Alternative IIII'"t alit! olltput 
systcllls Gill he provided for custolller's 
special rcC) uiremen ts. 

Operation speeds (access time not in
cluded): 350 microsec for addition and 
subtraction, 12 ms for multiplication. 
Division bij subroutine. 

Power consumption: I kVA. Pulse rate 
frequency: 100 kc/s. Components: about 
1,000 diodes and 600 transistors (no 
tubes). Price: about $27,000. Not leased. 
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CALENDAR OF 

Nov. 4-6, 1963: NEREM (Northeast Research and Eng. 
Meeting), Boston, Mass.; contact NEREM-IRE Boston 
Office, 313 Washington St., Newton, Mass. 

Nov. 4-8, 1963: 10th Institute on Electronics in Manage
ment, The American University, 1901 F St., N.W., Wash
ington 6, D. C.; contact Marvin M. Wofsey, Asst. Director, 
Center for Technology and Administration, The Ameri
can University, Washington 6, D. C. 

Nov. 10-15, 1963: 9th Annual Conference on Magnetism 
and Magnetic Materials, Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, Atlan
tic City, N . .J.; contact Mr. C. J. Kriessman, Physics, Ma
terials and Processes Sec., Box 500, Blue Bell, Pa. 

Nov. 11-13, 1963: 1963 Radio Fall Meeting, Manger Hotel, 
Rochester, N. Y.; contact EIA Engineering Dept., Room 
2260, II W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y. 

Nov. 12-14, 1963: Fall Joint Computer Conference, Las 
Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nev.; contact Mr. 
J. D. Madden, System Development Corp., Santa Monica, 
Calif. 

Nov. 18-20, 1963: 11 th Annual Electronics Seminar, 
Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill.; contact S. M. Salvino, 
Chairman, EDP Committee, The Peoples Gas Light & 
Coke Co., 122 So. Michigan Ave.., Chicago 3, Ill. 

Nov. 18-19, 1963: DECUS (Digital Equipment Computer 
Users Society) Annual Meeting, Lawrence, Radiation 
Laboratory Computation Center, Livermore, Calif.; con
tact Elsa Newman, Secretary, DECUS, Digital Equip
ment Corp., Maynard, Mass. 

formula for your future 

B. S. DEGREE IN 
ENGINEERING ADMINISTRATION 

* Provides an equal educational founda
tion in Engineering, Business Admini
stration, Liberal Arts. 

* Prepares student for administrative re
sponsibilities in engineering and indus
trial fields. 

Pepperdine College 
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South Vermont Avenue at 79th Street 

Los Angeles, Calif., 90044 
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COMING EVENTS 
Nov. 18-20, 1963: 16th Annual Conference on Engineering 

in Medicine and Biology, Lord Baltimore Hotel, Balti
more, Md.; contact Richard Rimbach Associates, 933 
Ridge Ave., Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 

I 
Nov. 18-22, 1963: Institute on Patent Incentives, The 

American University, 1901 F St., N.W., Washington 6, 
D. C.; contact Marvin M. Wofsey, Asst. Director, Center 
for Technology and Administration, The American Uni
versity, Washington 6, D. C. 

Nov. 19-21, 1963: Fifth International Automation Congress 
and Exposition, Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.; con
tact International Automation Congress & Exposition, 
Richard Rimbach Associates, Management, 933 Ridge 
Ave., Pittsburgh 12, Pa. 

Dec. 5-6, 1963: 14th Nat'l Conference on Vehicular Com
munications, Dallas, Tex.; contact A. C. Simmons, Comm. 
Industries, Inc., 511 N. Akard, Dallas, Tex. 

Jan. 30-31, 1964: Annual Computer Applications Sym
posium, LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, Ill.; contact Milton M. 
Gutterman, lIT Research Inst., 10 W. 35th St., Chicago, 
Ill. 60616. 

Feb. 3-7, 1964: ASTM International Conference on Mate
rials, Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.; contact H. H. 
Hamilton, American Society for Testing and Materials, 
1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

Feb. 5-7, 1964: 5th Winter Conv. on Military Electronics 
(MILECON), Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.; 
contact IEEE L. A. Office, 3600 Wilshire Blvd., Los An
geles, Calif. 

general inlellilronics inc. 

HIGH SPEED 

ANAlOG-TO-DIGITAL 

CONVERTER 

This unusually low-price A/D converter features a 
o to 10 me sampling rate, and a 30 nanosecond apert
ure time. Power supply and self-checking circuits are 
internally contained. The input is 0-3 volts and does 
not require external sample and hold. Parallel binary 
outputs with 4, 5, or 6 bit accuracy are provided by 
models HS-4, HS-5, HS-6, priced at $1750, $3200, 
$6200 respectively. 

GENERAL INTELLITRONICS, INC., 

900 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. 

Circle No. 20 on Readers Service Card 
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CHARTING METEORITE PATTERNS 
BY COMPUTER PLANNED 

One of the nation's foremost 
geochemists, Dr. Harrison Brown of 
the California Institute of Tech
nology, Pasadena, Calif., is mak
ing a new study of meteorite 
records going back 260 years. 
While about 560 falling stars, or 
meteorites, hit the earth each 
year, there are, over the 260 year 
period, only some 526 on which 
there is enough data for scientific 
inferences. Age-dating by observ
ation of the extent of radioactive 
decay indicates they were all cre
ated about four and a ha 1£ bi Ilion 
years ago, about the time the 
earth was. The biggest one known 
is a 60-ton one, which landed in 
South Africa. Most are too small 
to do damage, and there is no 
record of anyone ever having been 
killed by one. They fall at a 
rate of about 360 to 650 miles an 
hour -- the speed range of current 
jet planes. 

The study will use electronic 
computers, which can produce math
ematical patterns of meteorite 
characteristics that previously 
required an inordinate amount of 
arithmetic. Dr. Brown wants to 
see what can be deduced from the 
frequency of their occurrence and 
otlwr characteristics. Mrs. Irene 
Goddard, a Cal Tech chemist, is 
collaborating in the study, which 
is supported by the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration. 

NEW APPLICATIONS 

COMPUTERS AID DESIGN 
OF SHELL STRUCTURES 

Three Purdue University engi
neers, John E. Goldberg, professor 
of civil engineering, John L. Bog
danoff, professor, and Dale W. 
Alspaugh, instructor in aeronautic
al and engineering sciences, have 
developed a computer method which 
makes the design of shell struc
tures both practical and relative
ly inexpensive. Shell structures 
are the domed or vaulted buildings 
that have no interior supports. 

Problems in building shell 
structures are caused by climate 
and weathering. For example, re
inforced concrete, of which many 
thin-shelled structures are com
posed, is likely to shrink. Both 
the reinforcing steel and the 
concrete react to differences in 
temperature; more heat inside the 
shell than outside, or vice versa, 
imposes a stress. Wind, snow, or 
unusual loadings may upset the 
balance of membrane action and 
bending stress, by which a shell 
structure, without the support of 
inside ribs, supports itself. 

The computer method was re
ported in September to the meeting 
of the International Association 
for Shell Structures, in Warsaw, 
Poland. The method is expressed 
in differential equations for 
stress and deformation. The new 
computer technique gives shell 
structure engineers a more com
plete and more accurate method 
than previously available for de
termining how such stresses will 
affect their structures. 
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COMPUTER AS A 
MANAGERIAL TOOL 

Last year, management at 
Citizens & Southern National Bank, 
Columbia, S.C., made a new deci
sion: to eliminate all service 
charges on regular personal check
ing accounts with a $100 minimum 
balance. Behind this decision lay 
thought, study, and the electronic 
computer. The computer made it 
possible to estimate in advance 
the results of such a move. 

C & S had previously elimin
ated service charges on regular 
checking accounts with a $400 
minimum balance. As soon as this 
had been effected and observed in 
actual operation, the $100 minimum 
was considered. 

A survey was made of customer 
lists to pinpoint areas of great
est checking activity. Then, 
using customer data stored on 
magnetic tape, volume within vari
ous minimum balance categories was 
determined. In the case of the 
$100 minimum balance, it became 
predictable that dropping charges 
on accounts above this figure 
would have relatively little im
pact on hank income, and that any" 
loss which lIliuht result could be ex
p(~et(!d 10 b(! of fs(!1 by IWIV aecounts 
~I(!lwral(!d tllr()U~11I (!slaldishIlH!nt of 
tll(! new lIlinimulil. 

In fact, upon announcement of 
the new minimum, new customers 
began opening checking accounts. 
Also, existing smaller accounts 
were increased to take advantage 
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Newsletter 

of the savings in service charges. 
It is reported that regular check
ing accounts have increased by 
more than 17 per cent. 
(For more information, circle 26 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

CONTROL SYSTEM OF AIR 
TRAFFIC IN FLIGHT 

At the Federal Aviation 
Agnecy's New York Air Route Traf
fic Control Center (ARTCC), Mac
Arthur Airport, N.Y., a data pro
cessing system acts as a high
speed organi~er of the basic in
formation against which the con
troller develops an accurate pic
ture of the changing pattern of 
moving aircraft 'in his sector of 
responsibility. 

Bvi lt into each of the Center's 
22 sector control positions, with 
their radar scopes and two-way 
communications channels, is a 
printer, keyboard, and visual dis
play "linking the controller with 
an IBM computer. In the computer 
are filed and updated all flight 
plans within 41,000 square miles 
of land area and 1.5 million 
square miles of ocean area. The 
system operates in the real-time 
framework of the air traffic en
vironment. It provides all con
trollers with a continuous flow 
of flight data, and at once accepts 
from any of them, changes in air
craft status which will alter 
that data. 

-- Assistant controlle~ Edmund 
Barrett, at one of the eight 
FliUht Data Positions (Flidaps). 
The 1m! 1110 data processi-ng 
system is shown a long rear wa 11. 
Flight plans from adjacent 
ARTCCs are transmitted directly 
into the computer through spe
cial Teletype lines, with a 
copy of the message printed out 
simultaneously (left foreground). 
Flight plans transmitted by 
voice telephone from other points 
are taken down over headset and 
entered into the computer through 
the keyboard of the IBM 1052 
printer, which Mr. Barrett is 
shown operating. 
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An IB~ 1410 data processing 
system, together with a smaller 
1401, matches incoming flight plans 
against airspace geography stored 
in an associated 1301 disk file. 

"Flight plans for th~New York con
trol area come into the FAA Center 
from a number of sources. They 
are entered into the computer 
manually by keyboard, baseo on a 
telephone or teletype message --
or automatically through special 
teletype lines connecting the 
~!acArthu r Ai rport Center's computer 
to the computers of FAA Centers 
with which it has common bound
aries (Cleveland, Boston and 
Washington, D.C.). 

The end-product is a series 
of flight progress reports for 
each aircraft, which the computer 
automatically breaks down by 
sector and selectively dissemin
ates to the appropriate control 
board printers. 

As an aircraft enters a new 
sector, its pi lot is requi red to 
contact the sector controller. If 
his position report, obtained by 
voice communication and radar fix, 
indicates a different arrival time 
over a navigational check~point 
than had been originally estimated, 
the controller is responsible for 
alerting the other controllers 
along the flight path of the change. 

The men of the New York ARTCC 
direct the flow of up to 3000 
flights in and out of the Mid
Atlantic area on a normal busy day. 
(For more information, circle 27 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

THE ROLE OF COMPUTERS 
IN AGRICULTURE 

Agricultural experts from 
government, uni versi ties, and maj or 
farm enterprises, recently attend
ed an agricultural symposium, at 
IBM Corporation, Endicott, N.Y., 
to review the role of computers in 
agriculture. Talks and demonstra
tions explained how computers can 
increase farm profits by: (1) 
scheduling the use of equipment; 
(2) planning when to plant and cut 
trees in a forestry program; (3) 
determining l~ast-cost rations for 
beef cattle; (4) indicating when 
to shift crops and invest capital; 
and (5) improving record-keeping. 

As part of a new computer
conducted farm management game, 
agricultural exp"erts were able to 
run a successful farm without 
plowing, planting or harvesting. 
They did it on an IBM 1620 com
puter. The computer exercise pre
sents a typical farm in operation. 

It demands of the players deci
sions on the allocation of land, 
selection of crops and livestock, 
the purchase and sale of produce 
and the use of capital. These 
decisions are fed to the computer, 
wll ich de Ii vers the resu lts of a 
fu 11 year's operation in one minute. 

The farm management game was 
developed by Dr. Ludwig M. Eisgruber 
at Purdue University's Department 
of Agricultural Economics. It is 
based on farm management research, 
historic price movement and trends 
in yields as well as personal ob
servation. Essentially, it is a 
mathematical model which attempts 
to duplicate the world of the 
modern American farmer. 
(For more information, circle 28 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

COMPUTERS DETECT 
FASHION TRENDS 

Oreck's, a women's specialty 
store in Duluth, Minn., is relying 
on its data processing equipment 
to keep ahead of the shopper's 
fashion preference. In order to 
waste no time in spotting customer 
reaction to a new style, IBM data 
processing equipment monitors 
daily transactions on the sales 
floors. The flow of sales inform
ation is analyzed, and before noon 
of the following day, a compre
hensive report on the styles, 
colors, and sizes the shoppers 
are choosing is given to the 
buyers. 

A special 4-part price ticket 
is the key to this inventory con
trol system. The ticket is 
attached to each garment and item 
before it moves up to the selling 
floor. Coded information on the 
ticket includes style, color, size, 
season, source of supply, etc. 
When the item is sold, one por
tion of the ticket is removed and 
sent to the IBM department. Here 
the machines "read" the coded data, 
punch out IBM cards, then sort, 
tally and print out reports for 
management. From these reports, 
Oreck's buyers are better able to 
balance merchandise stocks to cus
tomer taste, and to maintain ade
quate inventories to meet the 
demand. 
(For more information, circle 29 
on the Readers Service Card.) 
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NEW CONTRACTS 

STUDY WILL PROJECT 
STATE OF COMPUTER ART 
FOR YEARS 1975 TO 1985 

The U.S. Army has awarded a 
$133,000 contract to the National 
Cash Register Company, Military 
Development Dept., Dayton, Ohio, 
for a study of what types of com
puters and related equipment will 
be available for military use be
tween the years 1975 and 1985. 
Information from the NCR study 
program and other studies will re
sull in the development of what 
has been designated the MILDATA 
system, which will eventually re
place the Army's present FIELDATA 
system. 

The NCR study program will 
develop and determine the suit
ability of advanced computer con
cepts applicable to the Army's 
Command Control Information Sys
tem of that future period. This 
program is bringing about many new 
electronic approaches to tactical 
operations control, fire control, 
intelligence, and logistics. 
(For more information, circle 30 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

CONTRACT FOR PRODUCTION OF 
META-ASSEMBLY PROGRAM 

Programmatics Incorporated, 
Palos Verdes Estates, Calif., has 
been awarded a contract by Scien
tific Data Systems Inc. involving 
the production of an advanced pro
gramming language processor called 
a "meta-as sembly program". The 
current award calls for the pro
duction of assembly systems for 
the SDS 920 and SOS 9300 computers, 
including one to generate 9300 
programs on the 920. 

The function of a meta-assem
bly program is to produce conven
tional symbolic assembly programs. 
David E. Ferguson, president of 
Programmatics and developer of the 
meta-assembly concept, said that 
in I (~S s t han a day Programmatics 
can ehange a meta-assembler into 
an ass(~mbler for a new computer. 
Th(~ proe(~ss involves writing the 
ass(:IIII"(~r's description in the 
mela-lan\Juage. 
(For lIIore information, circle 31 
on I III: H(~aders Service Card.) 

UNIVAC ORDERS HIGH SPEED 
ELECTRONIC DATA PRINTERS 

A contract for h~gh speed 
electronic data printers has been 
awarded to SCM Corporation, New 
York, N.Y., by the Univac Division 
of Sperry Rand Corporation. The 
machines will be used as remote 
strip printers. They will handle 
output data from Univac computers 
in the Federal Aviation Agency's 
new air traffic control centers in 
WaShington, Indianapolis, Cleve
land, and Boston. The initial 
installation of the SCM printers 
(Model 311) will be made at the 
WaShington air route traffic con
trol center, Leesburg, Va. 
(For more information, circle 32 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

TRW AWARDED 
FOLLOW-ON CONTRACT BY 
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND 

The Electronic Systems Divi
sion, Air Force Systems Command, 
has awarded a fixed-price $1 mil
lion follow-on contract to THW's 
Computer Division, Canoga Park, 
Calif., to fabricate highly ad
vanced man-machine communication 
equipment for use in three major 
USAF commands.' They are the Hq., 
USAF; Hq., Military Air Transport 
Service, Scott AFB, Ill.; and Hq., 
Tactical Air Command, Langley AFB, 
Va. 

The contract calls for five 
TRW Computer Communication Con
soles (CCC) and two TRW-88 Pro
jection Units. Two CCC's and one 
projection unit will be supplied 
to Hq. MATS and Hq. TAC; and one 
TRW-88 projection unit to each 
of the maj or command IIq' s • Under 
the initial contract, TRW supplied 
two CCC's, presently in use in the 
473L system at the USAF Headquar
ters Command Post. 
(For more information, circle 33 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

ENGLISH COMPANY ORDERS 
$1 V2 MILLION OF 
TAPE MEMORY SYSTEMS 

Ampex Corporat i on, Redwood 
City, Calif., has received an 
order amounting to more than $1l~ 
million for tape memory systems 
from English Electric-Leo Com
puters Ltd., London. The record
ing equipment includes Ampex 
TM-2100 and TM-4100 tape memory 
systems for use in standard and 
high-speed Leo III computers. The 
equipment will be partially manu
factured at Ampex facilities in 
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Culver City, Calif., and will be 
finally assembled by Ampex Elec
tronics, Ltd., subsidiary of the 
corporation in Reading, England. 
(For more information, circle 34 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

EXTENSION TO BURROUGHS 
ON U.S. AIR FORCE CONTRACT 

Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, 
Mich., has been given an extension 
on an existing U.S. Air Force con
tract to provide 17 additional 
0025 electronic modular data pro
cessing systems at a cost of $12Yz 
million. The systems are for the 
Air Force Back-Up Interceptor Con
trol (BUIC) program. The exten
sion increases the total contract 
to $37,015,000 and the number of 
0825 systems to 34. The initial 
contract was granted BurroughS 
Corporation in OctOber, 1962. BUIC 
will provide emergency back-up con
trol capabilities to the SAGE con
tinental air defense system. 
(For more information, circle 35 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

AUERBACH NAMED 
RELIABILITY CONTRACTOR 
FOR AUTODIN PROGRAM 

The Defense Communications 
Agency (DCA) has awarded a $224,000 
contract to the Auerbach Corpora
tion, Philadelphia, Pa., for reli
ability-engineering services in 
the AUTODIN program. The contract 
designates the company as Reliabil
ity Contractor for AUTODIN (Defense 
Communications System Automatic 
Digital Network), a modern data
communications network being im
plemented to link U.S. forces 
throughout the world. 

As reliability contractor to 
the DCA, Auerbach will be respons
ible for the reliability aspects 
of AUTODIN switching centers over
seas and in the continental U.S. 
This work will encompass both the 
hardware and software required to 
perform the switching and interface 
functions of the AUTODIN network. 
The work will be carried out at the 
company's headquarters in Phila
delphia and it.s t.echnical fadlity 
in i\rlinUlaon, Vir~Jinia. 
(For mOI"l~ informal ion, (:in:k 36 
on I ho I/(:ad(!rs S(~rvi(:(: Card.) 

CONSULTING SERVICES CONTRACT 

A contract from the Space and 
Information Systems of North Ameri
can Aviation has been awarded to 
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Informatics Inc., Culver City, 
Calif., for consulting services in 
support of the computer-centered 
checkout syste;ns for the Saturn 
State II booster rocket under 
design by North American Aviation 
for NASA. 

Informatics Inc. personnel 
will assist in the design of the 
digital computer programming sys
t~m that provides control for an 
intricate array of test equipment. 
,(For more information, circle 39 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RECEIVES 
$17 MILLION CONTRACT 
FROM U.S. AIR FORCE 

A $17 million U.S. Air Force 
contract has been awarded to Auto
matic Electric Company, manufac
turing subsidiary of General Tele
phone and Electronics Corporation. 
The award was made following a 
formally advertised procurement by 
the Air Force's Electronic Systems 
Division, which is administering 
the program for the Defense Com
munications Agency (DCA). 

The contract calls for the 
ultimate establishment of a series 
of switching centers throughout 
the world. It is part of a pro
ject designated "490L", which wi 11 
provide a "modernized, global, 
compatible defense communications 
system fully responsive to govern
ment communications requirements 
under cold war, limited war, and 
general war conditions" •. 

The switching centers to be 
developed for the communications 
system employ advanced electronic 
techniques and components. The 
centers will be located in three 
network areas -- European-Mediter
ranean, Pacific, and Caribbean. 
Initial plans provide for install
ation of 23 switching centers in 
15 countries. They will be cap
able of interconnecting with all 
existing military and commercial 
telephone networks. The system is 
capable of future adaptation to 
add the "broadband" channels re
quired for data transmission. 
(For more information, circle 75 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

OMEGA CONTRACT EXTENSION 
IN EXCESS OF $1 MILLION 

Technical Operations Research, 
Burlington, Mass., has been award
ed a contract extension in excess 
of one million dollars for OMEGA 
(Operations Model Evaluation 
Group Air Force). The new contract. 
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extending the technical assistance 
which Tech/Ops has been providing 
to the Air Force Air Battle Anal
ysis Center since 1957, provides 
for continued development and ap
~lications of operations research 
and computer techniques for the 
study of global air war. The Tech/ 
Ops OMEGA technical group is' lo
cated in Washington, D.C. and com
prises a 40-man staff, headed by 
John A. Pond, Director. 
(For more information, circle 38 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
CONTRACT 

Computer Sciences Corporatio~ 
El Segundo, Calif., has received a 
major contract for computer pro
gramming support from the Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Company, Sunny
vale, Calif. 

Computer programming will be 
accomplished by CSC for such large 
scale equipment as the IBM 7090/ 
7094 computers. Programs will be 
part of an Automatic Data Accumu
lation system for Lockheed's 
Sunnyvale facilities. 
(For more information, circle 40 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

OAKLAND BANK PLANS 
$500,000 EDP CENTER 

Central Valley National Bank, 
Oakland, Calif., has started on an 
extensive automation program with 
the ordering of a $500,000 computer 
system under a lease-purchase 
agreement with National Cash Reg
ister Company. Installation of 
the new equipment is expected by 
mid-1964. Commercial deposit ac
counting for the bank's offices 
in central and northern California 
wi 11 be "phased in". 

The bank will establish a new 
EDP Center in Oakland, where the 
computer, an NCR 315 with CRAM 
(Card Random Access Memory) units, 
will also process payroll, mort
gage service, money order, and 
general ledger items. 
(For more information, circle 41 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

USN AWARDS $14.2 MILLION 
CONTRACT TO SPERRY FOR 
INERTIAL NAVIGATORS 

Sperry Gyroscope Company, a 
division of Sperry Rand Corp., 
Great Neck, N.Y., has received a 
$14.2 million award from the U.S. 
Navy for production of new Ship'S 
Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS) 

for attack submarines, aircraft 
carriers and a missile tracking 
ship. A SINS will go aboard each 
of 21 vessels. 

The equipment will be able to 
measure with increased precision 
and reliability the changing posi
tions of the ships as they cruise 
on, or under, the surface of the 
sea. SINS senses and measures 
every turn and movement from the 
speed of the ships to the rotation 
of the earth over which they sail. 
(For more information, circle 42 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

METROPOLITAN LIFE 
CONTRACTS FOR 
DATA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company, New York, N. Y., has con
tracted for the development of a 
data communications system which 
will eventually link its head
quarters with more than 800 dis
trict offices,. The contemplated 
system is expected to consist of 
a centrally-located Honeywell 1800 
computer and a communications con
sole located in each district 
office. 

-- Multi-purpose console. 
Honeywell secretary Freda 
Tomaris examines a model of 
the Metropolitan Life Insur
ance Company's district office 
data communications console. 
Consoles similar to the above 
will be installed by Metropol
itan Life at each of its more 
than 800 district offices. 

The data co~nunications con
sole located in a district office, 
will be the key element in the 
system. It will be equipped with 
an optical scanning unit capable 
of reading premium notices and 
will automatically transmit the 
data over long distance telephone 
lines to the central Honeywell 
1800 system. 

The data communications sys
tem is being developed by 1I0ney-
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CONTRACT FOR 
LARGE COMPUTING SYSTEM 

A eonl racl for one of the 
lar~!<,sl. single commercial com
pul('r systems ever installed has 
1)(~('11 rcecived by the Univac Divi
siol1 (;1' Sperry Ra'1u Corporal ion 
frolll The Travelers Insurance Com
palli(~s of lIartford, Conn. The 
Trav(~krs is purchasing multiple 
Univae ·190 Heal-Time computers, 
whi(:1t wi II be the heart of a sys-
1 (':1\ 1'0 I' addi 1 i ona I cia ta proces s
in<J op(~rations in a new cenler 
plallned for downlown liarl ford. 
The npw Univac system will be used 
to process casualty and fire 
i nSu rance. 

The new installation WIll be 
a message-handling as well as a 
dala-processing system, and will 
be installed over a period of 
s ev(~ 1'a 1 years. Eventua lly all 
Travelers' reporting offices wi 11 
be connected to the computer site. 
(For more information, circle dd 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

COLLINS RADIO ORDERS 
16 MORE DISC FILES 

Bryant Computer Products, 
Wall(~d Lake, Mich., has received 
a $1 mi Ilion follow-on contract 
frolll Illc Communications and Data 
Svst(~n\s Division of Collins Radio 
C~mpallY for the purchase of six
te(:11 S(!ries 4080B Disc Fi les. All 
s ixl (!(~Il fi les wi 11 be used in con
jun(;tion with Collins' C-8400 Com
munications and Data Processing 
Syst.em. 
(For more information, circle 45 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

NEW INSTALLATIONS 

BANK OF AMERICA TO 
INSTALL BURROUGHS B200's 

TI)I~ lIank of Anwriea lias or
d('I'('d foul' n:20() (~I<~el ronie data 
pro(~I'SSill~1 sysl('ms from 1.lle Bur
rOU\lhs Corpora I ion. Two of the 
s ys 1I'III~; a r<~ lobe j nsta lIed at 
I h,~ Hallil of AllIcriea in San Fran
c:iseo, Calif" whil(~ the other two 
will Ill' illslalled in bank facili
I i(~s ill l.os AlIuel(~s, Calif. Each 

of tlit' cO:1\PUltT syslems includes a 
cenl ral proc('ssor, documenl sorter
reader, a ca rd reader and a ca rd 
puneli, and il six-tape lisUng 
prinl(~r. TI)(~ systems will be used 
ill Jlallk Irallsil ;qlplieal,ions. 
(For lIl()r(~ illfot'lilalioll, eirelc ,J(l 
on Ille H(~ad'~rs Sprvie(~ Card.) 

DRESS MANUFACTURER 
INSTALLS UNIVAC PROCESSOR 

Kay Windsor. Inc., New Bedford, 
Mass., a volume manufacturer of 
dresses in tile popu lar price range, 
has installed a UNIVAC 1004 Card 
Processor at its New Bedford head
quarters. It will be used to en
alll!! the company to keep ahead of 
the fast changing trends in the 
dress business (forecasting) as 
well as for busIness accounting 
functions. 
(For more i nformati on, c i rc l<~ ,17 
on the Readers S(~rvic(! Ca rd.) 

"ON-LINE" COMPUTER SYSTEM 
PLANNED BY DAYTON BANK 

Citizens Federal Savings & 
Loan Association, Dayton, Ohio, 
has announced plans to install an 
"on-line" electronic computer sys
tem. Tile system, an NCR 315 com
puter system, will be installed 
early in 1965. It is capable of 
handling over 10,000 transactions 
an hour. In addition to processing 
savings and mortgage loan accounts, 
the computer system will also pro
vide daily, monthly, quarterly, 
and annual financial reports. 
(For more information, circle 18 
on the Read(~rs Service Card.) 

ITT 7300 ADX INSTALLED AT 
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

A high speed automatic data 
swi tching system has been installed 
at the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Marshall Space 
Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsvi lIe, 
Alabama. The central feature of 
the data switclling system is an 
ITT 7300 ADX Automatic Data Ex
change System supplied by the ITT 
Corporation's Data ilnd Informal ion 
Systems Division, I'ilrilllllls, N . .1. 

The ITT 7:HlO A/)X lIlach i lie wi 11 
act as a traffic di reet.or for th(! 
huge volume of information and 
data that is processed at Hunts
ville in support of the nation's 
space flight activities. Initially 
activities will be confined to 
operations in Huntsville, but it 
is anticipated that the ADX System 
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later will handle switching of 
traffic to and from other NASA 
installations. 
(For more information, circle 49 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

ORGANIZATION NEWS 

AUDIO DEVICES, INC. 
PURCHASES ASSETS OF 
SOUND CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

Audio Devices, Inc., Stamford, 
Conn., has concluded arrangements 
to buy the assets of Sound Corpor
ation of America, Worcester, Mass. 
Stockholders of Sound Corporation 
hilv(~ approved tile purchase. All 
fac iii lies of t he former company 
wi II be moved 10 t.hl~ lIlagnetic 
tape plant .in Stamford, Conn. The 
former company were producers of 
endless-lOOp cartridges, trans
ports, and playback units. Audio 
Devices, Inc. IS a major manufac
turer of magnetic recording tapes. 
(For more information, circle 50 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

NEW NAME CHOSEN 

The name "Orchard-Hays & Com
pany, Inc." has been chosen as the 
ne0 name for the organization 
formerly known as Systems Pro
urilmming Incorporated of Arling
Lon, Va. Wi lliam OrChard-Hays is 
pn!sident of the organization; 
Iw explained that the objective 
of th(! change was to <Ji ve the 
oruanization a more distinctive 
name al il time when an increasing 
number of new con~anies with 
closely simIlar names are enter
ing the computing and data pro
cessing fields. 

Orchard-Hays & Company pro
vides a wide range of specialized 
services in computer software for 
linear programming, statistical 
analysis, mathematical problems, 
and the development of special
ized cOlllpi lers, assemblers, ilnd 
otlit~r pro(~ess()rs. 

(For 1I101'1~ illf'onllation, eire]" 51 
011 lli(' Hl'adl~rs SI'rvi(~I~ Card.) 
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COMPUTING CENTERS 

CPM DATA PROCESSING SERVICE 
OFFERED BY 
MAUCHLY ASSOCIATES 

A new 10Iv-COSt Cri t ica I-Pat 11-
~letl1od data-proccssin(J service lias 
hp('n unnounc('d I>y \lauclll~' Associ
ates, lt1(~" Fort \\'<lsllin!!ton, Pa., 
lllli(',1I I\'i II (~II<1h I{~ {'II!!i n{~('rs an<l 
proj(·{'t III<lna\l<'rs 10 lit i liz(' cer
tain proprietary computer pro!Jralils. 
TIl(' s{'l"\'i(:{' is avai lahl(~ to 1110s(' 
cnuinccrs able to generate tlwir 
own CI'\I scllPdules and arrow dia
\jrams, ~Iaucll ly Assod ates have 
sup e r \'i sed t II f~ pIa n n i n U and s c II e d
uling of o\'er:2 billion dollars in 
consl ruction projects. 

~lauc111y's computer center, 
Fort Wasllington, Pa., can supply 
sf'rviecs for Critical-Path Method 
(CP\j) , Hcsources Planning and 
Sclwdulin~l ~lethod (RPS~1), and Mini
mum-Cost Expeditin(J (MCX). 

For Normal-Tim(~ CP~1 work, the 
data processin\j servic{~ is offered 
at 20 c('nts p(:r arrow witll a mini
mum cllar\je of $:25. A person usin\j 
the service completes forlils pro
vided I>y jll(]uchly Associates, and 
receives by return IImil six copi(~s 
of each of tll'O COll1pllt(~r listin~Js 

based on the Normal-Timc CPM solu
tion. The first list (an i, j 
sort) arranges jolJs in tile ascend
ing order of tlleir identifying 
numbcrs. The second list (an 
early-start, total-float sort) 
presents jobs chronologically. 
Persons who know how to apply CPM 
can nON process tlleir scheduling 
data on the most advanced computer 
programs available at tile Mauchly 
Computation Center. The center 
will be staffed by professionals 
in EOP and network analysis with 
experience in the maintenance and 
con s t ru c t ion fie 1 d s • 
(For mor(~ information, circle 52 
on the Ikad(~rs S(~rvic(~ Card.) 

BANK-OWNED 
EDP COOPERATIVE 

Five small northwestern Ohio 
banks have joined to form a bank
owned electronic data processing 
cooperative. Incorporated under 
revisions to the National Banking 
Act and the Banking Laws of Ohio, 
the complete stock of the Finan
cial Computer Services, Inc., is 
owned by the member banks. The 
five member banks, with combined 
assets of $75 million, are Croghan 
Colonial Bank of Fremont, Tri-
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County N(]tienal Rank of Fostoria, 
Union Bank r. Sa\'in~Js Co. and First 
National Bank of lkllt'vu(', and 
Bowlin\J (;r(~{'11 Bankin\J Co'. of 
Bow Ii I1\J GrC'(~n. 

Both tile {~quipnlCnt and the 
(',el11 <'r \\'i II b(' l(~ased, 0lwrat ing 
('xp('ns{~s Id II 1><' sll a n~d in pro
port ion t 0 tlil~ nllllllwr of Iiours 
{~acli hunk uSt's tllP c('nt er's 
rill: iii t ius. 

A S~O,OOO d(]t(] proc(~ssing 
cel1ter is under (:onst.ruelion in 
Fn~mont, Ohio. A f3urrou\Jhs B270 
financial cornpuf{'r system is sched
uled to be install(~d in February 
1964. Th'p syste:n includes the 
B270 central proG(~ssor, 1~60 itr~lll

per-minute ~orter, 700 line-per
minute printer, 200 card-per
rninut(~ reader, awl thn~e high
spe()d maunetic-tape uni 1 s. 

The center will operate a 
daily pick-up and delivery service 
for each bank (all are within a 
30-mi Ie radius of the center). 

Services of the dat(] process
ing center will be offered on a 
service fee basis to businesses 
which arc customers of the member 
banks, thereby defrayi ng part of 
the cost of the center. 
(For more information, circle 53 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

EDUCATION NEWS 

LINK 727 SIMULATOR 
TO BE USED IN 
FLIGHT TRAINING SCHOOL 

Eastern Air Lines has accepted 
the Link 727 Simulator for use at 
their flight training school in 
Miami, Florida. The Link 727, 
manufactured by Link Oivision
Simulation & Control Group, Gener
al Precision, Inc., has complete 
digital computation. It duplicates 
every flight aspect of the Boeing 
727 tri-engine jets. 

Approximately six hundred of 
Eastern's veteran airline cre\.\'llIen 
will be trained in the simulator. 
From engine start to cutoff, prac
tically all sounds and sens(]tions 
associated with actual flight will 
be experieneed. The crew will sit 
in an exact replica of a Boeing 
727 cabin, operate the controls, 
and perceive the corresponding 
changes of instruments and air
craft attitude. Tllf'instructor 
can introduce emergency situa
tions and check the student's 

alli lit Y 10 nmkc t 1](' l1t'e(~ssal'y 

(]<ijustnlt'nts. 

A vi t a I pari of the 727 Sin1l1-
lalor is the ~1(]rk I diuital (:om
puter wldch eont.ains a rne:nory 
drum that has rpc:orded on j t a I I 
Boein\J 7:27 pcrformane(' ch(]ractpr
istics. Each (~ontr()l movement 
wilhin th(' cabin is int('rpret{~d 

by Link's ~lark J and Ilw proper 
instrument rpadin~ls and aircraft 
at t iturips are introduced int 0 tilt' 
simulator. Navi~Jat ion probll'ms 
ean 1)(' flown using the thre(, 
hundn'd and 1'i ft y radio faei li
tif)s progr(]lllmed into the eomputc~r. 
(For mon' inform(]tion, cirelc' ;)4 
on th{~ Readprs Sprvice Card.) 

BUSINESS COMPUTER 
HELPS TRAIN 
POLARIS SUB CREWS 

A business computer has been 
applied to wage imaginary sea 
b(]Ules on dry land with the U.S. 
Navy's Polaris submarines. The 
computer, (] Honeywell 800, is 
loe(]led at the U.S. Naval I3ase, 
Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) 
Submarine Training Cenler, Charles
ton, S.C. The training center has 
been established to provide opera
tional, refresher, and precommis
sioning training to submarine 
"off crews". Within t1J(~ center, 
all offensive and defensive 
weapon systems and communication 
systems aboard an SSI3N 616 class 
submarine are simulated or 
dup licat ed. 

The submarine attack center 
is one of the major sections of 
this new training facility; it is 
used to train crews in defensive 
torpedo tactics. The Honeywell 
800 is the hea~t of t he attack 
center. Within its memory (]re 
stored and classified all perti
nent characteristics of: (1) an 
SSBN 616 class submarine; (2) the 
great variety of conventional and 
nuclear weapons at the submarine's 
disposal; and (3) a number of 
imaginary but possible targets, 
inc 1 u din got her s u bm a ri n e s , 
freighters, destroyers, cruisers 
and aircraft carriers. 

The computer is connected 
through distribut ion, mult iplex
inU, and rf~al-tim(~ control units 
to the attack Genter, where tilt' 
crew is t.rained, and to the pro
gram operator's (instructor's) 
room. That cont (]ins a progr(]1II 
operator's consol(~ and a probl(~1II 

critique and evaluation serec·n. 

The program op(~rat.(lr (~st :Jll
lishes t.he problplll to 1w solv{·d. 
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-~ Program operator's console enables instructor to tell 
Honeywell 800 computer which vehicles will be used to train 
attack center crew. Critique and evaluation screen in back
ground records all vehicle movements. 

By punching buttons on his console, 
he tells the H-800 which vehicles 
will be used, where they are on 
the "ocean", and the i ni t ia 1 move
ment of "own ship" and "targets". 
From then on, the program operator 
controls the movements of own ship 
according to orders r~ceived from 
the crew commander (approach offi
cer) and controls the movements of 
targets according to the problem 
the crew is trying to solve. 

TI)(~ program operator can sim
u I talll~()US ly control up to six tar
gets, which may travel indepen
dell t I Y 0 r inc 0 n v 0 y . I n form a t ion 
onl he movement of all vehicles 
tl1rou~jh the water is projected 

under the control of the computer 
on the critique and evaluation 
screen. At the end of a problem, 
all maneuvers have been recorded 
in color, for review by approach 
officer, crew, and program opera
tor. Tile t.raining system can con
duct problems on any of four dif
fen~lll ocean sca los: fl x 16 mi Ips; 
:1:2 x (ll miles; 128 x 256 miles; 
or :ill x 1023 miles. 

Tra i.n i n\jdl~ d C(~S Sll C II as t 11I~ 
attack center enable officers and 
men of the Polaris missi I('-launch
ing submarines to maintain their 
readiness by conducting more fre
quent and complete practice ses
sions than they can aboard ship. 
(For more information, circle 55 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

NEW PRODUCTS 

Digital 

NEW B200 PROCESSOR 

1\11 rI'o u U h s Corp 0 ra I i () n, De-
1 roi I, .\lieh., hns annollnc(~d more 
PO\\·I'r!'lll (:()lll ral processors for 
pUllclll'd I:ard and maunelic tape 
C omplIll'rs in j 1 s U200 series. The 
nc\\' IllIrrotl\jhs 11200 processors have 
a ,1:\:':, filsll'r (: lock rate than 
slalldard 1l20() processors and cut 

down on the time required for llIem
ory cyc Ie -- from IIIC s t anda rd I en 
microseconds to SI'VI'n ill 1 hi' 111'\\' 

equipment. Tlw nl~\\' I~qll iJlIlIf~nl wi II 
be available \\'i I h I'i I hl'rlll()() or 
9600 characll~rs of 1J)('IJlor~'. Sofl
ware desiun('d Spl~ei fie;llly for 
the new proel~ssors wi II l)f~ <Ivai 1-
able when firsl dpliveries begin 
in February 10~1. 
(For more inform:.ltion, circle 56 
on the Readers Service Card.) 
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Data Collection 

DATA SYSTEMS ASSEMBLED FROM 
12 BASIC LOGIC CARDS 

IJiuilal dal.a systems of the 
new 2000 Seri es nre I)(~i nu asse;nbled 
for industrial applications from 
standard components by Fischer & 
Porter Company, Warminster, Pa. 
The twelve basic logic cards in
volved, can be combined in logical 
arrangements for a wide range of 
specific industrial needs. 

Basic design of the 2000 Series 
systems permits the selection of 
as many as 999 inputs without modi
fication. Other functions can be 
expanded in the field to meet sub
sequent needs for increased log-
gin g, s can n i n g ,or a I a rm i n U cap a city. 

The new systems' typical per
formance characteristics include 
an accuracy of ±O.l per cent of 
40mv; readouts in engineering units 
with up to 4 decimal digits reso
lution; speed of 100 points per 
second (or limited by the readout 
device); and a temperature limita
tion of 135 0 F ambient. 
(For more information, circle 57 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

Information Retrieval 

BANKING SYSTEM USING 
NEW CHECK SORTING APPROACH 

A low-cost electronic banking 
system, with a new approach to mag
netic ink check sorting, has been 
announced by IBM Corp., Whi te 
Plains, N.Y. The new IBM 1240 bank 
data processing system controls 
document sorting by a series of 
instructions programmed in the com
puter. It offers the same Magnetic 
Ink Character Recogni tion (MICR) 
and remote-teller terminal capabil
iti(~s that up to now have been 
prnct icabj(~ only for Inr~JI~r banks. 

To lowI~r Ihe (;osl or iIlSI:tII
alioll ;llId opl~ralioll or Ihl' I:.! 10, a 
ntlllll)(~r or spf~eializl'd hallk i 11\1 pro
\! ralilS hav,~ b(~cn d(~VI~ I op(~d. Tltl's(~ 

are avai la/de from 1ml al no 
charge to users of the new system. 
This support includes programs for 
demand deposit accounting, mortgage 
loan and savings accounting, as 
well as the document sort program. 
(For more information, circle 58 
on the Readers Service Card.) 
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Software 

PROGRAM FOR SIMULATION OF 
STEEL MILLS, RAILROADS, 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS, ETC. 

Nf!W techniques for s imu 1 at i ng 
"real-life" processes and syst('ms 
within a computer have been out
lined by Im1 Corporat ion. Sillu la
t ion, a Illet hod of Illatli(~mal ica I Iy 
repres(~nt i I](J tll(! opprat i on of any
t h in g f r 0111 a s t C (J I III i II loa not Ii e r 
compuler, allows the lesting of 
the fad I i ties b()fore they an~ 
bu i 11 • 

A new computer program, the 
IB~ 7090 General Purpose Systems 
Simulator II, enables pngine()rs 
to: (1) sim~late the flow of raw 
metal, and its accompanying paper
work, through a steel mi 11; (2) 
vary traffic conditions on a math
ematical model of a highway net
work; and (3) evaluate a proposed 
quality control procedure for a 
manufactu ri ng company. The GPSS II 
program also can simulate such 
systems as railroads, communication 
n~tworks, checkout counters and 
mai 1 order procedu res. 

GPSS II, (\(:s i ~J111'd for It se by 
work i ng engi neprs, rf.'qll i rt'S no 
knowledge of comput(T pr()~lramming. 
The t~nginepr's block diagram of tll{~ 

system to be simula1f~d is the key 
t~ its use. The block diagram in
formation is punched into cards 
and loaded togetlipr with the 
GPSS II spries of ins t ruct ions, 
i nt 0 the compu U~r. Under con t ro I 
of these instructions, the com
puter creates within its magnetic 
core mpmory a numeric model of the 
system. Specifications of the 
system to be simulated, including 
capacily, traffic flow and other 
data, arc~ provided by t he user in 
his bloGk diagram. 

Th!' (;('n('ra I Pu rpos(~ Sys l'(~IllS 
Silllllialor II is :Ivai labl(~ \dl houl 
ehar~,(! 10 us(~rs of 111(' Im1 7OCH) , 
7 ()I) I, and 70!)1 11 dala pro(~(!ssin~, 

sys 1 (!IllS • 
(For Illore inforll1<1tion, circl!' :it) 

on th{' Readers S(!rvie{' Gard.) 

PROGRAM FOR CONTROLLING 
OPERATIONS OF 
MACHINE TOOLS 

General Electric's Computer 
Deparlment, Phoenix, Adz., has 
developed a new computer program 
for controlling operations of 
machin0 tools. The net\' program, 
known as GE-AUAPT, permits the 
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(;E-200 lilw of m(~djllm-rang(! comput
(')"S 1 0 pn!par<~ Iwrforated tap(!s for 
aulomalically conlrolling such 
maehin(' 100ls as dri lIs, presses 
,HI d h 0 r i zan t a I mil Is. . 

Basically, GE-AUAPT comprises 
t\Vo parts; th(~ main processor and 
1 hp post p rocl'S sor. TIH! mai n pro
cessor t rans laj(~s rcqui recf machine 
tool 0lwral ions into computer 
lanU\la~J!'. It also provides a vari
(!I)' of (:IIl~CI\S, performs geometric 
c:a](:u[ill iOIlS, and prepares a mag
netic tapp link for the post pro
c(!ssor. The post processor trans
lales computer-orient0d language 
into codes for operating a specific 
machine tool, provides accuracy 
checks, and prepares perforated 
tapps for controlling movements of 
tlIP machinc~ tool. 

(;E-ADAPT can be used to pre
p8n~ cont 1'01 tapps for two- and 
thrpp-axis, two-dimensional posi
tion tools; two-dimensional con
tinuous-path tools; and a limited 
number of three-dimensional 
continuous-path tools. 

GE-ADAPT is a simplified ver
sion of APT (Automatic Programmed 
Tools), developed four years ago 
for use with large-scale computers. 
Under Air Force direction, AUAPT 
was developed to permit use of 
medium-scale computers. 
(For more information, circle 60 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

COMPUTER PLANNING 
AIDED BY 
NEW HONEYWELL SOFTWARE 

A new software package, devel
oped by Honeywell EDP, Wellesley 
Hills, Mass., can accurately and 
automatically determine timp, 
equipment, and manpow0r require
ment.s for specific electronic data 
processing applications. The pack
age is compri sed of the AllTOTIMER 
and COMPACT programs, and is avail
able to all Honeywell EDP custom
prs as an aid in planning new com
putc'r installations or new appli
cations for existing installations. 
A 11 hOU~lh holh programs are designed 
10 1'1111 on lyon Honeywe II 400 or 
1,100 (:ompll tc!rs. tl1<'Y can Of' used 
10 plan any EDP installation-
whellwr produced by Honcyw(! 11 or 
any of its competilors. 

AiJTOTIMER performs a 11 compu
tational tasks assoeiatf'!d with tim
ing a given job; it works from an 
input of En,]lish-lanuuagt' state
ments. The program can produce 
comp lete c~slimates for a job of 
aboul 200 comput(!r runs in less 
than 10 minutes. AllTOTH1ER (:Iim
inatl's the mclilual eomputation in-

volved in timing compuler runs, 
provides a simplc! means of invc'sl
igating many altprnative l(!ch-
ni ques and Pqu i pment, and produc(~s 
a concis(! print(~d report for e\'a 1-
uation and documenlation of pro
posed system configurations. 

CO~1PAGT is a PERT-lik\' pro
gram desigm~d to aid a cust om(~r 
in planning his installalion. 
Input consists of the various sys
tem considerations pertinent to 
installing a computer, including: 
system design, programming und 
testing; tlw numtwr of programTIcrs 
ass i g ned; the ire xp e l' i en c e; the 
complexity of various programs; 
and the number of days in the 
work wepk. Li ke PERT, COMPACT 
allows frequent status reports 
and can adjust a projected sched
ule on the basis of actual 
achievement. 
(For more information, circle 61 
on the RI'ac\(!rs Serviee Card.) 

LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
BEING DEVELOPED FOR 
HONEYWELL 1800 

Honeywell Electronic Data 
Processing, Wellesley lIills, Mass., 
is developing a linear programming 
package for use with large scale 
Iioneywell 000 and 1000 data pro
cessing systems. The new packagp 
is capable of handling up to 700 
constraints and an unlimited 
number of variables on Honeywell 
800 or 1800 computers with a min
imum of 16,000 words of memory. 
With a 32,000 word memory, the 
new linear programming system can 
handle up to 1000 constraints. 

The package uses a Simplex 
Algorithm method of problem solu
tion. Contrtil is aecomplished by 
means of cards which permit the 
user to eo~t 1'01 t.he S(~qu(~nce and 
number of t8sks to be performed. 

The minimum configuration 
for using the system is a central 
processor with 16,000 words of 
mt'mory, six magnetic tape driv(~s, 
floating-point arithmetic, a eard 
reaner, a printer and programmed 
clock. 
(For more information, eire\!' ():.!. 

on the Readers Serviee Card.) 

MAGNETIC SCHEDULING BOARD 

A manua I 1I0n-eomputcr ma~,
nf'!t.ie selwdu linU df'vict' for c~()rn
puter eontrol has l)(!pn prorl\l(:(~cI 

hy the Methods i{c!spareh Corp., 
Slaten Island, NpIV York. 
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'l'IH' pictul"(' below shows an 
aclu;11 installalion of Ilw MaU
IIl'I ic: Sc!wdu ling Board in a l"('
SC';ll"c:1I company in Nc'w .Tersey. 
'l'llis board visually eontrols a 
C', OI))PU I !~r for a 1 hi rl y-ont' day 

10 

10 ,II'!I., ,.,,~ 
II r ',.1, 
II ",nlc::!, 
12 1lC.!'; 
':'''r,8 
':"'11=4 ' 
, 11111' :"t,· , 
""'LJ.J.. , 

:"P: ::). . 

, 

pc~riod. on a one-half hour sched
u lin \, e Y c Ie. I n 01 1]( ~ r t: asp s, the 
SelH!clu ling cye le may be in quarter 
hours or tenlhs of an hour. 

The board markers are all 
mauneLit:. Changps can be made 
wilh ease and Ihe whole future 
schpdu If~ can be seen at a glance. 
(For more informalion, circle 63 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

Input-Output 

NEW DIGITAL 
DATA REDUCTION SYSTEM 

A new 3-digit readout, digital 
dat.a reduction system, introduced 
by I I)(~ Gerber Seientific Instru
m!~111 Co., South Windsor, Conn., 
has b('cn designed for easy opera
tioll in reducing large or small 
quanl it ics of recorded data. With 
YI)lal ively little training, an 
unsk i Iled operator can reduce X-Y 
dat.a 1,0 point-to-point digital 
form at the rate of many thousands 
of tabulations per day. Full 
rated machine speed is in excess 
of 10,000 tabulations per day. 

,\llIlost uny Idnd of oscillo
\p"al)), \,r<lph, druwillU, or other 
eharl IIlal(!rial can be read quickly 
alld ('as i Iy usinU Ih!! new Gerber 
~lod(! I (;lJIlHS<m. Ou tpu L may be 
tYlwwrit()r k(!ypunch, paper tape 

punch, flpxowritcr, adding machine, 
and plott ers . 

The new X-Y data reduction 
system cOllsisls of four basic com
POlWlltS: sealllwr, re~Hling head, 
I(eyboard, alld pow!!r supp 1y. All 
cOlltrols ,H(! wit,hill casy reach of 
t.he operator. ~lall'rial is rcad 
by manua 11 y pos iIi olli 11\1 I WD ha i 1"

lines. Visual readout is shown 
via digital display. Prillt in\J is 
performed on pushbuttoll command. 
A separate keyboard allows inser
tion of additional information at 
will, such as code instructions. 
(For more information, circle 64 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

MICR ALL-FIELD ENCODER 

A multi-purpose magnetic-ink 
encoding machine has been designed, 
by the National Cash Rpgister 
Company, Dayton, Ohio, to prepare 
documents for bank automalion sys
tems. The machine providps for 
magnetic imprintinu of all code'd 
fields of checks and other ballk 
items -- it can replace two or 
three separate machines now used 
by banks for magnetic encoding. 

New NCR flO 1 "All-Field 
Encoder" imprints maunetic 
characters, endorsements on 
documents for bank automation. 

The MICR All-Field Encoder, 
Class 481, machine can encode in 
any combination of all four check 
fields -- serial number, account 
number, amount, and routing. 

It has been designed to tie 
in with computer-controlled dis
tribution techniques. Standard 
features include consecutive
number audit trail, correction of 
errors through a single key, syn
chronized signal lights for the 
operator, and a special electrical 
keyboard for modification of the 
document encoding. 
(For more information, circle G~ 
on the Readers Service Card.) 
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READ/PUNCH UNIT FOR 
USE WITH UNIVAC 1004 

A new Read/Punch Unit for use 
\\lith the UNIVAC 1004 Card Processor 
(see Computers and Automation, 
Sep1 ember, 1 ()62) has been announced 
by tiw Univac Division of Sperry 
Halld Corp., New York, N.Y. The new 
device reads stalldard 80 or 90 col
UII1Il pUllcheel cards and punches addi
t iOlla 1 data into the same cards at 
the rate of 200 cards per minute. 
Control of the new unit is main
tained through the plug board of 
the 1004 Processor. 

Card reading and punching 
performed by the UNIVAC 1004 Read/ 
Punch Unit co~pletely overlaps 
reading, processing and printing 
operations in the processor. 
Simultaneity enables the two units 
to complete more work in less time 
than can be turned out by many 
other larger, more costly systems. 
Both reading and punching are auto
matically verified by a weighted 
hole-count check feature at the 
post-punch station. Error cards 
are auto~atically segregated to 
the Select Stacker. The Processor 
can be halted upon the detection 
of an e~ror if the operator so 
chooses. 

Existing 1001 installations 
do not have to be reprogrammed for 
the addition of a UNIVAC 
Read/Punch Unit. 
(For more information, circle 66 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

BC124 CARD READER 

A new hi\Jh-speed card reader 
has been developed by Burroughs 
Corporation, Detroit, Mich. The 
new solid-state reader, designated 
tllP Burroughs B,':;124 , has a maximum 
demand feed rate of 800 cards per 
minute, serial photoelectric read
ing of card columns, and the abil
ity to handle 51-. 60-, 66- and 
80-column cards. 

The input hopper and the out
put stacker each have capacities 
of 2400 cards, which may be added 
or removed without interrupting 
operation. [hiring an pight-hour 
day, til!! pot(!nt ial capacity of the 
unit is :ml,()()() Gareis. 

Hpad dn:uitry is aUIOIllatic
ally lIIonitored Oil (!v(~ry eolullln and 
Irl'lw('(~1I eard cycles, with cOlllplete 
lIIar(lill checking. Invalid charac-
1(' rs call be detected du ri ng card 
n~adin\J, and under operator c'ontrol. 

The BC124 will process inter
lIIixed standard and post-card 
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thickness card slock. It also 
will process binary punched or 
card image cards. 
(For more information, eirell~ ()( 
on I he Readers Sl~rvice Ca rd.) 

OPTICAL SCANNER 
SPEEDS HANDLING OF 
CREDIT CARD SALES 

IBM Corp 0 ra t ion, IV Iii t e P I a ins, 
N. Y., has announcl'd a new opl ica I 
scanner for,accurate accounting of 
the rising volume of credit-card 
sales -- more than one ldllion 
sales annually in tlw petroleum 
field alone. The new df!vice, known 
as the IBM 1282 optica I-reader card 
punch, was developed for use in 
any bysiness area utilizing credit 
cards. 

The 1282 can "sense" marks 
made by hand as well as imprinted 
i~formation. It automatically 
punches this information into cards 
for use in high-speed data process
ing. Both hand-entered marks and 
imprinted information are sensed 
and punched in a single pass 
through the machine. With the 
1282 working as part of a computer 
or punched-card system, the credit
card sales form becomes the punched 
card for automatic data processing. 
(For more information, circle 68 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

INFOTRACER 

A new electronic tracing.de
vice for inserting graphic data 
into data processing and display 
systems has been introduced by 
Temco Electronics Display Systems 
Plant of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., 
Dallas, Texas. It is called 
Infotracer and allows unskilled 
operators to introduce such source 
material as maps, drawings, photo
graphs, or other graphic informa
tion, int.o computing and display 
systems. 

Graphic data such as a map is 
transformed into suitable form for 
presentation by tracing the contour 
lines of the source material with 
the Infotracer. Potentiometers 
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within lhe dI'Fic(' nlf!aSI1r!' tlIP dis
pI acemf'nt of i Is Iwad and t. rans
form the data into X and Yaxes 
analog voltag('s. Tll~'S(' voltages 
are introduCf!d to suitabll' el(~c

tronic display systems for largL'
scale display or for remOle repro
duction. Accuracies of ±O.15% of 
full scalp are achieved •. 

Thl' complete unit consists of 
the Transducer lIead and a Control 
lIni t. The Transducer lIead can be 
mounted on any suitable flat sur
face. The Control Unit can be 
mounted either adjacent to the 
t racing surface or separately up 
to a distance of several feet. 
The standard Infotracer has a 
30 x 30-inch tracing area. 
(For more information, circle 69 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

PHOTO-ELECTRIC READER FOR 
SQUARE-HOLE PAPER TAPE 

A high speed, bi-directional, 
photo-electric perforated-tape 
reader has been developed by the 
Digitronics Corp., Albertson, 
N.Y. It is designed to read 
6-level square~hole paper tape. 

The new reader, Mode 1 OB3500, 
has two read stations built into 
the machine. These are one char
acter apart; so the tape may be 
read at the first station, then 
re-read one character later at 
the second station, and thus a 
100% accu racy check can be made by 
the user. 

The all-solid-state Model 
OB3500 operates usually at a 
speed of 50 inches per second. 
At this speed, the stop distance 
is .030". The reader can be sup
plied at any speed from 5 inches 
per second to 100 inches per 
second. 
(For more information, circle 70 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

PAPER TAPE READER, MODEL 119 

Ohr-Tronics, Inc., New York, 
N.Y., has announced a new paper 
tape reader, Model 119, which 
reads up to 8-channel papRr-tape 
hi-directionally, at a speed of 
30 cps. Sensing of the holes is 
accomplished by the use of star 
wlwels. When a star wheel enters 
the hole, an arm carrying the star 
whet' 1 c loses a switch. Bou nce 
time of the sensing switch is well 
under a millisecond. Two elec
trom3gnets are used for stepping 
the tape in either direction. 
Available voltages are 24, 48 and 
90 V.D.C. Coils are designed for 

eonf inuous dul y and an' arc-sllp
prpssed wi f h zener diodl's. An 

interrupter switch is provided to 
protect the star wheel sensing 
switches and also for self-step
ping of the tape. 
(For more information, circle 71 
on the Readers Service Card.) 

Components 

GENERAL-PURPOSE 
TEST INSTRUMENT 
FOR QUICK AND 
EASY FAULT ISOLATION 

EnJineers at the National 
Bureau of Standards (U.S. Depart
ment of Commerce), Washington, D.C., 
have developed FIST (fau It Isola
tion by §.emi-Automatic Iechniques), 
a troubleshooting system. The sys
tem has been devised for testing 
modularized electronic equipment 
to isolate fa~lty modules without 
removing them. 

The system consists of a sma II 
(1/5 of a cubic foot), hand-carried, 
general-purpose test instrument 
together with the special circuits 
and receptacles built in as part 
of the prime equipment being 
tested. The test instrument has 
a red light, a green light, a test 
plug on a cord, and a self-test 
receptacle; it includes four volt
age comparators and logic circui
try. The operator can check 
tester operation at any time by 
plugging it into its self-test 
receptacle. 

In use, the test set gives a 
green (good) or red (bad) indica
tion when plugged into each test 
receptacle at which a test is 
possible. The module is within 
tolerance if a good indication is 
obtained. If neither indicator 
lights -- the no-test response 
this indicates that all needed 
inputs are not prespnt at the 
module. 

The operator can test the 
modules in any order with a uni
form simple procedure for all 
types of tests. The operat.or Iw(~ds 
no skill or training to identify 
and replace the fai led modulp. 
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No~ being applied to a naval 
radar (~quipment, the system prom
ises, when more widely adopted, to 
hav(~ far-reaching consequences in 
training and procedures used for 
maintaining electronic equipment. 
The greatest impact of the FIST 
troubleshooting system is expected 
to be in alleviating the shortage 
of capable electronic technicians, 
by enabling unskilled personnel to 
do many of the required tasks. 
(for more informati 0 n, circle 72 
on the Readers Sei'vIce Card.) 

COMPUTER CONTROL 
SET STATION 

TRW Computer Division, Thomp
son Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Canoga 
Park, Calif., has developed a new 
instrument for the process indus~ 
tries -- a Computer Control Set 
Station. The Set Station was de
veloped to enable TRW industrial 
computer customers to integrate 
their present instrumentation with 
th(d r comput er systems. It is 
compatible with all existing elec
tronic or pneumatic instrumentation. 

(Hrect digital control of 
va I v(~s can be accomp lished by con
necting the output of the Set Sta
tion directly to a control valve 
through appropriate transducer or 
positioner elements. The TRW Set 
Station also has manual or com
puter overrides, illuminated indi
cation of computer mode, illumin
ated indication of hi-lo limit 
actuation, mechanical hi-lo limit 
stops, and bump less control under 
operating conditions. 
(For more information, circle 73 
0'1 t h(~ Readers Service Card.) 

DIGITAL CIRCUIT BREADBOARD 
AND TRAINING KIT 

1\ rww Breadboard and Training 
Kit, d('siunated MI3I\I, is now avail
abl(~ from Packard Bell Computer, 
Los I\nH(~les, Calif. It consists of 
an indicator parJ(~I, signal gener
ator, power supply, and module 
sect ions and adapters. As many as 

eiuhteen digital circuit modules 
can be connected and operated 
simultaneously (sections holding 
six modules each can be added as 
d(~sired). MBKl's dpsiun permits 
interconnection of <liUital modules 
for circuit evaluation without a 
soldering iron or oscilloscope. 

-- MBKl, rack-mountpd or 
tablf' top diuital module 
Bn~;]dl>oard and Training Kit. 

TIll' Breadboard Kit aids de
si~ln (~n~lirwers in developing and 
ch(~ek i n~1 out sma 11 digi ta 1 sys
tems and sub-systems. It is also 
useful for classroom instruction, 
laboratory testing of digital 
equipment and breadboarding test 
eireuits. 
(For more information, circle 74 
on the Readers Serviee Card.) 

PEOPLE OF NOTE 

BABCOCK ELECTED SHARE VP 

James D. Babcock of The RAND 
Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif., 
recently was elected Vice Presi
dent of SH~RE in Miami Beach, 
Florida. SHARE is an interna
tional organization for the coop
erative pooling of computer pro
gramming techniques, rf~pres(~nt inU 
over 200 companies and Hovl~rnllH'nt 

agenc ies engaged i n s(~ i (~nl if i e 
and commercial data proe('ssill:1 
using 1m! hi~lh-sp(~(!d di~lilal GOIII

puters. Mr. Bal>(~o(~k i s h(~ad of 
prouramlllinH syst(~"IS in Ih(~ (;0"11-

puter Scienc(!s llepar1Jnt~nl at HAND. 
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UNIVAC VICE pilES. DENT, 
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

Fred R. Raach was named \' ic(~ 
President - Finance and Adminis
tration, a new post, in an an
nouncement mad~ by Dr. Louis T. 
Rader, presi
dent of the 
UNIVAC Di vision 
of Sperry Rand 
Corporati on. 
Formerly, Mr. 
Raach was Vice 
President -
East Coast op
erations for 
Rob(~ rt lie ller 
[, Associates. 
management consultants. In his 
new position, his responsibilities 
include international operations, 
account ing, personne I, labor re la
tions, business planning and 
patents and licensing. 

COMPUTER SCIENTIST 
JOINS BOEING 

Dr. Clarence Ross has joined 
The Boeing Company's Aero-Space 
Division, Seattle, Wash. Dr. Ross 
wi 11 serve as coordi nat or of di
vision computer programs, advising 
management on best utilization of 
its computer facilities. He was 
formerly with the Systems Research 
Laboratories of Dayton, Ohio, 
where he directed research pro
grams for the U.S. Air-Force in 
digital computers and computer 
t(~chniques • 

R. E. McDONALD NAMED 
VICE PRESIDENT, 
GENERAL MANAGER 

R. E. ~lcDon'!.!Q, (;enera I Man
ager of UNIVAC Operations, SI. 
Paul, Minn., has been named a viee 
president of the UNIVAC Division 
of Sperry Rand Corporation. 

Mr. McDonald 
j oi ned Eng i neer
i ng Research 
Associates, S1.. 
Paul, in 19:1~3 
(acqu i red by 
UNIVAC ill the 
sarn(~ )'('ar) as 
dirt'(~lor oj' 
llIallllr;I(~llIrillg. 

Ill' was lIallll'd 
~JI'III' ra I Iliallauer 

of St. Pall I Opl' ral i OilS ill 11);,(1, 

and in l!):i<) , also assullwd I lip post 
of general manager of tll(! ~lilitary 
D(~partrnent . 

As Vice President and General 
Manager, UNIVAC Op~rations, he 
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will continue as chief operating 
officer of UNIVAC's research, de
velopment, unt! production faei li
tics in tlw Twin Cities an~a und 
will assume added responsibilities 
with respect to overall UNIVAC 
obj ec 1 i ves • 

EDWARD SEAMAN ELECTED 
VICE PRESIDENT 

Memorex Corporation, Santa 
Clara, Calif., (manufacturers of 
precision magnetic tapes) has 
elected Edward S. Seaman as Vice 
President, Sales. Mr. Seaman, as 
national sales manager, was re
sponsible for organization of the 
direct field sales force and in
troduction and sales of the tape 
products. In 14 months of selling 
activity, Memorex achieved multi
million sales, raising the company 
to number two position in the 
industry in sales of heavy-duty 
computer tape and broadband instru
mr~ntation tape. 

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC. 
APPOINTS PRESIDENT 

Richard C .. Jones has been 
appointed President of Applied 
Data Research, Inc., Princeton, 
N.J. Mr. Jones, 
formerly ~larkeL
i ng Manager, 
succeeds 
Ellwood Kauff
man, president 
of ADR since 
its founding in 
1959. Mr. 
Kauffman, who 
resigned in 
early September 
as president, continues his com
pany affiliation as a director 
and special staff consultant. 

BUSINESS NEWS 

COMPUTER SALES 
BY FRANCHISED DEALERS 
IS GP'S NEW MARKET PLAN 

For the first time in the 
history of the computer industry, 
a complete line of computers will 
be marketed by franchised sales 
representati ves -- a method simi lar 
to that used to sell automobiles, 
appliances, and other more familiar 
products. 

General Precision, Inc., has 
announced the establishment of a 
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nationwide network of franchised 
representatives to market its 
three low-cost computers (LGP-21, 
LGP-30, RPC-4000) to business, 
scient ific, industrial, and edu
cational co~cerns •• 

The new franchise marketing 
plan will enable General ~recision 
to increase its U.S. sales cover
age in the rapidly growing market 
for small computers, according to 
George C. Ensslin, vice president 
of the Commercial Computer Division 
of General Precision's Information 
Systems Group. 

General Precision previoYsly 
marketed its computer line through 
a nationwide sales staff -- the 
traditional method of marketing 
computers. 

In GP's new marketing plan, a 
franchised representative is 
granted the right to sell the com
puter line to firms in his desig
nated geographical area. He can 
increase his staff as the market 
expands in his franchise-protected 
terri tory. 

The franchised representatives 
are free to concentrate wholly on 
new sales. General Precision backs 
up the representatives with an ex
pert staff of field applications 
analysts, field service engineers, 
and a home-office task force that 
explores and trouble-shoots new 
marketing areas. This service 
staff has been built up over the 
past several years to support the 
LGP-30 and RPC-4000 sales program. 

Franchised representatives 
will also handle peripheral equip
ment, such as input-output devices, 
that are produced by other manu
facturers and are compatible with 
General Precision computers. This 
provides an earnings potential 
previously unavailable to staff 
salesmen. It will also result in 
lower prices to customers because 
a single representative will market 
all computer equipment needed for 
an installation. 

Among the factors which influ
enced the selection of the new 
franchise marketing plan GP's 
spokesman ci ted: 

First, computers are inexpen
sive enough today to be marketed 
by regional representatives in 
business for themselves. Ten 
years ago, a computer with a capac
ity of the LGP-21 occupied an en
tire room and was very expensive. 
In effect, only a large computer 
firm had the capital and facilities 
to market its own equipment. 

Second, computers such as the 
LGP-21 are small enought to be 

carried to a customer for demon
stration:- The LGP-21, for example 
weighs only 90 pounds and can be 
transported in a station wagon. 
Expensive display and demonstra
tion rooms in every big eity in 
the U.S. -- traditionally a fac
tor contributing to high overhead 
costs -- are no longer necessary. 
The saving is passed on to the 
customer. 

Third, knowledge about com
puters and their applications has 
become so widespread that there 
are men in all corners of the U.S. 
who are qualified to go into 
business for themselves selling 
computers. 

Fourth, the franchise market
ing plan enabled GP to increase 
its sales force overnight. Many 
companies signed as franchised 
representatives already have 
sales staffs marketing co~patible 
products in well defined areas. 

RCA SETS SALES 
AND EARNINGS RECORD 

Sales and earnings of RCA in 
the first nin~months of 1963 were 
higher than any comparable period 
in the company's history, accord
ing to Chairman David Sarnoff. 

Profits after taxes for the 
first nine months climbed by 29 
per cent to a record of $44,200,000, 
as co~pared with $34,300,000 in 
the same 1962 period. 

Sales for the period rose by 
4 per cent over the first nine 
months of 1962 to a new high of 
$1,314,000,000. 

RCA attributed the nine-month 
record in part to rapid and sus
tained progress toward the ~oal 
of profitability in the company's 
EDP business, with the cross-over 
still anticipated before the end 
of the next year. 

Reviewing specific develop
ments in the offing, Chairman 
Sarnoff said: 

"Our firm bookings for elec
tronic data processing units, both 
installed and on order, are today 
35% higher than one year ago. Our 
progress this year has solidified 
our conviction that RCA has a 
profitable future in data 
processing. 

"Our government billings for 
defense and space totalled $420,-
000,000 for the first nine months 
of 1963. This represented a de
cline of 9% from the $460,000,000 
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in billings for the same period of 
the previous year. The smaller 
volume of government billings re
flects an interesting reversal of 
business trends. Our commercial 
and industrial sales and profits 
are advancing sharply and more 
than offsetting the general level
ing off of government 'business -
a leveling off which is now evi
dent throughout the electronics 
industry. 

"We anticipate that 1963 will 
be the best year in RCA's history 
for both sales and profits." 

COLLINS EARNINGS 
HELD DOWN BY 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Collins Radio Company has an
nounced net earnings of $3,682,132, 
for the fiscal year which ended 
August 2, 1963. Comparable earn
ings for 1962, restated to reflect 
a change in depreciation policy 
adopte~ in 1963, _were $3,477,000. 

Net sales for the year were 
$250,092,826, compared with 
$207,775,637 for fiscal 1962. 

Backlog of firm orders on 
August 2, 1963 totaled $241,000,-
000, up from $230,000,000 a year 
earlier. 

In reviewing the achievements 
of the year, President Arthur 
Collins ~ard that the development 
of communication and data process
ing 'systems is the company's most 
significant new product area, both 
in terms of required investment 
and ultimate earnings potential. 
He said, ". • • This program (data 
processing) • • • has had a marked 
effect on profits during 1962 and 
1963, and is expected to continue 
to do so in some measure until the 
end of fiscal 1965. Although pro
fits are expected to improve in 
fiscal 1964, the degree of improve
ment, as in the last two years, 
will be modest." 

In the Annual Report, Mr. 
Collins points out: 

"The computer system design 
has exceeded expectation. Per
formance and reliability are ex
cellent. Production cost targets 
have been met. Original budgets 
for prouramming have been exceeded 

, altholluh expenditures are still 
within feasible limits. 

"Market acceptance has been 
gratifying. At the end of fiscal 
19M, there wi 11 be abou t 30 
Collins computers in service, in
cluding those in our own Data 
Center. 

"Extensive operational use 
has demonstrated the practicability 
of large scale message switching. 
Although other computer suppliers 
are doing limited switching, the 
Collins accomplishment plnces us 
in a unique position as to these 
more demanding applications and 
is attracting world-wide atten
tion." 

COMPUTRON SALES AND 
EARNINGS PEAK 

Computron,Inc. reports net 
earnings of $174,429 on sales of 
$2,251,891 for-fiscal 1963 ended 
June 30. This compares with net 
earnings of $14,616 on sales of 
$535.628 reported for fiscal 1962. 

Frank Radocy, President, re
ports ,the company plans to put 
heavy emphasis on new and improved 
product development throughout 
fiscal 1964, in an effort to con
tinue to introduce new concepts in 
the magnetic tape industry. 

MOORE'S SALES, 
PROFITS INCREASE 

Moore Corporation, Limited, 
reports that for the first six 
months of 1963 there was an in
crease of 6.2% in net sales and an 
increase of 4.8% in net profit, 
compared with the first half of 
1963. 

Sales for the first half were 
$93,095,669, compared with $87,-
691,076 in the same period of 1962. 

Net profit after income taxes 
was $7,099,524 compared with $6,-
766,543 in 1962. Moore is a lead
ing manufacturer of continuous 
forms for high speed data printout. 

DURA CORP. EARNINGS 
CLIMB 28 PER CENT 

Consolidated net earnings of 
Dura Corporation-rose 28 per cent 
during the fiscai year ended July 
31, 1963, to $1,914,809, compared 
to $1,450,612 in the previous 
period. 

Sales for all of the company's 
11 divisions and subsidiaries in
creased 12 per cent for the year 
to $63,184,194. Consolidated 
sales during the 1962 fiscal year 
totaled $56,519,501. 

Dura's newest subsidiary, 
Dura Business Machines, Inc., which 
only a year ago introduced its new 
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high-speed automatic typewriter, 
has 400 machines installed and a 
large backlog of orders according 
((i--President J • Thomas Smith. Ad
ditional data handling equipment 
has recently been introduced and 
shows great promise, according to 
Mr. Smith. 

_/ 

\. ~ 

N O-T ICE 

TO: CERTAIN NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
IN SEPTEMBER 

As a premium for your new sub
scription, in some of the sub
scription offers of "Computers and 
Automation, " we offered our "Glos
sary of Terms in Computers and 
Data Processing." At the time your 
new subscription was received in 
the middle of September we were 
getting 40 to 60 new subscriptions a 
day, and the special supply of the 
"Glossary" for premiums was ex
hausted, and so we sent you a sub
stitute premium. 

We expect a new supply of the 
,HGlossary" from the printer in 
November. 

If you do not find the premium 
which you received from us useful 
to you, we invite you to send it back 
to us with a note. We shall willingly 
exchange it for a copy of the "Glos
sary" as soon as the new supply is 
available. 

'ntO Editor 



MONTHLY COMPUTER CENSUS 

The number of electronic computers installed, or 
in production at anyone time has been increasing at 
a bewildering pace in the past several years. New 
vendors have come into the computer market, and 
familiar machines have gone out of production. Some 
new machines have been received with open arms by 
users -- others have been given the cold shoulder. 

To aid our readers in keeping up with this mush
rooming activity, the editors of COMPUTERS AND AUTO
MATION present this monthly report on the number of 
American-made general purpose computers installed or 
on order as of the preceding month. We update this 

computer census monthly, so that it will serve as a 
"box-score" of progress for readers interested in fol
lowing the growth of the American computer industry. 

Most of the figures are verified by the respec
tive manufacturers. In cases where this is not so, 
estimates are made based upon information in the ref
erence files of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION. The figures 
are then reviewed by a group of computer industry 
cognoscenti. 

Any additions, or corrections, from informed 
readers will be welcomed. 

AS OF OCTOBER 20, 1963 

NUMBER OF 
NAME OF NA.ME OF SOLID AVERAGE MONTHLY DATE OF FIRST NUMBER OF UNFILLED 

MANUFACTURER COMPUTER STATE? RENTAL INSTALLATION INSTALLATIONS ORDERS 

Addressograph-Multigraph 
Cor~oration EDP 900 system Y ~7500 2/61 18 10 

Advanced Scientific 
Instruments ASI 210 Y $2850 4/62 11 3 

ASI 2100 Y $3000 12/63 0 3 
ASI 420 Y ~121500 2/63 1 X 

Autonetics RECOMP II Y $249S 11/58 110 X 
RECOMP III Y ~1495 6/61 28 X 

Burroughs 205 N $4600 1/54 ~8 X 
220 N $14,000 10/58 44 X 
E101-103 N $875 1/56 144 X 
B250 Y $4200 11/61 58 29 
B260 Y $3750 11/62 47 39 
B270 Y $7000 7/62 33 23 
B280 Y $6500 7/62 32 21 
B5000 Y ~161200 3/63 10 20 

Clary DE-60/DE-60M Y ~525 2L60 ]25 ] 

Computer Control Co. DDP-19 Y $2800 6/61 3 X 
DDP-24 Y $2750 5/63 1 16 
SPEC Y ~800 5/60 10 0 

Control Data Corporation G-15 N $1000 7/55 283 1 
G-20 Y $15,500 4/61 26 2 
160/160A Y $1750/$3000 5/60 & 7/61 327 35 
924/924A Y $11,000 8/61 18 19 
1604/1604A Y $35,000 1/60 53 9 
3600 y $52,000 6/63 4 6 
6600 Y , ~150.000 2/64 0 1 

Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-l Y Sold only 11/60 44 8 
about $120,000 

PDP-4 Y Sold only 8/62 18 9 
about $60,000 

PDP-5 Y Sold only 9/63 3 11 
about $25.000 

7/64 PDP-6 Y Sold only 0 
about.~300~000 

El-tronics 1 Inc. ALWAC IIIE N ~1820 2/54 32 X 
General Electric 210 y $16,000 7/59 79 4 

215 Y $5500 -/63 0 23 
225 Y $7000 1/61 144 52 
235 y ~101900 2L64 0 16 

General Precision LGP-21 Y $725 12/62 54 32 
LGP-30 semi $1300 9/56 465 6 
L-3000 Y $45,000 1/60 1 0 
HPC-4000 Y ~1875 1/61 103 ~3 

((oneywell Electronic Data 
ProccssinCj 11-290 Y $3800 8/61 8 X 

11-610 Y $3500 9/63 1 6 
H-400 Y $5000 12/61 65 40 
H-800 Y $22,000 12/60 54 9 
H-1400 Y $14,000 3/64 0 10 
H-1800 Y $30,000 up 12/63 0 {} 

DATAmatic 1000 N 12/57 5 X 
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NUMBER OF 
NAME OF NAME OF SOLID AVERAGE MONTHLY DATE OF FIRST NUMBER OF UNFILLED 

MANUFACTURER COMPUTER STATE? RENTAL INSTALLATION INSTALLATIONS ORDERS 

H-W Electronics, Inc. HW-15K Y $490 6/63 2 

IBM 305 N $3600 12/57 650 X 
650-card N $4000 11/5<1 520 X 
650-RAMAC N $9000 11/5f l 130 X 
1401 Y $3500 9/60 6300 2200 
1410 Y $12,000 11/61 235 276 
1440 Y $1800 4/63 70 1330 
1460 Y $9800 10/63 0 280 
1620 Y $2000 9/60 1370 150 
701 N $5000 4/53 2 X 
7010 Y $19,175 2/64 0 31 
702 N $6900 2/55 2 X 
7030 Y $160,000 5/61 6 X 
704 N $32,000 12/55 65 X 
7040 Y $14,000 6/63 15 40 
7044 Y $26,000 6/63 10 13 
705 N $30,000 11/55 120 X 
7070, 2, 4 Y $2<1,000 3/60 465 120 
7080 Y $55,000 8/61 58 25 
709 N $<10,000 8/58 18 X 
7090 Y $M ,000 11/59 260 30 
709<1 Y $70,000 9/62 47 57 
7094 II Y ~761000 i\iM 0 12 

Information Systems
l 

Inc. ISI-609 Y ~4000 2i:;0 19 1 
ITT 7300 ADX Y ~351000 7/()2 6 3 
Monroe Calculating Machine Co. Monrobot IX N Sold only - 3/:;0 176 <1 

$5800 
Monrobot XI Y ~700 12/60 270 213 

National Cash Register Co. - 304 Y $14,000 1/60 29 0 
- 310 Y $2000 5/61 45 33 
- 315 Y $8500 5/62 105 135 
- 390 Y ~1850 5/61 410 280 

Packard Bell PB 250 Y $1200 12/60 148 14 
PB 440 Y ~3500 11/63 0 12 

Philco 1000 Y $7010 6/63 5 15 
2000-212 Y $52,000 1/63 2 7 

-210 1 211 Y ~401000 10/50 :!:! 7 
Radio Corp. of America Bizmac N -/:;6 ,1 X 

RCA 301 Y $6000 2/61 :I:!O 19:') 
RCA 3301 Y $[~, QQQ- 7/(d 0 3 
RCA 501 Y $15,000 (,/m (,[1 11 
RCA 601 Y ~351000 11/(,:! 2 2 

Scientific Data Systems Inc. SDS-910 Y $1700 II/(,:! 22 40 
SDS-920 Y $2690 () / (,:! 17 14 
505-9300 Y ~8000 1/(,.J 0 1 

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc. TRW-230 Y $2600 11/(,:1 8 7 
RW-300 Y $6000 :~ /:;c) 37 2 
TRW-330 Y $5000 12/60 12 17 
TRW-340 Y $6000 12/63 0 4 
TRW-530 Y ~6000 0/61 19 6 

UNIVAC I & II N $25,000 3/51 & 11/57 49 X 
Solid-State II Y $0500 9/62 27 9 
III Y $20,000 8/62 30 100 
File Computers N $15,000 8/56 58 0 
60 & 120 N $1200 -/53 830 4 
Solid-state 00, 

90, & Step Y $8000 8/58 393 18 
490 Y $26,000 12/61 17 22 
100,1 Y $1500 2/63 300 1750 

-

10:;0 Y $7200 9/63 3 11 
1100 Series (ex-

cept 1107) N $35,000 12/50 :!:\ X 
1107 Y $<15,000 10/62 10 10 
LARC Y ~13SIOOO Si()O :.! X 

X -- no longer in production TOTi\I,s 1(" :I:,(j 7992 
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Information International, Inc., Maynard, Mass., has devel
oped a fully automatic Programmable Film Reader to read 
scientific or engineering data recorded on photographic film, 
paper, or similar media. Readout can be had on IBM
compatible magnetic tape, or in the form of numerical print
outs, graphs or plots, or visual CRT displays. This article 
describes the system and its applications. 

THE FILM READING SYSTEM Using 16 or 35 mm. film 
as a medium for recording scientific data has many advantages. 
Because of the small input power and limited storage space that 
are required, it is particularly suitable for recording data pro
duced by recording devices in space vehicles or aircraft; by 
wind and current measuring d~vices; and by other devices of 
similar nature. 
However, reading or transcribing the data from film once it has 
been recorded has presented many problems in the past. It has 
generally been necessary for an analyst or researcher to read the 
data visually from the film and transcribe it by hand. This has 
been found to be a time-consuming, laborious and relatively 
expensive operation. In some cases, semi-automatic film reading 
devices are available. However, these can read only about 5000 
points per day and require a human operator. 
Information International, Inc., of Maynard, Mass., has now 
developed a completely automatic computer film reading system 
which can read film at the rate of approximately 5000 points 
per second. Scientific data recorded on 16 or 35 mm film can 
be read completely automatically and printed out in the form 
of numerical listings or recorded on magnetic tape for further 
processing and analysis. The film reading system is based on 
three major clements: A general purpose digital computer, 
together with a visual display scope; a film reading device; and 
computer programs for using the computer and film reader. 

THE FILM READING PROCESS The film reading process 
involves the scanning of film by a rapidly moving light point on 
the visual display scope. The output of this scanning operation 
is detected by a photo-sensitive device in the film reader and 
relayed to the digital computer for further processing and 
analysis. In addition to translating the data itself into a more 
desirable format, the film reading system can also furnish addi
tional summaries and analyses of the data as may be required. 

EXTREMELY FLEXIBLE SYSTEM The flexibility of the 
film reading system in two respects should be emphasized. First, 
almost any format of. data on film can be read, with appropriate 
modifications to the basic computer program. This includes 
data represented in the form of lines, graphs (e.g., radar pulses), 
points, and other similar forms of data. Second, almost any 
type of desired output may be obtained once the basic data is 
obtainC'd from the film. Forms of output which are available 
include the following: 

.18 

(i) A print-out or listing of data on paper. 

(ii) A record of the data on magnetic tape. 

(iii) Visual r('presentations of data. These may take the 
form of a continuous graph (using a digital x-y plotting 
device )'. Or they may take the form of photographs -
still or motion - of scope displays. 

• 

--

In addition to data recorded on film, data recorded on paper 
can also be read by means of the film reading system. 

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 

(i) Analysis of data produced by oscillographs or other 
types of graphic recorders 

(ii) Tracking and analysis of obj ects for which motion pic
tures are available (e.g., missile tracking studies) 

(iii) Reading of astronomical or astrophysical data recorded 
on film (e.g., analysis of stellar configurations) 

(iv) Reading photographs of cloud chambers, bubble cham
bers, and spark chambers 

(v) Counting of particles (such as blood cells or bacteria) 
in photographs 

(vi) Character recognition 

To the best of our knowledge, Information International 
is the only commercial firm supplying fully automatic 
computer film reading systems. We do essentially two 
things. We develop and manufacture film reading systems 
for clients to use at their own facilities (as, for example, 
in the case of radar film reading systems we have devel
oped for Lincoln Laboratoryand the U. S. Air Force). 
And we furnish services for reading films which are sent 
to us for processing (as in the case of oceanographic 
curren t meter film). 
III is able to supply equipment to satisfy a variety of 
customer needs. Customer options include transmittive 
or reflective input media, binary density decision, mul
tiple level density measurement, local contrast measure
ment, and various degrees of system resolution. 
We can supply a completely set-up, ready-to-run 
"turnkey" film reading system (including a medium price, 
general purpose com pu ter ). Or we can provide the basic 
film reading device, appropriate computer programs, or 
technical consulting to those planning to develop their 
own film reading systems. The film reading device itself 
may be used with specialized film reading computer pro
grams, such as those we have developed, which make use 
of highly sophisticated filtering techniques to minimize 
the effect of "noise" (dirt, scratches, general illegibility) 
on the ·film. As a result, the film reading system is capable 
of reading film in relatively poor condition. Or,where the 
quantity of data on film is not great enough to justify 
investment in a film reading system, I. I. I. can furnish 
servi'ces for reading film and transcribing data on a pro
duction basis. A brochure describing the film reader and 
film reading systems we have developed is available on 
request. 

INFORMATION 
INTERNATIONAL 
INCORPORATED 

P. O. BOX 106 • MAYNARD! MASS. 

Circle No. 12 on Readers Servico Card 
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CONSIDERATIONS IN COMPUTER DESIGN 
(Continued from Page 26) 

efficiency is thereby accomplished, since a few 
bits will entirely identify a small number of regis
ters ... whereas many bits are needed for the 
full lnemory addresses. This may appear a useless 
efficiency. However, it is an essential part of a 
new approach along with the concurrence of paral
lel memories and parallel functions. I plan to de
scribe, from this point on, how this new approach 
removes a good deal of the logic waste mentioned 
earlier. Needless to say, this approach is exempli
fied in the Control Data 6600 Computer. 
Sequence 

In any computer program, the results are obtained 
by the execution of sequential operations. Among 
these operations are some whose order of execu
tion is unimportant to the result. In fact, the 
operations tend also to separate into somewhat 
independent trains, some housekeeping, some com
putational, some memory, and so on. These inde
pendent trains occur (or can occur) nested, so 
to speak, in the total sequence. A typical computer 
makes no attempt to take advantage of this nesting. 
Each instruction is taken in sequence and per
formed in sequence. If the computer had several 
arithmetic units of independent nature, and the 
ability to discriminate between those steps 'which 
must retain the original program order and those 
which need not, a positive improvement could 
be had. 

It isn't difficult to visualize a number of inde
pendent arithmetic units. However, it requires a 
very detailed examination of each instruction to 
determine how to discriminate on the sequential 
order. Back to the above plug-for-simplicity, here 
is where it really counts. Simply stated, orderly 
sets of instructions can be checked for sequence 
order quickly and efficiently. The conditions which 
make up the basis for the order of events to 
follow can be logged and up-dated. A quick 
decision can be made on which kind of order 
constraints are active, and a proper next step can 
be taken. The next step can be in the form of a go
ahead or a wait until conditions are more suitable. 

This cannot be visualized in the same way as the 
typical sequential machine. In such a machine, 
some underlying control lnechanism, e.g., a pulse, 
is formed at the beginning of a computation and 
proceeds through paths in the hardware like a 
mouse in a maze. Som"etimes the pulse is dupli
cated [or parallel controls of the data. However, 
only one of these duplicates provides the sequen
tial continuity to the next step. 
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IBM 
o.ff(~rs 

systems analysts and 

programmers 
the opportunity to design 
large-scale operational 

computer s~rstems 

Candidates should have a college degree or 
equivalent and a miniIIlum of 2 years' 

experience designing computer systems or programs. 

Current assignments are on 

Real Time Scientific Systems 
Real Time Information Retrieval Systems 

Spccific urcus of SYSlCIlIS design include 

Command Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Ground-Controlled Space Systems 

Communications Systems 
Intelligence Systems 

Assignment locations are at 
Bethesda, Maryland 

Houston, Texas 
Western United States 

Other selected U. S. and overseas locations 

Send your complete resume, 
including salary requirements, to 

Jatnes H. Burg, Dept. 539L 
IBM Fedcral Syslems Division 

7220 \Visconsin Avcnuc 
HClhcsdu, lUnrylnnd 

IBM is an E'lual Opportunity Employer 

Circle No. :2.1 on Readers S~rvice Card 
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A Darcis Print of Gaming in Eighteenth-Century France 

STL 

FJCC LAS VEGAS INTERVIEWS 

NOVEMBER 12-14, 1963 DESERT INN 

The Computation and Data Reduction Center of TRW 
Space Technology Laboratories is a centralized facil
ity for processing information vital to the design, 
simulation and analysis of missile systems and space
craft. 

The Center includes an experienced staff of over 300 
programmers, scientists, engineers and technicians, 
all of whom are skilled in applying electronic com
puting techniques to the problems of modern scien
tific research and development. 

The skills and experience of this staff, combined with 
STL's computation and data reduction facilities and 
recently augmented by the addition of a 7094 com
puter, enables CDRC to perform complex orbit deter
mination and prediction, simUlate missile flights, 
reduce and analyze telemetry data, model guidance 
equations, and conduct sophisticated management 
reporting systems (e.g., PERT). 

These many activities create these immediate open
ings at the Computation and Data Reduction Center 
of STL's new advanced Space Technology Center in 
Redondo Beach near Los Angeles International 
Airport. 

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
TEST EVALUATION PROGRAMMERS 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 

SYSTEMS TEST ANALYSTS 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

GUIDANCE ANALYSTS 

For FJCC interviews in Las Vegas, November 12-14, 
please contact STL's Bob Cooper at the Desert Inn. 
Or, forward your resume to STL Professional Place
ment, Department CA-11, One Space Park, Redondo 
Beach, California. TRW is an equal opportunity 
employer. 

TRW~ SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES 
~' 5uDs,d",y of Thompson R,mo Woofd';d"_ fnc. V. 0 N ~ SPA C E PA R K • REDO N 0 0 BE A C H, CAL r FOR N I A 

Circle No. 85 on Readers Service Card 

In the multiple unit machine, the control system 
begins similarly. A pulse is fonned in the begin
ning, and sequential steps are taken up to, but 
not including, the first actual arithmetic or logical 
operation. From that point on, this original pulse 
is spread to a most complex network of paths, of 
which no sensible connection with sequence can 
be seen. This network serves to maintain an up-to
date reservation list on all units and transient 
memory registers. New operations can begin execu
tion only if reservation conditions are favorable. 
Once an operation is issued to its unit, its reserva
tion is made and thereafter monitored until the 
execution is complete. During the execution, the 
conflicts of use of trunks, registers, and the order
keeping are more or less an automatic part of this 
reservation control. As new instructions are brought 
up and thrown into this caldron, the order of their 
arrival is the only information about the ultimate 
desired order. Inside the caldron, late -arrivals may 
actually proceed ahead of their tum as long as no 
impediments exist. (Note: It's like supper out. 
I've always been delayed getting a table for six.) 

ADD 

READ 

MULTIPLY 

NORMALIZE 

INCREMENT • 
STORE 

ADD 

INCREMENT 
• 

CONCURRENT 

Despite all the confusion in describing such a 
system of multiple units, it makes no sense to have 
them if they cannot operate concurrently. More 
than that, concurrency is our only way out of the 
wire - speed limit. There are drawbacks to a com
plex system such as this. However, the drawbacks 
are almost exclusively on the side of design and 
manufacture, not on the use of the computer. The 
only reasonable question to ask is: "Do the difficul
ties of design and manufacture result in cost or 
competitive disadvantage?" Let me discuss the 
general subject of design and manufacture. 

At odds 
One thing has charaderized the history of com
puter design more than any other: flexibility in the 
small. Building blocks made up of identical repeal
able circuits have been constructed into general
ized groupings, jn themselves very flexible. To 
keep the number of these groupings small, for logis
tics and manufacturing reasons, some waste is 
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allowed. By and large, however, the waste is mini
mal and pays off in over-all flexibility. Design in
volves mostly the complex interconnection of these 
grouped circuits obeying the well-established 
ground rules. Manufacture of the circuits proceeds 
somewhat independent of design, once the basic 
groupings are fixed and estimates are made of the 
number of each. Now then, with standard building 
blocks, the importance of wiring between them is 
obvious. In fact, the wiring allows the flexibility, 
so to speak. We have seen that wire length and 
speed of signals on wires are fast developing into 
a limitation. It isn't hard to see that wiring must 
be minimized, shortened, removed, or otherwise 
offset. Also, it isn't difficult to see that flexibility 
may be lost in the process. In truth, the two are 
really at odds. 

The passing of time 
The first thought in minimizing wire length is to 
reduce it. Make everything smaller. Yet work is 
perfOlmed on everything but the wire in this effort. 
The result is great reduction of circuit volume with 
no reduction in wiring volume. The wiring volume 
is now about half the total volume. 

If the circuits could be more carefully or cleverly 
grouped, it might be possible to remove some 
wires. This very laudable thought hits directly at 
the idea of flexible circuit blocks. Of course, a 
multi-level method of assembling modules is pos
sible (the mother-board technique), but this is also 
basically inflexible. No, it's too bad, but flexibility 
has got to go. What is the result? The principle 
effect is in design with some small effect on manu
facturing. The design-and-build process is length
ened, since manufacture must wait for complete 
design. What I have touched on in the last few 
paragraphs is the very real present-day problem 
facing the industry. Without exception, the tech
niques being formulated for the next round of elec
tronic equipment are based on design inflexibility 
except at very small levels. Integrated circuits of
fer no improvement unless coupled with more 
complex groupings to minimize or remove wires. 

Depositing techniques demand geometric and 
topographic design of whole groups of circuits. 
Multi-layer printed wiring requires photographic 
design processes. These are all at the engineering 
and designer level, not below. The entire direc
tion of the computing industry is toward design 
inflexibility. 

(To be COlltinued in the Next Issue) 

COMPUTERS and AUTOMATION for November, 1963 

An Invitation to 

Operations Research Analysts 

Applied Mathematicians 

Mathematical Statisticians 

Computer Programmers 

to do vital, advanced work 
in Model Development & 
Simulation using the full re
sources of the 

STRETCH COMPUTER 
The U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory needs ex

perienced professionals to work on challenging and 
exciting problems related to the simulation of 
Navy and Marine Corps amphibious operations. 
Models now being elaborated include the phases 
of embarkation, ship-to-shore movement, and troop 
operations ashore. Military experts, assigned as ad
visors, assist the civilian scientists in producing 
models which arc realistic and useful in Navy and 
Marine Corps defense planning. Other projects 
include operations research studies on current and 
advanced tactical weapons systems, effectiveness 
and cost-effectiveness evaluations, and systems anal
ysis. 

Dahlgren operates one of the largest and best
established computation and analysis laboratories 
in the world. It provides a stimulating scientific 
environment for operations research and other 
studies, with full opportunity for creative mathe
matical invention. 

A two-million-dollar laboratory scheduled for 
completion next year will provide expanded office 
space for the staff and unsurpassed computer facil
ities. 

A degree in mathematics, engineering, or one of 
the physical sciences is required. Experience in 
military doctrine, operations research, and particu
larly in model development and simulation tech
niques for digital, computers..-is, desirable. Starting 
salaries range'fr6m $7125 to,,$"12,845 ($13,615 be
ginning in January, 1964) depending upon experi
ence. These positions provide the exclusive benefits 
of Career Civil Service. 

For further information 

write to the 

Industrial Relations Director 

U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory 
Dahlgren, Virginia 

Circle No. 22 on Readers Service Card 
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Make over 70 

TEACHING MACHINES / 

PROGRAMMED LEARNING MACHINES / 
COMPUTING, REASONING, PUZZLE-SOLVING 

AND GAME-PLAYING MACHINES 

with our 

TEACHING MACHINE, PROGRAMMED LEARNING, AND 

AUTOMATIC TEACHING COMPUTER KIT K33 

WITH oun TEACHING COMPUTER KIT K33, you can make over 70 small machines which electrically read punched paper 
tape, signal correct answers, give rewards out of a chute, keep score, etc., responding t;;-;U;-;tlons fn~teaching~--pro-' 
g-;"aml1led learning, computing, reasonlng:- solving puzzles, pi~yi~g g;mes, etc. Each machine works on flashlight batte;
ies .... is FUN to make, FUN to use and play with, and TEACHES you - both (1) any information which can be programmed 
for learning in a series of items or questions on paper tape, and (2) information about how to put together electrical, com
puting, reasoning, and teaching circuits and devices. All connections with nuts and bolts - no soldering required - com
pletely safe. The TEACHING COMPUTER KIT K33 is the result of 15 years of our design and development work with 
miniature mechanical brains and scientlfic educational kits, including the Brainiac electric brain construction kit K18, the 
Probability and Statistics kit K22, Simon (miniature automatic digital computer with 129 relays), Squee (electronic robot 
squirrel), etc. 

ONLY A FEW OF THE MACHINES THAT YOU CAN MAKE: 
Teaching Machines: the Pat-on-the-Back Machine; 

the Spelling-the-Sound-F Machine; the Answering 
Machine; the Bronx-Cheer Machine; the Forgive-and
Forget Machine; the Scold-and-Forgive Machine; the If
Answer-Told-No-Reward Machine; the Infinitely-Reward
ing Machine; the One-Reward-per-Frame Machine; the 
Automatic Teaching Computer; Scoring Machine for 
Honorable Student; Scoring Maehine for Student wi th Weak 
Conscience: Podunk University's Pigeon Rewarding 
Machine; the Answering Machine with 100 Answers; the 
Answering Machine with G40 Answers; . . .. Logic Ma
chines: the AND/OH Machine; the OH ELSE Machine; 
the NOT BOTH Machine; the IF AND ONLY IF Machine; 
the Logical Syllogism Machine; ... , Computing Ma
chines: Machines for Adding 7, Squaring, Finding Cube 
Hoot, .... ; Decimal-to-Binary Converter; . . .. Puzzle
Solving Machines: the Case of the Missing Hyphen; the 
Riddle of Sundorl'a; Hawkshaw the Detective's Machine 
Made for Bluebeard; the Mysterious Multiples of 369; 
the Waxing and the Waning Moon; the Daisy Petal Ma
chine; . . .. Game Playing Machines: Nim; the Game of 
21 in Sundorra; Black Match. 

WHAT COMES WITH YOUR KIT K33? 
" Every special part need cd to make the experiments and 

mechanisms in the kit, including: 
- a Tape Mechanism, which rolls punched paper tape 

through a reading f'tatinn where it is read electrically, 
- a Chute Mechanism, which automatically delivers 

rewards or computes score, 
- four Multiple Switches operating electrically, 
- a Flip-Flop operating mechanically and electrically, 
- prepunched and prela15eled Panel Board, Lamps, 

Buzzer ,small Balls for rewards or scoring, Hand Punch 
for your own program tape, etc., 

- in total, over 400 parts of more than 50 kinds -
everything you need to make hundreds of different com
puting, reasoning, and teaching machines. 

• Also, 15 illustrative learning programs (Skinner style, 
Pressey style, etc.) on prepunched paper tape totaling 
over 500 frames, including as subjects: 

Physics - Light, Heat, and Incandescence; Geological 
Time Scale; Boolean Algebra - Introduction; Elementary 
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Algebra - Sets, Natural Numbers, Variables; Hamlet's 
Soliloquy; Chess Strategy U sing Pawns; Management -
PERT Method; Pharmacology - Corticosteroids; Spelling 
the Sound F; Spelling Long E with EI or IE; Chemistry -
Atomic Structure; Geometry - Some Aspects of Sym
metry; Finding Approximate ,Square Roots; Meaning of 
Certain Proverbs - in total, 15 samples, so that you can 
make your own programmed learning tapes to run on 
your own teaching computer . 

• Full descriptions of over 60 experiments 
• Book "Teaching Machines, Programmed Learning, and 

Automatic Teaching Computers: An Introduction through 
Experiments" by Edmund C. Berkeley, - over 80 pages 
- over 100 diagrams 

TEACHING MACHINE AND PROGRAMMED LEARNING 
KIT K33 . . .. another Berkeley Enterprises' kit with 
limitless possibilities and hours of built-in fun and in
struction .... $19.95, LESS $2.00 PREPUBLICATION 
DISCOUNT FOR ORDERS RECEIVED PRIOR TO NOVEM
BER 30, 1963, i. e.: $17.95. (For shipment west of 
Mississippi, add 80 cents; outside U. S., add $2.10) 

- 7 - Day Full Refund if not Satisfactory --

MAIL THIS COUPON OR A COpy OF IT 

I Berkeley Enterprises, Inc. 
I 815 Washington st. 

Newtonville, Mass. 02160 

Please send me when published the Teaching Machine I 

I and Programmed Learning Kit K33. (Returnable in 7 
I days for full refund if not satisfactory - if in good con-
I dition.) I enclose $ in full payment. I 

Name ------------------------------------------
Address ---------------------------------------

Circle No.8 4 on Reoders Service Card 
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BOOI{S AND 
OTHER 

PUBLICATIONS 
Moses M. Berlin 

Allston, Mass. 

We publish here citations and 
brief reviews of books and other 
publications which have a signifi
cant relation to computers, data 
processing, and automation, and 
which have come to our attention. 
We shall be glad to report other in
formation in future lists if a review 
copy is sent to us. The plan of each 
entry is: author or editor / title / 
publisher or issuer / date, publi
cation process, number of pages, 
price or its equivalent / comments. 
If you write to a publisher or is
suer, we would appreciate your 
mentioning Computers and Auto
mation. 

Bickley, W. G., and R. E. Gibson / Via 
Vector to Tensor: An Introduction to 
the Concepts and Techniques of the 
Vector and Tensor Calculus / John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Park Ave. S., 
New York 16, N. Y. / 1962, printed, 
152 pp, $4.50 
The aim of this book is to enable stu

dents to read with understanding the 
scientific books and papers in which the 
ideas and language of the vector and 
tensor calculus are used. The first four 
chapters which make up the vector section 
can he regarded as a refresher course lead· 
ing the student to the comprehension of 
the tensor section which follows. The five 
chapters in the section concerning tensors 
arc as follows: "Tellsors and Their Trans
formation," "Covariant Differentiation," 
"The ;\Ictric Tensor," "Some Geometry," 
and "Tensors in Mathematical Physics." 
Two appendices include': "Suggestions for 
furtller reading," and "Tensor and physi
cal compollents." Exercises included at 
the end of each chapter. "Hints and An
swers to the Exercises," p. 139. Index. 

Mills, Edwin S. / Price ,Output, and In-
ventory Policy: A Study in the Economics 
of the Firm and Industry / John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., 440 Park Ave. S., New York 
16, N. Y. / 1962, printed, 271 pp, $7.95 
The purpose of this book, addressed to 

economists, is to formulate and test mod
els which take explicit account of the ef
fects of uncertainty and inventory holding 
on firms' decision making. From a deci
sion theory point of view, the models de
veloped ill this book are special cases, 
and in no sense can this book be said to 
contain "the" theory of price determina
tion IIndl'l' IIncertainty. It is the author's 
belief that economists' understanding of 
price forlllation in uncertain circum
stances will g-row as theoretical and em
pirical ill\'('stig-ations proceed. This book 
is intended to he a contrihution in this 
direction, ;\lIIong- the thirteen chapters 
arc: "The Analysis of Expectations," 
"Perfect COlllpetition," "Imperfect Com
petition: One-Period Horizon," "Imper
fect COlllpl'tition: Multiperiod Horizon," 
and ";\pplication to Experimental Data." 
List of rderellces and index included. 

lRJEINHOLDbooks 

DIGITAL 
COMPUTER 

TECHNOLOGY 
by I. H. GOULD and F. S. ELLIS 

The authors of this important book present the fundamentals of digital 
computers for beginners whether they are engineers, technicians or 
laymen anticipating a career in computers or simply satisfying their 
curiosity. The twofold and difficult task of achieving simplicity with
out sacrificing depth of such a complex subject is done with such con
sum ate skill that anyone having a working knowledge of simple alge
braic addition and subtraction will readily understand the text. The 
entire book is characterized by one word: clarity. 

Although many models of digital computers arc in use today, and 
an ever-increasing number are sure to be introduced in the future, it 
is unnecessary to treat each computer model or machine as an individual. 
All general purpose electronic digital computers have the same five 
basic systems: input, output, memory, arithmetic and control - there 
are only the slightest variations in the design and operation of any 
digital computer. From the book's introduction to its final chapter 
these five common characteristics are thoroughly discussed and ex
plained. It also includes an important section on programming. 

By virtue of this unique treatment, readers are introduced and 
thoroughly grounded in all digital computers currently in service and 
even those yet to be marketed. 

Chapter Headings: Background to 
Computing - Arithmetical Methods 
- Symbolic Logic - The Stored
Program Computer - Instructions 
- Basic Computer Logic - Physi
cal Realization of Logic Elements -
Techniques in Control and Arithme
tic Logic - Further Techniques in 
Arithmetic Logic - Storage Tech
niques -Input and Output - Mis
cellaneous Techniques - Hypothac 
- Notes on Programming - Ap
pendix 1 Appendix 2 - Bibli
ography. 

1963} 212 pages} $8.50 

30-Day Examination Offer 
REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION, Dept. M-
430 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 

Please send me __ copy(ies) of Gould and Ellis: Digital Computer Technol-I 
ogy at $8.50 each for '30 days' examination under the following terms: 

o Total payment enclosed {Reinhold pays regular delivery charges} 

o Bill me (plus delivery charges) 

Print 

Name ... 

Address 

I City & Zone Stato 
SAVE MONEY! Enclose full payment and Reinhold pays all rer,ular delivery charges, Same return I privilege guaranteed, Please add sales tax on California, Ohio, Pt'nnsylv:lni:l, and New York City 

~ or~s,~nd chec~ m~ey ~Icr ~Y _DO n~ cn~e cash! _ .J 
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UNIVAC! 
Now disassembling a Univac I, with Card-to

Tape, Printer, eleven Uniservo I Tape Drives, Sola 

Transformers, Stabiline Voltage Regulators, nine 

Tape Carts. Will sell all or part. 

Within the next six months I expect to have a 

650, 704, 705, 1401, Univac I, Univac 1103. 

Will sell or lease the total units or components, 

or in the event of teardown will sell parts. 

5000 used mylar tapes currently in stock - 1 

mil, MMM type 159, V2" and 1" width. 

I act as principal in the purchase and sale of 

used computers, components, and magnetic 

tapes. Please address offers and inquiries to 

• 
MILT GROBAN 

9656 S. Merrion Ave. 

Chicago 17, III. SA-1-3442 

STATEMENT OF OWNERSIII P AND MANAGEMENT 
OF COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION 

October II, 1963 

Computers and Automation is published 12 times 
a year at Newtonville, Mass. 

The names and addresses of the publisher, editor 
and managing editor are: 

Publisher, Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 815 
Washington St., Newtonville, Mass. 02160; Editor 
and Managing Editor, Edmund C. Berkeley, 815 Wash
ington St., Newtonville, Mass. 02160. 

The owner is: 
Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 815 Washington 

St., Newtonville, Mass. 02160. 

Stockholders holding one per cent or more of 
the stock are: 

Edmund -C" Berkel eYi 815 Washi ngton St., 
Newtonville, Mass. 02160; Max S. Weinstein, 
25 Highland Drive, Albany 3, N.Y. 

The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other 
security holders owning or holding one per cent or 
more of the total amount of bonds, mortgages, or 
other securities are: NONE. 

Tlw av(~ra~W number of copies of each issue of 
this publication sold or distributed, through the 
m3ils or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 
12 months prec(~ding the dute shown above was 3732. 

Edmund C. Derkeley, Editor 
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New 

FROM DRCHARD-HAVS 

& COMPANY. INC. 

* GENESYS 
... software tool 
the experts fuse I 

A powerful, time saving software tool for building 
your own special applications systems for efficient 
solution of your own special problems. GENESYS 
is a "system building system" composed of a ma
chine language processor, various supervising and 
monitoring routines, and a library of systems 
routines. 

The library contains highly efficient routines for 
executive machine controls, input-output execu
tion and monitoring. Using GENESYS program
ming language, any number of routines for solving 
a particular problem may be added to the library 
and ultimately compiled into a complete applica
tion system. 

GENESYS features: 

• Hierarchial multi-level structure of modular rou
tines and sub-routines. 

• I/O Macro language for initiating input-output 
through an ACTUATOR which stacks I/O requests 
providing centralized execution and parallel I/O 
compute functions. 

• Full library of routines in condensed form 
(CODP AC) to provide fast maintenance and system 
regeneration. 

• Complete assembler and programming language; Op 
definitions easily modified for machine compatibility. 

If you would like detailed information about how 
GENESYS can help you, write or telephone 
William Orchard-Hays, president: 

ORCHARD-HAYS & COMPANY, INC. 
3150 Wilson Boulevard. Arlington, Virginia, 22201 

Area code 703 • Phone 525-5206 

C-H&C 
*GENESYS, the tool Orchard-Hays & Company. Inc. uses in buildiul!; 
advanced application systems ... to advance the capabilities of computer 
systems. Trademark pending. 

Circle No. 24 on Readers Service Card 
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NEW PATENTS keepsie, N. Y. / I.B.M. Corp., New 
York, ~. Y., a corp. of N. Y. I Magnetic 
Core Device. 

HaYlllond R. Skolnick 
lh-g. Patent Ag(~nt 

Ford ln~t. Co. 

3,099,822 / Emrys John Williams, Steven
age, England I International Computers 
and Tabulators, Ltd. (formerly The 
British Tabulating Machine Company' 
L.imited) I Magnetic Data Storage De
VIces. 

Di". of Sperry Rand Corp. August 6, 1963 
Long Island City I, New York 3,100,296 I Frederick Jonker, 3939 Lega

tion St., N.W., Washington, D. C. / 
--- / Superilllposahle Card Search 
alld Data Storage System. The rollowing is a compilatioll 

of patents pertaining to computer 
and associated equipment from the 
"Official Gazette of the U. S. Pat
ent Office," dates of issue as in
(lica ted. Each en try consists of 
paten t number / inventor (s) / 
assignee / invention. Printed cop
ies of patents may be obtained 
from the Commissioner of Patents, 
,,,Tashington 25, D. C., at a cost of 
25 cents each. 

July 2, 1963 
3,0!)(),f)1O / Don N. Lee, Torrence, Calif. / 

.\lI\pex Corporation, Redwood City, 
Calif.. a corp. of Calif. / Circuit for 
Sensing- Signal Output of a Magnetic
Core ;\Iemory. 

3,0!JG,:;)) / Andrew Taras, Binghamton, 
~. Y. / I.B.~I. Corp., New York, ,~. Y., 
a corp. of New York / Apparatus for 
Effecting Concurrent Record, Read and 
Checking Operations. 

3,096,521 / Johannes Hugo Petermann 
and Nora Anne Petermann, \Vilhclms
haven, Germany / Olympia \Verke AG., 
\Vilhelmshaven, Germany / Magnetic 
Data Recording Apparatus. 

July 9, 1963 
3,097,306 / Lester Mintzer, Newton Cen

ter, Mass. / Minneapolis-Honeywell 
Regulator Co., Minneapolis, ~Iinn., a 
corp. of DcIaware / ~Iagnetic Core Digi
tal Storage and Transfer Circuits. 

3,097,349 / Franz L. Putzrath, Oaklyn, 
and Thomas B. Martin, Collingswood, 
~. J. / Radio Corp. of America, a corp. 
of DcIaware / Information Processing 
Apparatus. 

3,097,350 / Harold Noel Coates, East 
Grinstead, England / International 
Computers and Tabulators, Ltd., Lon
don, England, a company of Great 
Britain / Magnetic Core Registers. 

July 16, 1963 
3,098,119 / Jerome H. Lemelson, 43A 

Garfield Apts., Metuchen, N. J. I 
--- I Information Storage System. 

3,098,161 I Pierre ~1ichel Bizet, Saint
OUen, France / Compagnie Industrielle 
des Telephones, Paris, France, a corp. 
of France / Bilaterally Operable Tran
sistorized Shifting Register. 

3,098,:.!1f) / David. P. Waite, Topsfield, 
l\Iass. / General Electric Company, a 
corp. of New York I Data Storage and 
Transmission System. 

3,098,:.!17 I Abraham Franck and George 
F. MarCile, Minneapolis, and Berc 1. 
Parsegyan, St. Paul, Minn. I Sperry 
Rand Corporation, New York, N. Y., 
a corp. of Delaware / Magnetic Device 
Sensing, Shifting and Encoding Circuit. 

3,098,218 / Thomas Harold l;lowers, Mill 
Hill, LOlldoll, England I Her Majesty's 
Postmaster Gelleral, London, England / 
Binary Digital Number Storing and 
Accumulating Apparatus. 

July 23, 1963 
3,098,996 / Ernest R. Kretzmer, New 

Providence, N. J. / Bell Telephone 
Labs., Inc., New York, N. Y., a corp. 
of N. Y. / Information Storage Arrange
ment. 

3,098,997 / Winthrop J. Means, Summit, 
N. J. / Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., New 
York, N. Y., a corp. of N. Y. I Informa
tion Storage Arrangement. 

3,099,002 / Carl P. Spaulding, San Marino, 
and Merton Carr Wilson, Pasadena, 
Calif. I Datex Corp., Monrovia, Calif., 
a corp. of Calif. / Encoder Circuits. 

3,099,003 I Carl P. Spaulding, San Marino, 
and Merton Carr Wilson, Pasadena, 
Calif. I Datex Corp., Monrovia, Calif., 
a corp. of Calif. / Encoder Circuits. 

3,099,004 I Hans Heuer, Wilhelmshaven, 
Germany I Olympia Werke AG, Wil
helmshaven, Germany I Arrangement 
for Series-Transmission of Coded Sig
nals. 

July 30, 1963 
~,099,820 / Raymond W. Ketchledge, 

Whippany, N. J. / Bell Telephone 
Labs., Inc., New York, N. Y., a corp. 
o[ ~. Y. / Optical Storage System. 

3,099,821 / Frederick L. Post, Pough-

August 1:{, 196:{ 
3,100,599 I Donald G. Hebert, South 

Windsor, Conn. / Royal McBee Corp., -
New York, N. Y., a corp. of N. Y. / 
Data Processing Equipment. 

3,100,834 I Frederick ~I. Derner, Johnson 
City, and Martin J. Kelly, Endwell, 
N. Y. I 1.B.M. Corp., New York, N. Y., 
a corp. of N. Y. I ~Iagnetic Data 
Processing. 

3,100,835 / Orest J. Bedrij, Poughkeepsie, 
N. Y. / 1.B.M. Corp., New York, N. Y., 
a corp. of N. Y. / Selecting Adder. 

3,100,836 / Gerard T. Paul and Orest J. 
Bedrij, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. I 1.B.M. 
Corp., New York, N. Y., a corp. of 
N. Y. / Add One Adder. 

3,100,837 I William J. Gesek, Jr., Linden, 
N. J. / R.C.A. Corp., a corp of Dela. I 
Adder-Subtractor. 

3,100,838 I :Michael E. Szekely, Belle 
Mead, N. J. I R.C.A. Corp., a corp. of 
Dela. I Binary Full Adder Utilizing 
Integrated Unipolar Transistors. 

3,100,887 / Robert M. Wolfe, Colonia, 
N. J. I Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., 
New York, N. Y., a corp. of N. Y. / 
Ferroelectric Shift Register. 

COMPUTER ENGINEERS: 
MAKE YOUR NEXT STEP A BIG ONE 
Step into worldwide husiness autOlnation with NCR, Los Angeles. 
For a top-secret interview, call NCR at the Desert Inn Hotel 
during the Fall Joint Conlputer Conference inLasVegas. 

INlclRI 
The National Cash Register Company 

ELECTHONICS DIVISION 
2HI.5 \\1. EI Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 

Telephone: Area Code 21.3-7P57 -.5111 

All ('(llia/-oll/lor/I11';/!! ('III}J/O!!l'r 
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3.100,888 / Robert E. Oleksiak, Brookline, 
Mass. / I.B.M. Corp., a corp. of N. Y. 
/ Checking System. 

August 20, 1963 
3,101,416 / Claude Marie Edmond Masson, 

Paris, France / Societe d'Electronique et 

DATA PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE CO. 

OFFERS: 704 system, 650 systems, 
604-521, 031 : 024 : 077 : 082's : 
085 : 514 : 523 : 402-3~ : 407 
: 519 : 521 : 044 : NCR 31 . 2- LGP-
30's: 402-7 panels. 1401,1410 sys
tems wanted. 

Buy or sell used IBM, Remrand 
through 

DA-PEX Co. 
366 Francis Bldg. 

Louisville, Ky. 

GL-1-7457 JU-5-5454 
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d'Automatisme, Courbevoie, France / 
Magnetic Core Switching Systems. 

3,101,417 / William C. Elmore, Swarth
more, Pa. / Burroughs Corp., Detroit, 
Mich., a corp. of Mich. / Magnetic 
Core Device. 

August 27, 1963 
3,101,894 / Frederick L. Smith, Dayton, 

Ohio / The National Cash Register 
Co., Dayton, Ohio, a corp. of Md. / 
Data Recording System with Zero Sup
pression. 

3,102,195 / Karl F. Frank, Garden City, 
N. Y. / Micro Balancing, Inc., a sub
sidiary of Giannini Scientific Corp., 
Garden City Park, N. Y. / Pickup 
Means for Punched Data. 

3,102,203 / Joseph T. McNancy, La Mesa, 
Calif. / General Dynamics Corp., 
Rochester, N. Y., a corp. of Dela. / 
Photosensitive Data Providing System. 

3,102,207 / Albert E. Ellis, Jr., New York, 
N. Y. / Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., 
New York, N. Y., a corp. of N. Y. / 
Transistor Memory Circuit. 

3,102,238 / Lynn R. Bosen, Costa Mesa, 
Calif. / Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rap
ids, Iowa, a corp. of Iowa / Encoder 
with One Frequency Indicating One 
Binary Logic State and Another Fre· 
quency Indicating Other State. 

September 3, 1963 
3,102,995 / Tirey C. Abbott, Jr., Los An

geles, and Herbert L. Bernstein, Ingle
wood, Calif. / The National Cash 

Register Co., Dayton, Ohio, a corp. of 
Md. / Character Reading System. 

3,102,996 / Frank A. Hill, Van Nuys, and 
Howard L. Stahle, Montrose, Calif. / 
General Precision, Inc., a corp. of Dela
ware / Computer. 

3,102,997 / Gerhard Dirks, 44 Morfelder 
Landstrasse, Frankfurt am Main, Ger
many / Selective Transfer of Magnet
ically Stored Data. 

3,102,998 / Robert E. Staehler, North 
Caldwell, N. J. / Bell Telephone Labs., 
Inc., New York, N. Y., a corp. of New 
York / Storage System. 

3,102,999 / Rune Bernhard Bernemyr, 
Farsta, Karl Gosta Herbert Lindberg, 
Bandhagen, and Bengt Gunnar Mag
nusson, Farsta, Sweden, and Carl Gun
nar Svala, Galion, Ohio / Telefonaktie
bolaget L. M. Ericsson, Stockholm, 
Sweden, a corp. of Sweden / Magnetic 
Memory Arrangement. 

3,103,001 / William T. Hage, Alliance, 
Ohio / Babcock & Wilcox Co., New 
York, N. Y., a corp. of New Jersey / 
Logic Control Unit for Data Collecting, 
Storing, Transmitting and Computing 
System. 

September 10, 1963 
3,103,309 / Gosta Roland Englund, Stock

holm, Sweden / Svenska Dataregister 
AB, Stockholm, Sweden, a corp. of 
Sweden / Data Handling Apparatus. 

3,103,577 / Frank G. Willard, Clarence, 
N. Y. / Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion, East Pittsburgh, Pa., a corp. of 
Pa. / Digital Signal Sensing Apparatus. 

ADVERTISING INDEX 

Following is the index of advertisements. Each item con
tains: Name and address of the advertiser / page number 
where the advertisement appears / name of agency if any. 

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., 195 Broadway, 
New York 7, N. Y. / Page 2 / N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. 

Information International, Inc., P. O. Box 106, 
Maynard, Mass. / Page 58 / Tech Reps, Inc. 

Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter St., Redwood City, 
Calif. / Page 4 / Cunningham & Walsh, Inc. 

Audio Devices, Inc., 44'1 Madison Ave., New York 22, 
N. Y. / Page 8 / Charles W. Hoyt Co., Inc. 

Bellcomm Inc., 1100 17th St., N. W., Washington 6, 
D. C. / Page 67 / N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. 

Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 815 Washington St., New
tonville 60, Mass. / Page 62 / -

Career Center, 770 Lexington Ave., New York 21, 
N. Y. / Page 39 / Mohr & Eicoff, Inc. 

Control Data Corporation, 8100 34th Ave., So., 
Minneapolis 20, Minn. / Page 11 / Erwin Wasey, 
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. 

Data Display, Inc., 1820 Como Ave., St. Paul 8, Minn. 
/ Page 15 /-

Data Processing Equipment Exchange Co., 366 Francis 
Bldg., Louisville 2, Ky. / Page 65 / -

Dialight Corp., 60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 36, N. Y. / 
Page 41 / H. J. Gold Co. 

Ferroxcube Corp., Saugerties, N. Y. / Page 68 / 
Lescarboura Advertising Co., Inc. 

Forms, Inc., Willow Grove, Pa. / Page 3 / Elkman 
Advertising Co., Inc. 

General Electric Computer Dept., P. O. Drawer 270, 
Phoenix, Ariz. / Pages 32, 33 / Foote, Cone & 
Belding 

General Intellitronics, Inc., 900 Nepperhan Ave. , 
. Yonkers, N. Y. / PagA 42 / -

Milt Groban, 9656 Merrion Ave., Chicago 17, Ill. / 
Page 64 / -

66 

International Business Machines Corp., Federal Sys
tems Div., 7220 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda, Md. / 
Page 59 / Benton & Bowles, Inc. 

F. L. Mannix & Co., Inc., 1132 Park Sq. Bldg., 
Boston 16, Mass. / Page 14 / Recruitment 
Advertising, Inc. 

National Cash Register Co., Main & K Sts., Dayton 9, 
Ohio / Page 21 / McCann-Erickson, Inc. 

National Cash Register Co., Electronics Div., 2815 
W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. / Page 65 / 
Allen, Dorsey & Hatfield, Inc. 

Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Va., / Page 61 / 
M. Belmont Ver Standig, Inc. 

Orchard-Hays & Co., Inc., 3150 Wilson Blvd., Arling
ton, Va., 22201 / Page 64 / S. G. Stackig, Inc. 

Pepperdine College, 8035 So. Vermont Ave., Los 
Angeles 44, Calif. / Page 42 / -

Photoeircuits Corporation, Glen Cove, N. Y. / Page 34 / 
Duncan-Brooks, Inc. 

Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y., 10022 / Page 63 / Frank Best & Co., Inc. 

RMS Associates, Inc., 102 E. Sandford Blvd., M.t. 
Vernon, N. Y. / Page 37 / Taubert Studios 

Space Technology Laboratories, One Space Park, Redon
do Beach, Calif. / Page 60 / Fuller & Smith & Hoss, 
Inc. 

Technical Operations, Inc., 3600 M St., N. W., Wash
ington 7, D. C. / Page 31 / Edwin F. Hall 
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Someday man will hang his hat on the moon 

It may not be the hat pictured here. But it will be 
closc. For man's ancient dream of journeying to the 
moon is steadily nearing reality. 

Bcllcomm is busy planning this journey, evaluating 
systcms needed for manned space flight there and 
back. If qualified, you might like to join the vanguard 
creatino this exciting expedition. There are rewarding 
openinos in the fields of physics, chemistry, engineer-

ing, psychology, mathematics, flight mechanics, com
puting and programming, propulsion, aerodynamics 
and aeronautical engineering. 

Bellcomm welcomes your resume. Send it to 
Mr. W. W. Braunwarth, Personnel Director, Bellcomm, 
Inc., Room 1118U, 1100 17th St., N. W., Washington 6, 
D. C. Bellcomm, newest company of the Bell System, 
is an equal opportunity employer. 

@ BELLCOMM, INC. N!!' 1\ [3ell Telephono Sy:;\em Company 
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FERROXCUBE 

+.~.v -I:,., I . DA'A REGISTEI 
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with price Get the performance, reliability 

1-0 m-Iod and versatility you require in a 
ma~neti~ core memory system at significant 
savings In cost. 

The Ferroxcube 52·10 Memory System provides a 10 usec cycle time, 
with half cycle mode of 6 usec, and access time of 4 usec. The program
mer can select sequential, sequential interlace, or random access modes 
of operation. Capacity ranges from 32 to 16,384 characters in various 
bit lengths. 

A unique design, the Ferroxcube 52·10 combines sealed modules, 
with a versatile speed range to meet a majority of specifications. Output 
levels and access modes can be tailored for specific requirements. 

Write for complete details on Ferroxcube general purpose memory 
systems. 

LOW-COST, GENERAL-PURPOSE MEMORIES 
by 

FE~ER2?59R~BE ~ 
SAUGERTIES, NEW YORK ~ 
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